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l.O PROJECTBACKGROUND
The M00-2 Wind TurbineProgramwas initiatedi_ August of 1977when Boeing
Engineeringand Construction(a divisionof The BoeingCompany)was awardedthe
contractfor developmentof a multl-megawattwind turbinesystem. This project
was a continuationof the U.S. Departmentof Energyprogramswhich had
previouslyfunded developmentof t!.eexperimentalMOD-O machineat the NASA LeRC
Test Center at Plum Brook,Ohio; four of the 200 kW MOD-OAmachinesas installed
and operatedin New Mexico,Rhode Island,Puerto Rico, and Hawaii;and the 2000
kW MOD-I machineinstalledin North Carolina.These earliermachineswere
invaluablein developingthe technologyrequiredto harnessthe abundantand
renewableenergyfrom w_nds and provideda databasefor use in developmentof
the MOD-2.The contractrequirementsestablishedfor the MOD-2 machinewere
structuredto achievea significantadvancementtowardsearly commercial
realizationof cost competitiveelectricalenergy from wind power.
As with the earlierdevelopmentalprograms,the NASA LeRC was assignedprogram
and technicalmanagementresponsibilityfor the MOD-2 machine.
1.1 PROJECTGOALS
Stated in generalterms,the DOE/NASAgoals for the MOD-2 programwere_asf-ollows:
o Providean economicallyviable alternativeelectricalener9y system -"
(cost competitivewith some conventionalfueledpower plants)which
could reducethe dependencyon non-renewablefossil fuel electrical
generationsystems.
o Demonstratefeasibilityof wind turbinesoperatingin a utilitynetwork.
The machinemust be compatiblewith utilityinterfacereEuirementsand
:. generalutilityoperationsand _intenance practices.
o Stimulatewide industryinvolvementin the developmentof a commercial
businessbase.
1.2 SPECIFICDESIGNREQUIREMENTS
The primarydesignrequirementsestablishedby the MOD-2 contractStatementof
Work were:
(I) The machineshall producemulti-megawattsat rated power.
(2) The cost of electricityfor the lOOth productionunit, when operated
at a site with a meanwind speed of 14 mph, shall not exceed 4 cents
per kilowatt-hour based on 1977 dollars.
(3) The machine shall be of the horizontal axis type.
(4) The rotor diameter shall be no less than 300 feeL.
(5) The machine shall be compatible with integration into a utility
network (including integration Of multi-units in a farm concept).
1-1
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(6) Design for safe and reliableoperationover a periodof 30 years.
(7) Design for unattendedoperationwith automaticcontrolfor
sequencingits operation.
The specificrequirementsas extractedfrom th_ contractStatementof Work are
shown in Table i-I.
1.3 DESIGNAPPROACH
The generalizedprogramapproachwas structuredas illustratedin FigureI-i.
As shown,this was a phased programwith severalDOE and NASA reviewsand
approvalprerequisitesto enteringthe subsequentphase. In additionto the
DOE/NASAreview,severalutilitieswere periodicallybriefedand contributedto
the requirementsfor the interfaceto the grid, and the requirementsfor
operationsand maintenance(O&M).
The most significantphasesin terms of establishingthe configurationwere the
Concept and PreliminaryD_signPhases.A more detailedlogic diagramleadingt_
PDR is shown In Figure1-2. Most significantin these activitiesare the trade
studieswhich evaluateddesignand specificationvariations,The primary
objectiveof al] trade studieswas to optimizesystemperformanceto obtain
least cost of electricity.Table I-2 summarizesthe m_jor studiesleadingto
the preliminarydesign.Theextensive analysiswhich led to the system
definitionat PDR is documentedin referenceI. This final report focuseson
the remainderof the programto the currentO&M phase.
The DetailDesign Phase developedthe productiondesigndrawingsand all
r procurementspecifications.During this phase, competitiveproposalswere
i solicitedand evaluatedfor the selectionof major hardwaresuppliers.Long
lead procurementof selectedhardwarewas authorizedby NASA prior to
I_, completionof the DetailDesign Phase.
i With NASA approvalto enter the FabricationPhase for three prototype
L',_ machines,the remainingsubcontractswere awardedfor major componentsand
procurementof all hardwarewas initiated.The major componentsuppliersfor
! the MOD-Z programare shown in Table I-3 and Figure i-3_ The major tasks in
i this phase were the releaseof the interfacecontroldrawingsand specifica-tions and the extensivesubcontractr_nagementtasks to assure interface
! compatibillty,quality,and schedulecommitmentswere met. Integratedsystem:i_: testingof initialcomponentswas conductedprior to first rotationwith the
: objectiveof designverification.Sparesrequirementsfor assemblyand test
were identifiedand uniquewind turbinemaintenancetoolswere designedand
procured.Reliabilityand maintenanceanalyseswere utilizedto recommendan
optimumoperationalsparesprovisioningto supportthe availabilitygoals.
FailureModes and EffectsAnalysis (FMEA)is noted in Figure I-I to be a
continuingactivitythroughoutthe program.The purposeof these analysesis to
a_sure that the machinewill operatein a fully automaticunattendedmode and
provldefor safe shutdownfrom any out-of-toleranceconditlonor singlepoint
failure.The FMEA is furtherdiscussedin Section2.7.
I-Z
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Table I.I, MOD.2Requlmmen=
,,=,
REQUIREMENT/OBJECTIVE VALUE
i
DesignRequlrements/Objectlves
ServiceLife 30 years
Power Output (3 phase, 60 Hz) Megawettrange
Rotor Orientation Horizontalaxis
Weight and Dimenslonal(_Transport) Yes
Finish Duration Yes
Cut-in Rated Cut-out Wind Speed 14/27.5/45 mph
Color and Identification Markings _ Yes
Rotor Diameter >-300 feet
Environmental
Mean YearlyWind Sp_@edat Site 14 n_phat 30 feet
Wind Gradient VariblePower Law
Wlnd Speed F_equency Weibull
Gust Criteria Yes
Altitude 0-7000 feet
LightningModel Yes
Seismic Yes
TemperatureRange -40°F.to 120°F.
Other (rain,hail, snow, etc) Yes
MaximumDesign Wind 120 mph at 30 feet
Safety
Fail Safe (Unattended) Yes
Fire Detection Yes
Site SecuritySystem Yes
E_ HazardProtection Yes
r_ Networkand TurbineProtectlo_ Yes
Self Protectionin Emergency Yes
ObstructionMarkingand Lighting Ye_
Operations& Maintenance
Tools, Vehlcles Commercial
Automatlc/ManualOperation Yes
AvailabilityObjective .go Minlmun_
Remote/UnattendedControl Yes
Data SystemsChannels > 100
MaintenanceConcept Yes
Cost
Cost of Electricity (_OOth Unit) Under 4t/kWh ($1977)
Units in Farm 25
ProductionRate Yes
i Fixed ChargeRate .18Cost of Elect.EquationSpecified YesSite Definition Yes
i TransportDistance 1,000 miles
i ,
; 1-3
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Table 1.2. Summaryof TradeStudies(Sheetf)
SELECTED
1RADE CONFIGURATION REMARKS
Blade l,E. Configuration Helded Steel Plate Htntleum cost and rtsk
(welded steel plate vs.
fnem-filled fiberglass vs.
steel skinned honeycomb
panels & others)
Crack Detection System Low Pressure flow through Cost effective means to provide
orifices early crack detection and MS ....
shutdown prtor to failure ......
Crack Stopping Design Not Practical Htgh rlsk strocture
_tal vs. Composite Rotor Hers1 rotor Composite requires further develop-
mnt and ts htgher risk. Complicated
pivot joint and hub to mid-blade
_lnt
Upwind vs, Downwind Upwind _oter Higher energy output reduces COE
Rotor
Tip to Ground 50 feet Larger values ofground clearance tClearance increased power output, but .offset
by increased system costs
Tilted vs Non-Tilted No ttlt 5mall ttlt angles can be accom-
Rotor modeLedif required for blade/tower
clearance. Tllt above 4-5 degrees -"
increases COE,
Eptcyclic vs, Parallel Eptcyclic Gearbox Lower weight, lower cost, higher
Shaft Gear Box efficiency. COEreduced O,SSc/kWh
Low Speed Shaft Support Rotating Shaft support Lowest risk, llghtest weight,
Configuration (Fixed vs. least COP
Inplene vs. Rotating)
Generator Drivs Selection Gearbox Driven Direct driven generator at 2500 kw
(Oirect vs. Gearbox woOld require 50 feet diameter
Driven) pancake shape with E 400 poles
High weight & high cost
Power Generation 60 Hertz Direct Static Inverter systems adds con- l
(60 Hertz Direct vs. (constant speed) sidereble cost.
Static Inverter) COEwould increase 0.57C/kWh
Generator Type Selection Synchronous Generator Less risk, control understood
(Synchronous vs. Induction) wlth soft quill shaft COEPeduced O,035¢/kWh
Generator Speed Selection 1800 rpm Less generator cost. less drive
(1200 vs. 1800 rpm) train torque, gearbox not sig-
nificantly costlier. R_t
COPreduction
Generator Voltage Selection 4.15 KVwith trensfor_ler Provides flexibility for multi-
(4.15 KV vs. 13.8 KV) unit fam Installations. 4.16 Is
standard for 2.5 n_ generator.
Smeller and'lighter. Least system
cost
Generator Selection One design - sMndord Sltghtly derail'd at ?000 ft -
(Effect of site altitude) commercial generator hot day. Could accommodate
extreme environment range with
mdlfted design et slight cost
1-8
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Table 1.2.Summaryof TradeStudies(Sheet2)
5FLtCTLD
IRAD[ CONFIGURATIOIt REHARK$
Fixed vs. variable speed rotor Fixed speed rotor Variable speed captnc_s more energy ................
hut adds 0.57¢/kHh
Cut-in mind speed - low 14 HPII P hub hetgh_ II mph req'd to sustain rated rl_.
3 mphn_r_tn avoids frequent stgp/
start CycleS
Cut-out wind speed - high 45 mph P hub height Total energy available above 45mph
Is less than.lS for specified wtnd
spectrum
Des;gn Hind Speed 20 mph @_:ubheight 144xlmumspecific energy ot'tput for
design specific power power rating
of 35,4 watts/sq,_ft.
Rated Wind Speed 27.5 mph@Imb height Compatible wlth design_wind speed
Design Power Rating 25GOKH9enerator Considered mtntmumCOt for specific
power of 35.4 watts/sq, ft. In specified
14 mphwtnd spectra,
Design Service Life 30 years Htntmtm COEconsidering periodic
component replacements
Extreme Hind Speed 120 mph__..30it. Appltceb]e_ for sites with highest
occurrence of htgh minds such as
Florida and Cape Hatteras ....
Negligible penalty at typical
sites
M_qlllne Size Opttmiz_tt,n 2_aOOkWGenerator Considered minimumCOt for site wtth 14
300 ft. die. rot,.r mphmeanmind. See Figure 4.1. .:
Roan Hind Speed Specification value = 14 mph HOD-2 near optimum over typtcal stte
moan minds. See Figure 4.2
Twovs. Three Blade Rotor Twoblade rotor Increased energy output of 3 blades
more then offset by increased system
Costs.
leetered vs. Rigid Rotor Teetered rotor Total WTSweight reduces 61,000 lb.
COt reduced 0.14¢/kHh
Teeter Stop Study (Brake Friction brake & rigid stop . Brake concept reduces risk and
vs. rtgld vs. spring vs.-viscous control-s teetering when pa_ked
damper)
Teeter Bearing Study Elastomertc Bearing Least cou,ptex, no lube system end +.(Relier vS. plain vs. seals required
elastomertc)
Optiaum Rotor Speed 17.5 rp. Studies showed_extmum energy output at
17,5 rpm. Highe_ rpm reduces systen
weight and cost. b{It not sufficiently
to overcomeenergy loss.
Partial vs. Full Span Rotor Partial (30% Ttp) Reduces loadS, less co_plex hub,
Control reduced weight, end CO[ reduces
• O,4¢lkHh
AIomlnum vs, Steel Tip Blade Steel tip Blade Steel Is negligibly heevter due to
fattgue crtttcel loads. Steer tip
approx. $16.000 oheaper then aluminum.
Eliminates developmlentwork on elt/ntnum
structure.
Airfoil GeOmetry(NASA NA_A230XX For equal performance, the selected
230XX vs. 430XX vs. 44XX airfoil results In )lghtest rotor end
end_mdlftcatlons) least COt
1-9
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Table 1.2, Summaryof TradeStudies(Sheet3)
SELECTED
TRADE CONF|GURATIDH REIMRKS
0eslrabt_lty of Emergency 14oeme_ency 9eoers_r 48 vdc - $0 a_p-hour t_ttertes
Dctsel Dr-t_venGenerator handle reclutr_nents tn the event
of utlllt¥ power loss
Generator Circuit Breaker IMcelle Located GCB £|tmlnatea eddft|onal yew sltp
(Nacelle vs. Ground Level) rtngs. Less complex, more reltable
end least cost
Wtrtng Transfer Across Yaw Slip Ring Nacelle retotlon not 11mtted.
Bearing (Slip ring vs flex Flex cabl_ would require development
cables) and test w|th htgh rtsk of 1letted life
Nacelle Yew Drive I_ydreuttc Lower cost, smiler size, higher stall
(Electric vs. Hydraulic) torque, my stall wtthout.domge
Nacelle StruCtural Concept Truss Type Appruxtmtely 1/2 cost of other concepts.
(Truss vS. Heavy Bed Beam Slightly less we/gP_t._
vs. Seml-Hooocque)
Nacelle Truss Iqembers Open I Sectt_mL_____ ........... -Best weld capability, least fabrication
(Closed Box vs. Open [ cost
Section)
Tover Conft_urat_o_ Soft Shell TO_er Soft Tower ettenustes Z/ray I¢4_s.
(Saft shell vs. Stiff (freq • 1.3 - 1.5 Lighter, cheaper. COE red.ces
Truss) cycles/rev_ l¢/kHh
Tower Configuration Soft shell tower The soft-soft shell (0.8 cycles/
(Soft vS SoiL-Soft Tower) ray) resulted-in smell diameter
(7 it) tower, Hot.adequate for man-
lift and no appreciable cost saving
_ Tower Configuration Conical Base Brace_. tower Structurally In-
.-_/ (Braced vs. Conical (250 _nch 4*a_eter) detem_eete. $_soeptsb_e to
Base) differential settlement. Higher
; risk with no significant cost
savtnD_
_" Tower Configuration -- Hyperbolic Transition -- Hyper_olic reduces local stresses
(Cone to Cylinder and e_lm_nates approx. 3600 Ib
transition, abrupt vs. of rtng and gussets
hyperbolic)
" Control System Microprocessor-based Rellability due to less parts.
(Analog vs Hlcru- Digital System reduced cost, commercially available
processor) components, flexibility to accom-
emdste syst_chsnges, superior
perfomance
Control System - Nacelle Computer end The ground located syatlm requires
MlcmOmcessor Location Signal Conditioning ualttplextng systo. Nacelle
(Ground vs. Nacelle) location provtdes COB redvctto_
_O.l¢/kWh
1-10
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_b_ I._ MajorSubcont_c_n
ITEM SUBCONTRACTOR_ FUNCTION
Rotor Pittsburgh- Des Moines Steel Company Fabrication
Tower ChicagoBridgeand Iron Fabrication
Nacelle Bucyrus-Erie,Inc. Fabrication
Low Speed-S_ft _ Bucyrus-Erle,Inc. Fabrication
Quill Shaft E.M...Jor_gensenCompany Forgingand
Machining
Shaft Coupling SKF Fabr_ation
Teeter Bearing Lord Kinematics Design.and
Fabrication
Gearbox Stal-Laval Design and
Fabrication
Generator Beloit Power Systems Design and
Fabrication--
Gen. Acc. Unit Golden Gate SwitchboardCo. Design and
Fabrication
Bus Tie GoldenGate SwitchboardCo. Design and
ContactorUnit Fabrication
;
Slip Rings Electro-Tec Corp. Design and
Fabrication
Yaw Bearing Rotek Design and i
Fabrication
Shaft Bearings Torrlngton Design and
Fabrication
Assembly BOECON Construction
1-11
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F_ure 1.3. Major SupplierLocations
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Following DOE evaluationof utilityproposals,the BonnevillePower
Administration(BPA)was chosen to be the operatorof the three unit clusterof
MOD-2 machines.The machineswere "_ be installedat the BPA site locatedin
the GoodnoeHi3Is near the ColumbiaRiver Gorge.This site is locatednear
Goldendale,Washingtonand generatedpower is fed to the KlickitatCounty
utilitygrid. Site l_out plans were developedand 5, 7 and 10 diameter
spacingsbetweenwind turbinesestablishedto supportthe evaluationof
efficiencylossesdue to wake effectson multi-unitsin a clusterconcept.Soil
conditionswere-evaluatedto enable foundationdesign. The sitewas mobilized
under the directionof the Constructionand Test Manager. Roads, laydown
areas, foundations,undergroundpower and communicationinterconnect,utility
substation,and groundelectricalfacilitieswere installed. The towerswere
erected to supportthe arrivaland installationof the wind turbinesystem. A
detailed descriptionof the site-preparationand wind turbineerectionactivity
is providedin AppendixA.
T_heAssemblyand Test Phase.is describedin Section3.0 of this report.In
summary,assemblyand verificationcheckoutof the nacelleand contentsand of
the rotor was firstaccomplishedin the factoryenvironmentprior to partial
disassemblyfor transportingto _ site. The first_D-2 unit underwent
factory checkou_cwith the nacel1_and yaw bearinginterfacedto a stub tower
and interfacedto a rotor simulator. This allowedan evaluationof the pitch
and yaw _draulic actuatedsystems. After reassemblyat the site functional
checkoutof all _stems was conductedon the nacelleand rotor at the base
of the tower.After satisfyingall checkouttest requirements,an installation
readinessreviewwas conductedand NASA approvalobtainedfor installation.
Followinginstallation,a sequencedseries of tests systematicallyled to the
confidenceto achievewind poweredoperationand then synchronizationand
operationon the utilitygrid. This testingsequenceis depictedin the test
flow diagramof Figurei-4.
The programis currentlyin the Operationsand Maintenancephase. This O&M
phase has been invaluablein providingengineeringdata to tune the systemfor
reducing _namic loads and improvingsystem performance.Componentreliability
and systemmaintenanceproblemsare being discovered,evaluated,and impr)ve-
meritsincorporated. System availabilityis showingmarked improvementas
Y initialoperatlonal-problemsar_ being solved.
,),*..
|
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1,4 PROGRAMASTERSCHEDULE
The chronology of significant program milestones as actually achieved is shown
in Table 1-4. Orlglnal contract schedule milestones were achieved from
contract awardtn August 1977 through the design phases to completion of detail
design in May 1979.
There were five particularlysignificanteventsduringthe subsequentcontract
performanceperiodwhich _ed to major programphasingchanges.These were:
(I) Site selectionand site access delay (1979)
(2) Rotor fabricationslides (mid 1980)
(3) Boilermakerunion strike (1980-1981)
(4) Winterweatherand low winds (1980-1981)
(5) Major equipmentfailureof WTS No. 1 (1981)
The spectrumof potentialproblemsis evidentin these events. The accessto
i the site for initialpreparationof facilities,s_ll tests for foundationdesign,roads, foundationinstallation,etc., was nearlyninemonths later than
originallyscheduled. The difficultyin forming,fabricating,and heat
treatingthe large rotor structuresresultedin a six-monthslide from March
to September-1980for deliveryof the final blade section. Work at the site
was well underway when the bollermaker'sunion struck in nine westernstates
i_ in October1980. All work at sites #2 and #3 was stoppedfor six weeks and
picketingheld up work on site #I for two weeks. When finallysettled,it was
late Novemberand adverseweatherseverelyslowedwork in the fie.ld.Although
I_: WTS #1 achievedinitialrotationthe of November much ofmorning i,
i_ November1980 to May 1981 was lost due to poor weatherand below normalwinds.
i On June 8, 1981, duringa plannedemergencyshutdowntes_, a pitch systemvalvemalfunctionresultedin an overspeedconditionto WTS #I_ The overspeed
destroyedthe generatorand quill shaft and causedminor damageto several
I smallercomponer_ts.All operationson W-LS#Z and #3 were suspendedfor five
ii months while damageassessments,failureinvestigationsand systemdesign
I- changeswere implemented.Operationsand_testingof WTS #2 and #3 were
_ resumed in October 1981 under controlled conditions. WTS#1 returned to
I_ operationin April, Ig82,The programscheduleachievedis shownin Figure I-5.
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Tab_ I-4, $1gnificantProgramMilestones
GO-AHEAD AUG1977
CONCEPTUALDESIGN COMPLETE JUL 1978
PRELIMINARYDESIGNCOMPLETE NOV £978
DETAILDESIGN COMPLETE MAY 1979
FABRICATIONSTART JUN 1979
DOE $1TE SELECTION OCT 1979
IST UNIT SCHEDULE
START SITE PREPARATION MAR 1980
SITE PREPARATIONCOMPLETE JUN 1980
COMPONENTFABRICATIONCOMPLETE (LESSROTOR) JUL 1980 _ i
ITOWER INSTALLATIONCOMPLETE AUG 1980
NACELLE INTEGRATIONAND TESTS COMPLETE AUG 1980
ROTOR FABRICATIONCOMPLETE SEP 1980
SITE.INSTALLATIONCOMPLETE OCT 1980
INITIALROTATION NOV 1980
].STUNIT CHECKOUTCOMPLETE FEB 1981
2ND UNIT CHECKOUTCOMPLETE MAY_981
DEDICATIONOF SITE MAY 1981
3RD UNIT CHECKOUTCOMPLETE JUN 1981
IST UNIT OVERSPEEDINCIDENT JUN--1981
WiND TURBINEOPERATIONSTOPPED JUN 1981
INCIDENTINVESTIGATIONCOMPLETE SEP 1981
RESUME OPERATIONUNIT 3 OCT 1981
_. RESUME OPERATIONUNIT 2 OCT L981
RESUMEOPERATIONUNIT 1 APR 1982
TECHNICALACCEPTANCE HAY 1982ORIGINAL PAGE IS
FINAL ACCEPTANCE OF POOR QUALITY OCT 1982
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2.0 SYSTEMDESCRIPTION
This sectionde_crlbesthe MOD-2 Wind TurbineSystem (WTS) new operatingin the
3 unit clusternear Goldendale,Washington.It is essentiallyidenticalto the
configurationdescribedin referenceI with minor systemmodificationsresulting
from the test phase experience.
2.1 GENERALARRANGEMENTAND CHARACTERISTICS
A photo of a MOD-2 at Goldendaleis shown in Figure2-1. The general
arrangementand characteristicsof the currentWTS configurationare shown in
Figure 2-2. It is designedfor operationat siteswhere the annualaverage_.ind
speed is 14 mph measuredat 30 feet (20 _h @ hub height).The systemgenerates
electricitywhen the wind speed at hub height (200 feet) exceeds1& mph. At 27.5
mph and higher (at hub height),the systemis designedto produceits rated
power of 2500 kW. Above 45 mph (at hub height),the systemis shut down to avoid
high operatingload conditions.The annualenergyoutput at a site with a 14 mph
averagewind speed @ 30 ft. is 9753 millionkWh. This energyoutput combined
with an estimated100th productionunit turnkeycost of $2,109,000(in 1980 pdollars)resultsin a predictedcost of electricityof 4.1t/kWhat the bus bar.
During operation,the wind turbineis tied to the utilitiespower grid through
standardtransmissionlines.
i
i
i The WTS is a horizontalaxis machineutilizinga 300 foot diameterpartialspan
control, upwindrotor.The rotor'scenter of rotationis 200 feet above ground
! level. It is coupledto the low speed shaft throughan elastomericteeter
i bearing.A 2500 kW synchronousgeneratoris drivenvia a step-upplanetary
! gearboxand "soft"quill shaft.The generator,gearbox,_draulic systems,
i! supportequipmentare enclosedin a nacelleelectroniccontrolsand other
) mounted atop a cylindricalsteel tower.The nacellecan be yawed (rotated)to
keep the rotororientedcorrectlyinto the wind as the wind directionchanges.Ahydraulicpitch controlsyst mis used o controlthe positionof he n_vable
rotor tips. The movablerotor tips are used to obtain a constantrotational
speed of 17.5 rpm, and to maintainthe properpower output at wind speeds above
rated wind speed (27.5mph @ hub).
The WTS is controlledby an electronicmicroprocessor.The microprocessoris
designedto allow unattendedoperationof the gTS at a remotesite by monitoring
) wind cor,dltlonsand the operatlonalstatusof the wind turbine.Equipment
I,. failuresresult in automaticsafeshutdown of the WTS. System status is
!i monitoredat the utllitysubstation,from which maintenancecrews are dlspat_hedas needed.
I_ 2.2 SUBSYSTEMDESIGN
turbine.It is dividedinto rotor,drive train, nacelle,tower/foundation,
electroniccontroland electricalpower systemsections.
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Flllum 2-I. GoldendeleWT$Number I
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Controllabletip
45 ft
_______ ,/Teetered rotor
_" "1_ 288 In
Bolted <_L--_I-_ 445 In
Joint_ I/Necell e
Teeter 114 in
Wind _ 300 ft die.
_V t
II
resetvolr
2OO_
) Fieldsplices
placesl (4 pieces)
501ft 250 in O.D.''-_
• 1
' Rockanchors
Ratedpower 2,500 KW
Rotordiameter . 300 ft
Rotor type Teetered-tip control
Rotororientation . Upwind • 2.5° tilt
Rotor airfoil NACA 230XX
Ratedwind @hub 27.5 mph
Cut-off wind Ipeed@hub 45 mph
Rot_ tip spe=d 275 Wse¢
Rotorrpm 17.5
Generatorrpm 1,BOO
Generatortype Synchronous
Gearbox Compactplanetarygear
Hubheight 200 ft
Tower Soft4heUtype
Pitchcontrol Hydraulic
Yaw control Hydraulic
Electroniccontrol Microp_oeeMor
:_ Systempower coefficient(mexJ 0.382
'E
!!_ Figure2-2. Conf/gumtion Featun__nd Characteristics
!
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2.2.1 Rotor
The MOD-2 WT.Shas a steel,two bladed,teetering,tip controltype rotor with
continuouscarry throughstructureat the hub. It utilizesa NACA 230XX series
airfoilrotatingat 17.5 rpm (275 ft/sectip speed).The basic constructionis a
welded steel shell with steel spar members.
As shown in Figure2-3, the rotor is dividedinto three primarysections;the
tip, the mid section,and the hub section. The tip (outer30%) is rotatedwith
respect-tothe remainderof the blade to controlrotor speed and power, .The tip
and mid sectionsare the workingportionsof the blade. The hub sectionis
attachedto the mid sectionwith a field,splice,and is a transitionfrom an
airfoilcross-sectionto_an oval cross-s_.tlon.
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Tho rotorwas fabricatedfromASTMA633steelby Plttsburg-DesMolnesSteel
Compa_ at plantslocatedin Ogden,UtahandDes Moine,Iowa. Sectionsof the
rotordurlngfabricationare shownin Figure2-4.
tlP seCtlon
hubsection
• ; Bolted
Fig(ire 2-4../:totorAssembly
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Each tip is controlledby a hydraulicactuatormountedon the blade mid section
adjacentto the tlp sectionas shown in Figure2-B. The flow controlto the
actuatorsis governedby a signalfrom the automaticcontrolsystemto servo
valves. The positionof the tips is monitoredby positiontransducersand fed
back to the controlsystem. The normal rate of rotationof blade tips Is from
0.1 to I degree per second.
Spindla
Splndla _ _Ro
support tatlon
Figure25. Tip SpindleInstallation
In the event of critlcalsystemfaults,the actuatorsdrive the blade tips to
the featheredpositionat rates of 4 to 8 degreesper second (dependingon
actuatorposition),using energy storedin separatehydraulicaccumulators. Th6:
- pitch rates are such that under any failuremode, no overspeedwill exceed 1_
: of normal rpm. Redundancyis providedby the abilityof either one of the
: - operatingactuatorsto shut down the systemshouldone actuatorbecome
inoperative.Locks are providedto hold the blade tips in the featheredposition
when the hydraulicsystemis depressurized.
The blade tip sectionwith the spindl_assemblyand the hydraulicactuatorare
- attachedto the blade mid sectionas a unlt (Fibure2-5). The attachmentis
made by 6 bolts for ease of assemblyand removal. Eitherblade tip can be
removed independentlyfrom the WTS. The spindleprotrudesinto the blade mid
section in a way which providesa load path for centrifugaland bendingmoments.
Taperedrings at the outboardrib and a close tolerancebushingat the inboard
rib assure a tight fit betweenthe spindlesleeveand the mid sectionof the
rotor. The bearingsare lubricatedwith a long-lifegrease.
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The pitch ¢ontro] h_draultc system consists of an electricalmotor driven pump,
reservoir, accumuta_ors, filters, heat exchangers, control valves, associated
plumbing and actuators, Hydrau]ic componentsnot located tn the blade are
installed on and rotate with, the low speed shaft (Figure 2-6). This eliminates
any requirementfor a hydraulicslip ring,
Low speed
shaft_assy
_,:
Hydraulic Reservoir
flex lines HydraulicPump
reeferbrake
Figure 2-6. Pitch Control Hydraulics
L. Becausethe hydraulicsystemis locatedin a rotatingenvironment,special
_ii attentionhas been appliedto design for this environment.The componentson
r_ the low speed shaft are exposedto approximately1.3 g's and the reservoirhas
i been tested in this environmentwith no adverseeffects.The blade tip controlactuator,rotatingin an II g environment,has been selectedwith oversizerod
and pistonbearings,and is in the retractedpositionwhen exposedto this
i environment.
[
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The attachment of the rotor to the low speed shaft ts by a teeter type bearing,
which minimizes the one per revolution blade flapwlse loads and the effects OT
small unsynTnetrtc gusts, resulting in reduced fatigue loads, The teeter motion
takes place in two radial elastomerlc bearings which also transmit the rotor
output torque tnto the rotor (low speed) shaft (Figure 2-7)° The use of the
elastomcrtc bearings eliminates lubrication requirements and prevents fretting
that would be likely to occur if roller bearings were used, The elastomertc
bearings consist of concentric alternate layers of sheet steel and rubber bonded
together forming a package that is highly flexible in torsion and provides the
required radialload capabil_ly,
Figure 2-7. TeeterBearinginstallation
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Stops are providedto limit teetermotion to ±6.5°. A teeterbrake was
providedto preventrockingwhen the rotor is in the standbymode, and to
dampen teeterexcursionsduring startingand stopping.Subsequenttests have
shown that the teeterbrake is not required,and therefore,the brake has been
disconnected.During erection,the rotor,with teeterbearingsand upwindend of
the low speed shaft installed,can be liftedin one piece and bolted in place at
the )ow speed shaft bolt flangeusing 32 bolts.
The teeterbearingis fabricatedby Lord-Kinematicsin Erie Pennsylvania.
Figure 2-8 shows the bearingduringcyclic load testingin the Boeing test
facility. A detaileddescriptionof this test is providedin paragraph3.1.5.
T_
• Teeter Teeter
bearing bearing
houmlng
Figure2-8. TeeterBearingLif_ Test
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A major concern in the destgn of the welded steel rotor Is the ability to assure
safe operation for the structure's ltfe tn the cyclic load environment. The rotor
ts subjected to approximately 200,000,000 alternating stress cyCles in tts 30 year
ltfe. Fattgue cracks can develop due to Internal materla_ or weld flaws or from
external damage. Therefore, a crack detection system was developed to provide for
an automatic safe shutdown prior to the crack progressing to a crittcal fatlure
stze. Cracks detected can then be repaired and the system returned to operation.
The rotor assembly is completely sealed except for a known orifice in each blade.
Compressed air is then regulated through flow meters to maintain one psi in each
blade. A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 2-9, An unbalance of flow
between the two blades indicates a potential crack and initiates shutdown of the
machine. Inspection and repair of most crack problems can be accomplished without
removal of the rotor.
' t
Blower Processair[- Reactivationinlet filter L. De- air outlet
_ humidifier
Pressurecontrol _ Reactivationair11.0 psi) inlet filer
Overpressure
!'i* relief Checkvalve(2.0 psi) Venturi no. 1 ' Venturi no. 2
I_ _----_ 'Test port (typlcal)
_ 2 in. duct
1.0 in CPVC pipe
0.25 in nylrn tubln9 __
i '+
!
i
,, To bladeno. 1 To bladeno. 2
Z
_! Figure 2.9. Blade Crack Deteetlon System Block Ol_r_m
,j
L
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The drive tratn subassembly consists of a low speed shaft, qutll shaft, gearbox_
high speed shaft, couplings, rotor parking brake, and generator. These major
componentsare shown In Figure 2-10.
Rotor brake
Gearbox spe_
Oil Inl_
t
Generator
Low speed
shaft assembly._
High speed -.
shaft/couplings
_ -"_--'-Flex mount ---
,_ peed! shaft Removable coupling
Quill shaft
r,_- Fixed coupling
Teeto" bearing interface
Figure2-10. Drive TrNn ..........
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The large diameter low speed shaft transfers the rotor forces into the nacelle
structure through the two shaft support bearings. The forward bearing supports
the radial load while the aft bearing transfers both thrust and radial loads to
the nacelle. The rotor torque is transmitted to the gearbox throu9h the "soft"
quill shaft, The purpose of the softness Js to reduce the two per revolution
rotor torque fatigue effc,:ts at the gearbox and to improve the quality of the
generator output. Figure 2-11 shows the st firing being installed in the nacelle.
_he quill shaft to gearbo_ coupltng is produced by SKF of Sweden. This coupling
ts installed with a press fit and carries torque through friction, It is
hydraulically actuated for ease of installation and disassembly.
Electrical power and control signals ar_ transferred from the nacelle electrical
power and control unit by brushes and a slip ring assembly on the quill shaft. The
slip ring is split in two halves to allow removal and replacement without de-
coupling the drtve train. This sl_p ring, as well as the yaw slip ring are
produced by the Electro-Tec Corporation of Blacksburg, Virginia.
Forward Low _oeed Aft bearing lind
bearing =haft Klpport structure
Fiewe 2-11. Low SpeedShaftAr,sem#lyInst#llotion •
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i epicyclic gearbox, which is smaller, lighter in weight, less expensive, _re
efficient and more _lerant to support deflections _an a parallel shaft _pe
gearbox with a similar rating. The low weight of the gearbox (39,000 lbs)
simplifies the overall design of the supporting structure. It is flexibly mounted
to the nacelleto reducethe effectof nacelle_flectlons on gear loads.
Maintenancewithin the nacelleis enhanced_ the small size of the gearbox.
Figure 2-12 shows the gearboxbeing assembledat the Stal-Lavalplant in Finspong,
Sweden.
A$_mbled
_a_ox
planetcarrier
Flgum2-I2. Gearbox,4nenll_y
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The generator is a synchronous electrical generator, rated at 2500 kW. The untt is
an open frame, drip proof, four salient pole brushless machine that operates at
1800 rpm and has a shaft _unted exciter, The generator uttlizes Jcurnal type
bearings lubricated by a forced oil system supplemented by a passive scoop
lubricationsystem. Additionalinformationon the generatorbearinglubrication
system Is providedIn Section5.3.8. This generator(Figure2-13) is provided
by the BeloltCompanyof Belolt,Wisconsin.
Lifting lug Bearingtemperature brake
brlcket
Bearingaccess Oil Oil level
cover sightgage
Figure2-13. Generator
4
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The high speed_shaft with disc-pac couplings is shown in Figure 2-L4. It
incorporates a chain drive sprocket and a parking brake disc. The chain sprocket
is used in conjunction with an electrtc motor and gearbox to provide the ability
to position the rotor for maintenance. The rotor parking brake minimizes rotor
rotation when the _S is not runnin9. This prevents gearbox damagedue to steady
rotationwithoutlubrication,The brakingmechanismconsistsof a disc mountedon
the high speed shaft and a springactuatedbrake attachedto the generatorframe.
The brake is disengagedby an electricallyactuatedhydraulicvalve and engagedby
springforce when the electricalcircuitis open. The disc utilizesa replaceable
element to minimizemaintenancetime in the event of brake disc wear.
As a resultof the FMEA and maintainabilitystudies,provisionsfor a positive
mechanicallock mechanismare incorporatedin the high speed shaft. This prevents
rotationof the wind turbineduringmaintenanceperiods.
I
Flexdisc Chain Parking
pac sprocket brakedisc
k
Figure2-14. HighSpeedShaft
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2.2.3 Nacelle
The nacelle houses the major subsystems of the MOD-2WTSsuch as the drive train,
generator with its accessories, yaw bearing and drive, and associated hydraulic
systems for pitch and yaw control shown in Figure 2-15. Other equipment in the
; nacelle Includesgeneratorcoollngair ducts,gearboxoii coolingradiators,
' maintenancelightingfixturesand wall plugs,electronicscoolingand heating
system,generalnacelleair circulatingsystem,fire protectionequipment,and
maintenanceprovisionsequipment.
_ts primaryfunctionsare to providea rigid mountingplatformfor the system
components,react to r_o_orloadsand provideenvironmentalprotectionfor the
components.
i
, SENSORS
t
i OIL COOLER
; GENENAIOR
EX_
AIRCNAN
WA_IHU I
GEARBOX
t_ RCURACK
L_'" REMOVABLE
"-" ROOF
RESERVOIR
i -NALONBOTTLE
(FIREEXT SY$)
TO
_ T_elEl ACCESS
[ 0
PLATFORMACCESS
. ROTORACCESS SHUTTERS NACELLE TOWER
,_ O00R,
, I'_AI fit ENARCE
PLATFOR/_
Figure 2.1E_NacelleEquipment InStallation
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The nacellestructureis of welded ASTM A36 and A633 steel truss constructionand
manufacturedby Bucyrus-Eri_Inc., In _'ocatello,Idaho.Its primarydimensionsare:
36.8 feet long. 9.3 feet high, and 11.3 feetwide. The top and sidesare sheathed
with corrugatedsteel sheets,and the floor is steel safetyplate. A centralfloor
hatch providesnormal accessfrom the +_wer,and a secondhatch providesaccess to
the--towerplatform.
Primaryconsiderationsin the designof the nacellewere maintalnabilityand
safety. The MOD-2 design utilizestwo overheadmonorailsfor equipmenthandling.
One of these extendsthrougha large door in the downwindend of the nacelle. It
can be used in conjunctionwith a portablehoist to raise _quipmentfrom the
ground. There are also large overheadhatchesfor the installationor removalof
large piecesof equipment.Care has been taken to allow sufficientroom for
)_ maintenanceproceduresto occur within th_ nacelle.
i Safety featuresof the nacelleincludean integralfire extinguishersystem,non-
poweredemergencymanloweringdevicesfor emergencyegress,the abilityto remove
i an injuredpersonon a stretcher,and the positiy_emechanicalshaft lockingdevice.
The nacellealso houses the yaw drive system. The yaw systemconnectsthe nacelle
to the tower as shown in Figure2o16. It rotatesthe rotor and nacelleinto
the wlnd at a rate of I/4 degree per second,and holds them in positionas
commandedby the yaw controlsystem. All rotor and nacelleloads are transferred
to the-towerthroughthe yaw bearingwhich is of a three row roller configuration
with an internalring gear. The racewaydiameteris approximately120 inches in
order to handlethe large overturningmomentsana to react to the rotor torque.
E_
r Figure 2-17 shows the yaw bearingproducedby ROTEC, Inc., of Aurora,Ohio.
i__ Proper nacelleorientationto the wind is maintainedby the yaw controlsystem.The
[_ control systemutilizesa wind sensorto determinewind direction.To allow for the
[ short period,wide directionalvariationscommon at low wind speeds,the ya_
control systemuses averagesto determinewind direction. The controlsystemthenprovidescommandsto the yaw drive systemwith the goal of maintainingorientation
' within ±7 degreesof the wind directionto minimizeenergy losses. If the average
i deviationover an approximate6 minute periodexceeds ±7 degrees,the control
I systemwil_ initiateyaw drive to align the nacellewith the wind vector. If the
i, yaw error, averagedover a 25.6 secondperiod,exceeds20 degrees,a similaryaw, correctionis made and if the yaw error averagedover 2 minutesexceeds20 degrees
I_ the machineautomaticallyshuts down.
The yaw drive systemoperatesat 2,000 psi and consistsof an electricmotor,
hydraulicpump, heat exchanger,reservoir,filters,and the necessaryvalves
and tubing.These drive a hydraulicmotor which runs a pinionmeshingwith the
gear on the inner face of the yaw bearing.The drive pinionand shaft are
i protectedfrom overloadand Rubsequentmechanicaldamageby limitingthe capacity
of theyaw drive hydraulicmotor.
Six brakeshold the uacellefrom inadvertentyawing due to wind loads during "no
yaw" operation. The yaw brake calipersare springactuatedand hydraulically
releasedthroughthe yaw drive hydraulicsystem.This is a failsafefeature
_ assuringthat the brakes are appliedif there is a hydraulicfailure.
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Yaw brd_e disc ..
Figure 2-16. Yaw Drive Installadon
Ring.gear
Figure 2.17. Yaw Bearing
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2.2.4 Tower/Foundationand FacilltyLayout
The nacelleassemblyis supportedby a 193 foot tall.cylindricalweldedASTM A572
steel tower, The tower is 10 feet in diameterwith a base sectionflaringto 21
feet in diameterat the 9round. It Is bolted to a foundationof reinforced
concreteas shown in Figure 2-18. At Goldendale,72 rock anchors28 feet long
attach the foundationto bedrock. The tower is manufacturedand erectedby Chicago
Bridge and Iron Company.
The tower is designedto have a low naturalbendingfrequency(approximately
1.3 per rotorrevolution)to reduce the alternatingrotor loads transmitted
to the tower.
An externalplatformnear the top of the tower providesaccess to servicethe yaw
brakes and wind sensors.
The tower containsan internalcable/drum_pe lif_ to providetransportationfrom
the 9roundto nacelle. The lift ends at a platformnear the top of the tower,with
final nacelleaccessby a ladCer as shown in Figure2-16. A ladderwith safety
cable runs the entireheight of the tower to allow access/egressin _he event of a
lift failure.The power and controlcables r_n from the electricalsllp rings at
the top of the tower, down the tower side to the bus tie co.factorunit located-on
a separateconcretepad externalto the tower. A step-uptransformeris also
locatedon this pad. Additionalelectricaland controlequipmentis locatedin the
tower base. The power cable lines are buriedfrom the tower to the utility
connectionat the transformerpad.
A typicalfacilitylayout is shown in Figure2-19 and an aerialview of the 3 unit
facilitylayout is shown in Figure2-20.
Wind ._IhSOM --
L--Z___ " --7
founder Ion _ Nice111 (2_lllOH°rli_tllp|lcet|$pltcl-_" _ I
' "if,o,,
¥1rtlcll fliil $1111il _--]_l-
C°ntmililtiill;lin ¥,1_I (' tiiili) "_ I 1 _11 It
rs_ ri ILL "_li¢lliiy
l.r_ _ . i i-i.li lllNil
Concrete.____/ /"q il F
(71 Pit il$)
Figure 2.18. TowerFoundatlon
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Figure 2.19. Facility Layout
m
Flcure2,20. GoldendBleSite
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2.2.5 ElectronicControlSystem
The controlsystemprovidesthe sensing,computation,and commandsnecessaryfor
unattendedoperationof the WTS as shown in Figure2-21.
The controlleris a microprocessorwhich is locatedin the nacellecontrolunit and
initiatesstartepof the WTS when_he wind speed is within prescribedlimits.After
startup, it computesblade pitch and.nacelleyaw commandsto maximizethe power
output for varyingwind conditions.Continuousmonitoringof wind conditions,rotor
speed power and equipmentstatus is also providedby the microprocessorwhich will
shut down the _S for out-of-toleranceconditions_
A controlpanel and CathodeRay Tube (CRT)terminalare locatedin the tower base
to provideoperatingand fault data displaysand manual controlfor maintenance.L
remote CRT at the utilitysubstation,will providedisplayand limitedWTS control.
Fault code historydisplayis providedat the remoteCRT to identifymaintenance
requirementsprior to dispatchof the maintenancecrew.
The WTS is protectedfrom computersystemfailureby an independentfailsafe
shutdownsystem.The failsafesystemalso providessensorredundancyon critical
components,and-initiatesshutdownindependentof the primarycontrolsystemwhen
necessary. The design of the failsafesystemwas governedby the resultsof the
FMEA (Reference2), As a resultof the failureincidentresultingin overspeedon
Unit #I, a third independentset of valves providesshutdownfor an overspeed
condition. Figure2-22 shows the automaticshutdownsystememployedto assure
failsafeoperation.
Nacelle
,=,u,to,_ I ""_'v I o,,.,_bivI I po,.., I ..,o,, I
-I---f"°"'.'T.d,I'="',•s,;,o,.B;. "_'"'""t' "'"'"t
J _ • P_-'no"l........ J • RPM oommand| power J ]I I t .co°o.o0,,I I /
' ' •Pozitloneommlnd : I T . s . _ . . --
I.s,.,,,, ........."l
] _ ' ' ] | | ] • Auto lyric Inable
I / _ I / 1"B.,,,,o=.,.,=o,..,.,,._
_ !-o,,, :'1 ,.too.I I _,our_1
I't'" I I _ontrol _ e Comm/nd$ ] _ntro_ I _ po_r |
b,: I "" I I units J I I
J Figure2.21. Control SystemBlock DlaOmrn
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She controlsoftwarefor the microprocessoroccupiesapproxlmately)2,000bytes of
programmableread-onlymemory with an additional4,000 bytes of randomaccess
memory for operatingand historydata storage. The softwarecontrolcycle is
accompllshedat a rate of 10 Hertz to providea one Hertz responsedigitalfeedback
control to the blade pitch system. In addition,each programcycle also samples
all sensors,schedulesthe proper operatingmode, and generatescommandsas
requiredto controlnacellepositionwith respectto the wind.
2.2.6 ElectricalPower System
The WTS electricalpower system is designedto deliverpower,to a utilitytrans-
mission network.The systemconsistsof the electricalequipmentrequiredfor the
generation,conditioningand distributionof electricalpower to the utilityand
within the WTS as shown in Figure 2-23. In normaloperation,the generator
receives its power in the form of torque at synchronousspeed from the gearbox.
Electricalpower at appropriatevoltageis deliveredat a utilityinterfacepoint
which is the outputside of a fusedmanual disconnectswitchlocatedat the foot
of the tower. Once the WTS and the utilityare electricallyconnected,the
existenceof the tie will automaticallyresult in generatorvoltageand frequency
controlsince the utilitypower grid is effectivelyan Infinite-busto the WTS.
Thus constantgeneratorand rotor rpm will be m_intained.
O0000001-TSD04
The NOD-2electrical power system employs a four-pble synchronous generator
containing an integral brushless exciter, It is a 3 phase, 60 Hertz, 4160 volt
generatorrated to provide3125 KVA at 0.8 power factor,i.e., 2500 kW, at
altitudesto 7,000 feet, or temperaturesto 50 degreesC. Excitationcontrol is
providedto maintainproper voltageprior to synchronizationwith the utilityand
to providea constantpower factoroutput afterwards. Protectiverelaysare
providedto guard againstpotentialelectricalfaults,out-of-toleranceperformance
or equipmentfailures. These relayswlll detectovervoltage,loss of excltatlon
underfrequency,overcurrent,reversephase sequence,reversepower and differential
current,and will protectthe systemby inhibitingsynchronization,directingthe
controlsystem to shut down or, if required,trip the generatorcircuitbreaker.
The operationof these protectiverelayswas governedin part by the resultsof the
FMEA and standardutilitypractice.
Power is deliveredto the uti3itytransmissionline througha bus tie contactor.
Its operationis controlledby automaticsynchronizationequipment,locatedat the
tower base. Accessorypower for operation,controland maintenanceis obtainedfrom
the utilityor generatoroutput dependingon the operatingmode, and i_sinternally
conditionedto appropriatevoltagelevels.Eight six volt batteriesin series
floatingacross a charger,providesan uninterruptablepower supplyfor operation-- -
of protectivedevicesand criticalloads.
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2.3 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The performanceof the MOD-2 WTS is specifiedby its systemefficiencycurve, its
power and energy outputdistributions,and its annualenergyoutput.
The efficiencyof the MOD-2 WTS Is describedby a non-dimensionalnumberknown
as the power coefficient.Physically,the power coefficientis that fractionof
the wind's kineticenergy passingthroughthe rotor disc which is convertedinto
mechanicalor electricalenergy.
The systempower coefficientfor the MOD-2 WTS is shown in Figure 2-24. As
indicatedon the figure,the systempower coefficientis derivedfrom the rotor
power coefficientand the efficienciesof the drive train and electricalsub-
systems. Also indicatedon Figure2-24 is a rated power line for 2500 kW at sea
level standardconditions.
The systemefficiencycurve can be translatedintoa po_er distributioncurve
when the atmosph__ericdensityis given.
r t
0.5
Cut-in Design Rated Cut-out
14mph 2Omph 27,5mph 45mph
I:" 0. I Ratld
0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Wind SptqKI,mph (at hubheight= 20QftJ
Figure2-24. Cp VersusWindSpeed- SeaLevelStd.
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The MOO-2system design-power output distribution is shown in Figure 2-25 for
standard temperature at sea level and 7,000 foot altitude. The cut-in, rated and
cut-out wind speeds are also indicated on this figure. Actual operational
performance currently experienced during the checkout and acceptance test phase
is discussed in Section 5.0.
Cumin D_ign Rated C_t_ut
3 -- 14-mph 20mph 27.Smph 45mph 50mph} .
2 --
1- - P
0 _ '"
O 10 20 30 40 _ 60
Windspeed,mph (at hub height= 2OO-ft)
Figum2.25. SysmmPowerOutput Ven_WindSpeed
The energy output frequenc_distribution for the H00-2 WTSis derived by
combining the output power d_stribution curve with the wind frequency
distribution for a given site. The design energy output frequency distribution
for the HOD-2 MS is shown in Figure 2-26 for sea level standard conditions. The
associated design wind frequency distribution is presented in Figure 2-27. This
design wind frequency distribution was specified by the NASAfor HOD-2 design. It
represents a typical wind environment for potential wind turbine sites. The
frequency distribution is typical of a stte with a moan wtnd speed of 14 mphat
an elevation of 30 feet and was used For optimization of the WFScharacteristics.
The area under the curve is indicative of the time the MS spends in different
operation regimes. Approximately 59% of the ttme the WTSexperiences winds
between cut-in (14 mph) and rated (27.5 mph), whtle 18%of the time the wind
speed is between rated and cut-out (45 mph). The remaining time (23%) the wtnd
turbine experiences either winds too light or too strong for operation. Of this
idle time, most occur due to low wind speeds.
The annual energy, output of the HOD-2WTS(based on the design wind frequency
distribution) is obtatned by integrating the energy frequency distribution
between the cut-in ahd cut-out wind speeds. For the HOD-2MS, the total annual
energy ts 9,753,000 kWh, Including the 0.967 calculated system availability. The
HOD-2 WTSderives 61% of tts energy when operating between the cut-tn and rated
wind speeds, while 39% of the annual energy Is derived when operating above rated
wtnd speed.
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_lnull energy
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Figure 2.26. EnergyOutput FrequencyDistribution
CO,*/. "l_d' =,oO_t
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10 _ 30 40 GO
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_i F/gum2.27. DesignWindSpeedFrequencyDistribution.
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Table 2-1 presents a summaryweight breakdown, The rotor weight tncludes the
teeter bearing and rotor cap structure to the drive train interface (lift weight
at Installation). The combination of drive train and nacelle represents _e lift
weight at installation onto the tower.
Table2.1. WelghtSummary
ELEMENT WEIGHT(LB)
Rotor 198,000
Drive Train 9:1,000
Nacelle 82,000
Tower 25__._5,000
T_tal Above Foundation 628,000
2.5 COST
2.5-.I IOOTH Unit Productionand MaintenanceCosts
Estimated100th productionunit costs for the MOO-2 WTS are summarizedin Table
2.2. The turnkeyestimatesincludeall costs associatedwith the manufacture,
assemblyand installationof the WTS. The manufacturingcosts are based upon a
I_ dedicatedhigh rate productionfacll_typroducing20 units per month wlth
i_ installation_n farm sizes of 25 units.
Table22. 100thProductionUnit Co_ts($1980)
TURNKEYACCOUN1r COST($1,000)
Site Preparation 201
_ Transportation 37
Erection i63
Rotor 370
Drive Train_ 477
Nacelle 262
Tower 344
InitialSpares & Hatnt. Equip. 19
Non-recurrl_Ig 44
Total InitialCost 1,_JT7-
Fee 10% 192
Total Turnkey C 2,T
Annual Operations end Maintenance lg
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The estimated costs of operations and maintenance (O&M) for the mature production
units in a 25 unit farm are based on the reliability analysis of Mean Time Between
Failure (MTBF) and the MeanTime To Repair (MTTR) calculations. These data, as
provided in Section 2,6, define the maintenance mnloadlng requirements and the
spares and equipment reo_lrements for annual O&Mcosts.
The data in Section 2.6 substantiate the turnkey account of spares and maintenance
equipment and the annual O&Mcosts as tabulated below:
Unscheduled. Maintenance 6,900 mhrs/year
Scheduled Maintenance 1,825 mhrs/year
Administrative Tasks 925 hrs/year
Tota]-- 9,650 mh_s/year
9,650 - 25 WT5 x $25/hr.= $9,650/Yr./WTS
OR P
2-2 person shift/day,6 days per week = $10,O00/Yr./WTS
plus contingencies
Parts and outsideservices =$8,750/Yr./WTS
Total AnnaulO&M = $18,750/Yr./WTS
The Cost of Energy (COE) is then based on the contractdefinedformulation:
COE = I.C. x FCR + AOM
AEP
where 1.C. = Total WT$ Cost = $2,109,000
FCR = Fixed Charge Rate = 18% per year
AOM = AnnualOperationsand MaintenanceCost = $19,000
AEP = AnnualEnergyProduction= 9,?53,000kwh
COE = 4.09 C/kWh (19805)
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2.5.2 Initial Production Costs
Estimatedinitialrecurringproductioncosts for the first three H00-2 units are
shown i_-table2-2A...................................................
Table 2-2A. MOO-2 EstimatedUnit Cost Breakdown
DOLLARSIN THOUSANDS
_= UNIT i UNIT.2 UNIT 3
HOURS 61,709 55,540 52,218
DOLLARS- DIRECT LABOR $ 843 $ 758 $ 712
_ FRINGEBENEFITS 330 297 279OVERHEAD 442 399 375
TRAVEL 203 183 173
_ ADMINISTRATIVE 545 491 462
_. DELIVERABLEMATERIAL-- . 2,143 2,078 2,052 -
=. M&E INSTALL 375 338 316
SITE PREPARATION 332 298 281
TOWER ERECTION 87 78 73
SITE I & CO 581 523 491
__, ASSEMBLY& TEST SPARES. 77
• OTHER 135
!:_ COST TOTAL $_ $ 5",443 $ 5,214
BN
2.6 SAFETY,RELIABILITY,AND MAINTAINABILITY
I_. Recognizingthe importanceof developinga safe and reliablesystem,considerable:_ effort was exp nded to e sure chat the MOO-2design was inherently reliable and
_ free of safety hazards to the public and maintenance personnel. Early tn the
III preilmlnarydesignphase, a thoroughFailureMode and EffectAnalysls (FMEA)covering more than 750 potential failure modeswas initiated, resulting in
l: numerousdesignchangesto e11mlnateor reducethe of hardwareconsequencesfailures (see Section2.7). Detailedreliabilityfailurerate estimateswere
_i prepared down to the componentlevel. Each componentwas assigned a failure rate
m__ based on past experiencewith similarcomponentsInthe electricalutilityand
! commercial aircraft industries. Trade studies were_conducted on Individual majorcomponentsto arriveat a balancebetweenrellablll and cost with the objectiveof achievingthe lowestcost of electrlclty. Selectve redundancywas applledwhere the needwas indicatedby the FMEA or Inltialrellabilltyestimates.
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In order to achieve a high in-commission rate (availability), it was also
necessary to ensure that equipment failures were easily repaired and the system
restored to opera_tonal status. Each component was examined from the standpoint
of accessibility,the need for preventativemaintenance,sparessupportand
materialshandling. Detailedestimatesof repairtimes and maintenancemanhour
requirementswere preparedand a maintenanceconceptdeveloped.
Along with the FMEA, a safety gross hazardsanalysiswas performedto ensure that
applicableOSHA requirementswere met or exceededand to incorporatesafeguards
to the public such as aircraftwarning lights,an ice detectionsystem and a
rotor crack detectionsystem.
The resultsof these analysesare presentedbelow; and the experienceto date on -
the operationalMOD-2 upits is presentedin Section5.5.
2.6.1 Safety
A MOD-2 safetyanalysiswas conductedto identifypersonnelhazardsassociated _
with the operationsand maintenanceof the MOD-2 WTS and to ensure that such
hazardswere eliminatedor reducedtd an acceptablelevel. Potentialsafety
problemswere identifiedby reviewingthe MOO-2 drawingsand specifications,
failuremode and effectsanalysis,and preliminarymaintenancescenarios.All
potentialhazardswere noted and correctiveaction implementedwhere neceFsary.
Since the MOD-2 is an unmannedsystem,hazardscan only occur: (1) from
aircraft impactingthe tower, nacelle,or rotor, (2) to the publicas a result
of rotor structuralfailures,ice being thrownoff the rotor,unauthorized
entry into an operatingsystem,or (3) duringmaintenance.
Table 2-3 containsa summaryof the potentialsafetyhazardsand the applicable
correctiveactions.
2.6.2 Reliability
The MOD-2 WTS availabilitygoal is .96 with a minimumrequirementof .90 for
mature productionunits.Achievementof a .96 availabilityis realisticwhen
comparedto conventionalpower plants. The primarycause of low availabilities
of conventionalpower plantsare the outagesdue to the fuel fired steam
generatorwhich does not have a counterparton WTS.
Cost vs. availability/reliabilitytrade studieswere conductedto arrive at
design solutionsthatyielded the lowestcost of electricity. These analyses
show that the .96 availabilityis a cost effectivegoal. Availabilityestimates
i were compiledfor all major MDD-2 WTS componentsdown to the piece part level
using failurerates and repair times being experiencedon similarcomponentsin
commercialapplications. Table 2-4 summarizesthe availabilityanalysis.
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Tabb 2.3. Sa_W Pmcautlons
ITEM CORRECTIVEACTION
-- i
Obstruction to Aircraft •Compliance with FAAAdvisory Circular
70/7460-IE, dtdo ll/I/76, "Obstruction
Marking and Lighting"
Hazards to Public
• Rotor Failure •Safe Life Design
• StructuralTests
• Crack detection-.System-ShutsDown WTS
• Flying Ice • Ice Detection3ystem-ShutsDown WTS
• UnauthorizedEntry •Steel Door, Locked,and Auto Shut Down
in Case of UnauthorizedEntry
"HazardsDu_ing leGeneratSafetyDesignFeatures
Maintenance •OccupationalSafetyand HealthAct of
lg70 (PublicLaw gl-596)and appli-
cable State SafetyRegulations
•MIL-STD-1472,Human EngineeringDesign
Criteriafor MilitarySystems,Equip-
ment and Facilities
• IEEEStandard142-1972,IEEERecommended
Practicefor Groundingof IndustriaL-
and CommercialPowerSystems
• ANSI C2 AmericanNationalStandard,
NationalElectricalSafetyCode, 1977
Edition
•Maintenance PersonnelSafetyFeatures
•Capabilityto removepersonon stretcher
• Firedetectionand extinquishingsystem
• Emergencyexit doors and "Rescumatic"
deviue to allow egressfrom eitherend
of nacelle
•Abilityto lock rotor in horizontaland
verticalpositions(lockon highspeed shaft
•Maintenancescenarioand estimated0 + M
cost assume"buddy_' system
• Operationsand maintenancemanuals
containsafetycautions
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Table2-4. Avai/abflity AnNysis
Number of Mean time Average ann,al outage hours
Item system talk=re= to repair
(Control number) _eryear (hours) Availability
[!,_" _ HozJrs/year % nf total
ROTOR
Blades& hub .82 68 55.8 22.0 .9937
Pitch control mechanism 2.11 11 23.2 9.1 .9974
Ice and crack detection .29 17 4.9 1.9 .9994
DRIVE TRAIN
Low speed shaft, bearings & electrical
distribution .83 69 57.3 22.5 ,9935
Quill shaft & couplings ._5 48 7.2 2.8 ,9992
Gearbox & gearbox sensors .48 30 14.5 5.8 .9983
High Speedshaft, couplings, rotor
brake .23 11 2.5 1.0 .9997
Lubrication system [j_ ....
Generator .09 48 4,4 1.7 .9995
NACELLE
Structure & wind indicators .50 8 4.0 1.6 .9995
Yaw drive system 1.40 28 39,8 15,6 ,9955 '"
Electrical cables& slip rings ,36 9 3.2 1.3 .9996
Generator accessoryunit .77 7 6.2 2.0 .9994
TOWER
Tower assembly .10 8 .8 0.3 .9999
Electrical cables& equipment 1.06 7 7,4 2,9 .9992
Control subsystem 3.0 8 24.0 0.4 .9973
TOTALS 12.19 20.9 254.2 100 .971
50% of sched_Jedmaintenance (from Maintenance Analysis) 36 hours .907
i
[_ Includes application of 75% duty cycle where appropriate
[_ Includes all causesof downtime (Administrative delays plus bends-on time)
Redundant system for gearbox. Sump system for low speed shaft and generator included
in these subsystems.
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Detailedmaintenanceanalyslshas been performedto identifylabor requirements,
tools, and equipment.The demand frequencyand repairtime estimatesfor un-
scheduledfault maintenanceof a mature unit are summarizedin Table 2-5.
Maintenancetools and test equipmentare discussedin Section-5.5.2.Total costfor this equipmentis approximately$10,000per wind t.rbinein a 25 unit farm.
A sparesanalysi_was conductedto identifythe initialinventoryof.sparesfor
the 25 unit farm. Each spare requirementwas establishedbased on criteriathat
the cost to carry,the spare(s)must be less than the penaltyof lost electricity
when waitingfor the replacementpart. This calculatio_includesthe failure
rate, reordertime, averagepower productionrate, value of power,and the fixed
charge rate on the initialinvestment.This analysisderivedthe estimatedcost
of initialspares inveutoryat $5,000per unit for a 25 unit farm. This low
value is based on a productionscenarioof 20 wind turbinesper month where a
central spares depot could supportmany farms of wind turbines.
P
2_a_ Maintainabilityand MaintenanceConcepts
The design goal of .96 availabilitycan only be achievedif the system
is highlymaintainable.All MOD-2 drawingshave been reviewedby a maintain-
ability specialistto ensure ease of access and to enableeach componentto be
removedand replacedor repairedin place. The major featuresincorporatedto
supportmaintenanceare shown in Figure 2-28. The key elementsof the
maintenanceconceptfor the 25 unit farm are summarizedbelow:
o Operationsand MaintenanceManual definesscheduledand fault maintenance
_ tasks.
o Trainingfor dedicatedmaintenancepersonnel.
o Electrical/electronicand mechanicaltechnicians.
o Two shiZt coverage,2 man crews, six days per week.
- o Additionalsupportcrews for major fault repair.
o Use of outsideservices" r shop repairs,specialtasks and heavy
equipmentrental.
o On-sitemaintenanceequipment- portabletools and fixturesfor materials
handling.
o Utilitydepot sparesavailability- Electronicsand small items in panel
truck.
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Table2-5. MaintenanceAnalysis
Number of Repair/inspecttime Total annualmaintenance
ur_scheduled (manhoursperyear) manhours
maintenance
actionsper
year Scheduled Unscheduled Manhours % of total
iiiii
ROTOR
Blades& hub .82 28.0 42.0 70.0 20.1
Pitchcontrolmechanical 5,22 4.2 75,4 79,6 22.8
Iceandcrackdetection .37 0.5 E.8 6.3 1.8
DRIVE TRAIN
Low speedshaft,bearings& electrical
distribution 1.-16 7,0 36.4 43.4- - 12.4 -
Quill shaft& couplings .15 - 4,8 4.8 L4
Gearbox& gearboxsensors ,62- 13.2 18,7 31.9 9.2
Highspeedshaft,couplings,rotorbrake ,31 2,4 3,0 5.4 1,E
Lubricationsystem .40 2,4 3,4 5.6 1,7
Generator .09 - 2.8 2,8 .8
NACELLE
Structure& wind indicators .70 4,2 _ 9.8 14.0 4.0-
Yaw drivesystem 2.80 6.2 26.3 32,6 9,3
Env-lconmentalcontrolsystem .01 ,3 .1 .4 ,1
Electricalcables & slip rings ,36 1.0 2.4 3.4 1.0
2 Generatoraccessoryunit .77 _ 4.3 4.3 1.2
Electricalfacilities 10.50 (_> - 3.1 3.1 ,9
"rOWER
.,'-" Tower subassembly .11 2,6" .7 3.3 1.0
"_ Electricalcables,lightningprotection
& equipment 1.45 1.0 17,4 18.4 5.3
Controlsubsystem 3.2 - 19.2 19.2 5.5 -
TOTALS 29.04 73,0 275,6 348.6 100
(18,54 excludingaircraft_varn _glights)
• I I
_=- Includesapplicationof 75%duty cyclewhereappropriate
i [_ Primarilyaircraftwarninglights
* "Excludespaintingtime which isaccomplishedat the sametime that the rotor ispainted
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Drive train and teeter looks
-'--Monorail mounted ground-naoagehoistPersonnelharness/attach-points t /
_.a_k_._- Automatic fire suppression(Helen)
Roof access ladder---...._,Wcmlngplacards-'_ _J" _'_"-- itcumtmC2;rcsevaouatkm
Bm%?2',gggi:v', a.torI\\i_12°alntenance plptform for
yaw system
-_ -_- Menlift andInternal ladder
Ice detection-system _ J
.4
TIp removalpmvlslons_ "'
• Deslonedfor fsllsefe aS}station /-----Tower access door intedock
• Buddysystem used for maintenance /
• Periodicmaintenancescheduledto / IV
ensure Integrity of safety systems _/ r---- Manual controland fault monitoring_
, Itransportableto nacelle)
Figure 2-28. Operations, Maintenance and Safety Features
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2.7 FAILURE MODEANDEFFECTSANALYSIS
The failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) was initiated during preliminary
design, The purpose of the FMEAis to identify all possible failure modes and to
ensure that the resulting effects _lill not endanger personnel or cause damageto
the wind turbine equipment. At the Detail Design Review-, the documented FMEAwas
delivered-to NASAand subsequently released as reference 2.
The component FMEA's were completed by the cognizant designers and reviewed by
systems engineers and a rel-tability specialist, Failure rate data was
incorporated, Themajor sources for the failure rate data were:
I. Non-electronic Reliability Notebook, RomeAir Development Center, January
1975, AD/A-OC5657,
2, Reliability of Electrical Equipment in Industrial Plants, IEEG Survey.
3, ComponentRemovalData - 727, 737, 747 CommercialAircraft,compiledby :
The BoeingCompany.
4. ComponentRemovalData - 107 Helicopters.
5._ RADC ReliabilityNotebook.
The "k" factorsused to accountfor environmentaldifferenceswere based on the
followinggroundrules:
I. Rotor - equivalentto helicopterand "unmannedaircraft"environment.
_ 2. _celle equipment- equivalentto "mannedaircraft"environment.
3. Ground equipment- equivalentto "ground,stationary"environment.
An exampleof a completedFMEA worksheetis shown in Figure 2-29. The failure
severitycode-£s-describedin Table 2-6.
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._- MOO.2 FailureModeEndEffectsAnalysis
sue$YsTeM COMFONeNT FAGE.10
DTTPI4PUaMCCMI:pMakJT(_M M_"tnD-DIIMD _¢JSY FMEANO-43 1 7t,8fUNCTiONOFeOMeONENT
PROVIDE HYDRAULIC POWER FOR OPERATIONOF DITCH CHANGE MECHANISM
FA'_UR_o_Pr_I]I_rLeI_CnORNO PRESSURE - PRODUCESLOW PRESSURE ALARM AepucAeLe
• OPERATING MODES
WTS SHUTDOWN F,G,H
2. LOW HYDRAULIC FLOW - REDUCES PITCH CHANGEPJ_TESoMOMENTARY LOW
PRESSURE ALARM WTS SHUTDOWN F,Q,H
= EXCESSIVE HYDRAULIC PRESSURE - OVERHEATSHYDRAULIC FLUIO. - WT$
SHUTDOWN F,O.H
, LEAKS- EXTERNAL
FGH
FAILURE FREQUENCY ] FAt&, URE :SEVERITY
FAI LURE COMPONENT MEAN TIME I
FAILURE MODE FAILURE RATE EE'P¢CEEN FAILURE _ MINIMAL MARGINAt. CRITICAl, CATAEI_rROFWttC
_OE NO. FREO..-_ • le e FiR HOUR {YEARE) ] I H Ill .
1 so 38 6.1 I I x
_' 20 38 lS,2 t ! x
iDoI l, ! x
. F,  oRe 10.0 X
1 LOWPRESSUREALARM. WT.SSHUTDOWN
2 LOWPRESSUREALARM- WTSSHUTDOWN 4 - LOWLEVEL ALARM-%LTS-SHUTDOWN
3. OVERHEATALARM - g"rs SHUTDOWN
i __ OIEcUeelON AND CORRECTIVE ACTIOhl [IF APPLIeR!eL.El
r .
-t¢
!
i ,
FN_e 0. W, KING TORTES/9/78
:' OeeRATINOMooEe Rev, 10/25/78
A • eHU'I1D_N O. _rRA'NE rrl ON TO $TAND|Y G • OPERATE
e • "rRANEITI ON TO WARM•UP lie. eTANOeY H - 11RANel TION TO FEATHER
C - WARM.UP F - TRANS ITION TO OPERATE I • FeATHeR
7E_K4ie2_I
Figure 2-29. Exampleof FMEA Workshee¢
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This analysisof FMEA provideda disciplinedmethod of developingthe fallsafe
protectivesystems.Figure 2-30 depictsthis approach.In general,redundant
load paths for major structuralcomponentswere not economicallyfeasible,so a
safelifedesignconceptis employed.That is, a conservativespectrumof 30 years
blade cyclicloading,with a conservativeallowableflaw size was used to develop
the fatiguestressallowablesused to design for 30 year life. In addition,
periodicinspectionis definedand a crack detectionsystemas describedin
Section2.2.1 provideswarningof crack developmentand system shutdownprior to
a crack growth to the criticalfailurelength.The electrical/mechanicalsystems
provideredundancywhere appropriateand protectivesensorsto initiatea micro-
processorcontrolledsafe shutdownfor operatingparametersoutsideof a safe
tolerance.Criticalfailuremodes are identifiedwhich requirea "fast"shutdown
(i.e. high tip blade pitch rate using the emergencyaccumulators).Also, certain
criticalparamaterstriggera backupfailsafecontrolsystemwhich is independent
of the microprocessorcontrolsystem,The most criticalparameterof rpm over-
speed also triggersa third independentemergencyshutdownsystem.Parameters
critical to generatorprotectionalso providefor openingof the generator
circuit breaker.The criticalp_rametersand their safetyshutdownsystemsare
I, shown in Figure 2-22.
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Table 28. FMEASafetyand FailureSeverityCategories
Impel
Hazard Pm
Funoth_ Repaircolt Tk111to r_r InJuw
I
a_ imd
None Und_ $1.0QQ Und_ 2 day1 None
Mlnlml
end md md
No_4 Under$1,000 Under2 days Fint eld -
_lUorl
of or
Lou of Up to $;0.QQ0 Up to 10 Days Hospital
Crltkd fu.rU_
Lot of.. _ Onr Fred or
(110,OO0 10 dm pen_mmt
o,_n_ [i::> _l,,_
i
[_::_ Minor itemsthet crmborepeinldwith eomenJer4e._ _*-'_
No loreof gemmnlnoorpebltlty,but repel_mustbe uaemp_li_4d within2
_ e_Y41ehuldewn, -
Oatn_,.tkm of n14D'/ore(Gmentmghor rotor or gmr boA.
p
I c,*_,c** i * No,re.l,,,*• Filet r&t4
• H4irddhutdoWn
• $_ r.Josd_p
t
pr_ra_
eyet_
Figure 2,30, Fall_afeProtectiveSyste'mDevelopment
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In summary,the FMEA_s identifiednearlyI,UUO fai]uremodes and corrective
actionswere implementedto precludecostly failures. Table 2-7 summarizesthe
protectiveapproachto major failuremodes. Needlessto say, the overspeed
incidentto WTS #1 broughtabout a comprehensivereviewof FM_.Aand instigated
severalcorrectivesystemhar_ _re and _,oftwarechanges.
Table2-7. FMEASummary
........ _l.,.--_ ........ _ .......... Etl--_-............ Po_*V_,_.. _t-_ ......
I9t_tord f-Zlur0tRote
• BIIk_ Fotil;_JOur.ks Lots of pert of rotor irnd • _fo Jife duign
• Sp_ bucklh'_ p(_41bseseb-s_-f damlq_ • FIAISNt tlt_
• F|tlgne crack It control If allowed to prDIl_ • In_tfo_ ichadule i
tip spindle Imd thread • Possible creek dlm_Ctlo*l
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3.0 TESTING
Developmentof the MOD-2 WTS has requiredconsiderabletestingto establish
design criteria,providedata for checkoutand acceptance,and establish
turbineperformance.This testingis discussedin the followingsections.
3.1 DEVELOPMENTALTESTS
Developmentte_ts were conductedto verify staticstrength,fatigueand
operationalcharacteristicsof componentsto meet a 30 year life requirement.
The followingsectionsdescribethe componenttests,test resultsand
their impacton componentdesign for these tests not discussedfully in
ReferencesI and 5.
3.1.1 Crack Detection
The crack detectionsystem incorporatedin the MOD-2 was designedto detect
through,thicknesscracksi_ the rotor blade and shut the wind turbinesystem
down prior to catastrophicfailureof the rotor. The systempumps warm dry
air throughthe blade interiorand dumps the air overboardat the inboardend
throughan orifice. The flow througheach blade orificeis _onitored,and the
differencebetweenblade flows is an indicationof the existenceof another
exhaustingorifice,which could indicatea through-crack.The determination
of the minimumlengthcrack which could be detectedwas estimatedusing design
parameters,for flow througha given sharp-edgeorifice. However,the flow
througha crack-likeorificeis at best difficultto predict,especiallyunder
!_ the time varyingstate of stressin the structure. To minimizefalse alarms,
b the criticalleakagerate shouldbe reasonablyhigh, yet low enough to provider:
a comfortablemargin betweendetectionand structuralfailure. Fracture
toughnesstestingwas requiredto providethe data necessaryfor assessingthe
criticalcrack length for the MOD-2 blade material,for which toughnesshas
been assumedas being 125 ksi in.
3.1.1.1 OperationalTest
A test was conductedto verify that the MOO-2 crack detectionsystempossessed
adequatesensitivityand stabilityto detecta given crack in one rotor blade
as well as to detectmalfunctionof the system. Two 12,500gallon tanks were
used to simulatethe air volumeof the two rotor blades. Cracks in the blades
were simulatedby use of a manual valve and flowmeteron each blade simulator.
The wind turbinecrack detectionsystemwas locatedindoorsand was connected
to the blade simulatortanks locatedout of doors.
During testingof the crack detectionsystem,i_ was found that the blade
orificetubes had to be shortenedin order to increasethe air flow and thus
increasethe sensitivityof the system to air flow imbalancebetweenblades.
The systemwas able to detectmalfunctionssuch as blower failureor air
blockage. A 2 psi over-pressurereliefvalve was incorporatedto preventover
_ressuriagthe blades,and a check valve was added to the dehumidifieroutlet.
he abilityof the systemto deliverdry air to the bladeswas confirmed. A
system calibrationprocedurewas established.
i
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3.1.1.2 Crack Air Flow Test
A crack flow test programwas carriedout on pre-crackedspecimens.25 inch
and ,50 inch thick. The objectiveof the programwas to experimentally
developa means of determiningair flow rate througha crack in a rotor blade
under varyingstress,pressuredifferentialacross the crack,and plate
thicknessfor differentcrack lengths. Each specimenbecame the closeout
panel of a rectangularflow chamberin which the pressurewas variedby
varyingthe inlet flow rate. Cracks of 9 inchesand 12 incheswere tested on
the thickerpanel, and cracksof 12, 18, and 24 incheswere testedon the
thinner panel. The test panelswere clampedto the edges of the flow chamber
so that the applicationof end loads on the specimenwould produceuniform
stressacross the uncrackedportionsof the specimen. Gross area stresses
were variedup to 9 ksi and flow pressures(pressuredifferet_tialacrossthe
crack) rangedup to 4 psi.
The state of stress affectedthe crack openingand thus the mass flow through
the crack. Th_ resultsof the testingindicatedthat the mass flow--througha
crack would follow the relationship:
m = 2.? x 10-3(t)-.25(41.65(a)1.90(p).5
where m = flow in (CFM)
t = thickness(in)
a = 1/2 total crack length (in)
p = Pressuredifferentialacross thickening(psi)
o= stress (ksi)
3.1.1.3 FractureToughnessTest
The fracturetoughnesstests were conductedon two pre-crackedspecimens
fabricatedfrom .25 inch and .50 inch thick ASTM-A572grade 50 materialto
verify that the toughnesswas greaterthan 125 ksi in. as assumed. The width
of each specimenwas 60 incheswhile the pre-crackwas 24 inches long. The
specimenswere sized to give "valid"data up to 125 ksi in. and conservative
resultsabove 125 ksi in. The criteriafor "valid"data was: 1) a net
sectionstress less than 80% of yield, 2) an initialcrack lengthless than
40% of the specimenwidth, and 3) a gross area stress less than 18 ksi (the
maximum design stressin the rotor). To obtain valid plane strainfracture
toughnessdata would requirespecimensbetter than 22 inches thick;these
would not be representativeof the MOD-2 structure. Each specimenwas
instrumentedwith crack propagationgages on the same side of the specimenin
a manner such that a stablecrack growthof 4.8 inches could be monitored.
The thicknessesselectedfor testingwere representativeof those used in 80
percent of the rotor but less than the 1.0 inch employedout to Station90.
Experimentallimitationsprecludedthe testingof 1.00 inch plate. The
materialused was not desulphurizedas the rotor materialwas and also had a
higher minimumyield strengththan the rotor material. The material
substitutionwas necessarybecausethe propermaterialwas not available.
Both the lack of desulphurizingand higherstrengthwould tend to decreasethe
fracturetoughnessof the material.
3-2
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During testing, the center portion of the specimen was enclosed in a styrofoam
box which acted as a cryostat. Thus the test portions of the specimen was
maintained at a temperature of -40°F, the minimumoperating temperature for
the wind turbine. The test load was appliedat a rate such that a stress
intensityof 125 ksJ in. would be reachedin 30 seconds. The .25 inch thick
specimenfelledat a net area stress of 55 ksi, which was greaterthan the
guaranteedyield strengthof 50 ksi. The materialtoughnesswas well in
excess of 225 ksi in. The .50 inch thick specimenfailedat a net area
stress oK46.2 ksi and an apparenttoughnessof 188 ksi in. Neitherspecimen
satisfiedthe criteriafor "val4d"data becausethey both failedat too high a
stress. It is apparentfrom the data that fracturetoughnessof the rotor
structure is well in excess of 125 k_i in.
3.1.1.3 Crack Detection System Evaluation
The mass flow operation developed in the crack fl_w test and the fracture
toughness results were used to evaluat_ the ability of the crack de_ection
system to detect cracks prior to reaching critical, length. Figure 3-1 shows
the relationshipof crack flow, as a ratio of detectablefJow rate, to-cthe p
numberof hours a detectablecrack becomescrilica_. The relationshipis for
the blade station360 which has the minimumti_e before a detectablecrack
becomescritical.
10 F M_rad loam Station300
9 F We_,lH wind op,sed_t_
/ Crltlc4dcrib.
._"_ 8 _- dze = 46 in
/
.. [5
2 _ 4
o , i , &. I i ,i i. m ,
o 10 3KI 3o 40 I10 gO 7O_ IlO
t,_ _ opera_
_..
Fisum3.1. CrackDetecdon$yztem Capability for Blade_at!o _
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The MOO-2 rotor blade has a field assemblyspliceat blade radialstation3bO
which attachesthe blade mid-sectionto the hub throughribs that are welded
to both skins and spars. The bolt attachmentis symmetricabout skin and
spar. The Joint is highly stressedunder fatigue_Ioading,and a test program
was conductedto validatethe Joint for MOb-2 design. The resultsof this
test providedadditionalsubstantiationfor the crack growthmode] discussed
under materialtesting.
T_e testingwas carriedouZ using an FITS(MaterialTestingSystem)test
machine under the design fatiguespectrumof loads for the joint. The results
shown in Figure3-2 indicategood correlationwas obtainedbetweenpredictions
and test results. The fatigueanalyticalmodel was validatedand was used to
design the-fieldjoint.
L_
Load
C,:t,cal area with \ 1 Spat,men (_
reduced flawiL
Ctnt=calarea wtth/ Vb_ " Spec.men Q
,nducedflaw
Load
Test Data
! o o
i_ • Fdlct area stress (psi) 18.000 18.200qW-ln_tlati|aw |englh (in} 0.248 0.234
• Predicted fatigue ide 17,000.000 17.000.000
cycles cycles
• Test spec,men life 18,953.754 21.151,277
cycles cycles
Figure3-2. Rotor BladeFieldJolnt Test
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3.1.3 Rotor Spindle
The spindletest programwas performedto substantiatethe structural
integrityof the rotor blade spindleand its supportingstructure. The design
requirementto rotatethe blade tip sectionresultedin complexstructural
load paths surroundinga splndIebearingstructure. A complexfiniteelement
stress-analysiswas performedto evaluatethis structure-.
The test programQbjectiveswere:
(a) To validatethe analyticalmeans for predictingthe deflectionand
internalstressesof the spindleand supportingstructure.
(b) To define the areas of higklocal stressesin the splndleand
supportingstructure,which occur duringnormal operatingconditions
of the wind turbine.
(c) Validatethe operationof the pitch controlsystem
The tests were performedby mountingthe spindlesectionof the blades in-a
cantileveredpositionand applyingcombinationsof flapwiseand chordwise
loads selectedto produceone full life of fatiguedamage on both the upper
and lower blade surfaces. The test specimenincludeall blade structure
betweenspanwisestations1140and 1360. The pitch actuatorand supporting
hydraulicswere also included. Specimentest loadswere imposedby a series
of hydraulicactuator_connectedto the outboardend of the specimenthrougha
rigid adapterfitting. A schematicof the test setup and the loads are shown
in Figure 3-3.
Upper surface
load fixture . - _ _.of
I __ _ X _P_,end of specimen) /
_"_ _ (oOU_dciemnedn) _C_:;:: 2::S:;;; :; _A_d.Ad.pter fixture
P2 e i P o _ _,4
P4
F/gum3_?. Schematicof SpindleFatigueTemtSet-up
J
!
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Strain, deflectlon-and applied }o_dlng data were recorded for all test
conditions, The instrumentation consisted of 73 strain gages, l? deflection
transducers, 7 load cells, and one angular potentiometer.
All test objectives were achieved. The 30 year design _ife was demonstrated
and good correlation was obtained between predicted and measured stresses.
The areas of high local stress were identified by analysis and confirmed by
test (Figure 3-4), No additional high stress areas were detected, ariaall
margins of safety in the critlcal areas were equal to or greater than
predicted. (Predicted values in () in Figure 3-4).
S'{a 1249 Sta 1209 Sta 1144
I I
Rear spar
Gage no.17
M.$. = +0.46 (. ..
0 = 21,960 ps, (17.110)
:i--,-.-_ -- Fowa,d sparGage no,tO
o t4,7BSps (13.890)
Gage no.21
M.S. = *'0.24 (+0.46) Ga_ no.22
o = 12,980 ps, (10,990) M.S = ",-0.11@ Hole edge (+0.24)
o= 28,900p_,(25.B25)
Figure 34. Margins of Salty at Critical Locations of Test Specimen
3.1.4 Pitch Control Testing
Pitch control system testing included the use of the spindle fatigue test
specimen as a means to functlonally test the hydraulic swivel in the blade-tlp
pitch control system. The swivel is that portion of the hydraulic supply that
provides the connection between the fixed portion of the blade at station 1249
and the tip actuator. The swivelling motion is from a tip position of -50 to
+94°. The testing of the swivelling Joint included simulated startup,
operate, and shutdown blade-tip pitch action as well as dithering for extended
period of time. During the spindle fatigue test, the control system was
active and was used to pitch the tip section to operating or critical shutdown
load positions (5° or +28°). It was also used to maintain a given pitch
position of the tip during the imposition of the time varying test loads. The
control system held the pitch position to _ .I° under load application,
thereby validating its design stiffness.
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In order to developand check out proposedchangesin the pitch control
system,open and closedloop frequencyresponsetests were performedon the ..........
cyclic load test hardware. The test hardwareprovidedthe proper pitch
actuatorhydraulicsand simulatedtip rotaryinertia. The objectivesof the
test were to evaluateproposedchangesand optimizecontrolsystemparameters
to guaranteea i hz frequencyresponseand demonstraterequiredstability
margins, Variouscontrolsystemchangeswere evaluatedon a patch board to
arrive at an improvedcontrolsystem.
Computer simulationof the controlSystemhad demonstrated.thatfrequency
responsemust exhibita gain of -30 dB to +9 dB at I hz and outer loop
stabilityrequiresa gain of at least -5dB at 180 degreesphase shift.-The
transferfunctiondata obtainedfrom the improvedpitch controlsystemof the
cyclic load test specimensatisfiedthese-requirements.Hardwareano software
modificationswere later implementedand optimizedduringsystem integration
testing.
3.1.5 Teeter Bearing
The rotor is connectedto the drive shaftingthrougha teeter hinge and its
elastomericradially(teeter)and axially(thrust)loadedbearings. The
radial bearingsreact rotor thrust,rotor drivingtorque,and rotor dead
weight loads. The axial bearingsare basicallyto react rotor dead weight
when the rotor is approximatelyhorizontal,as well as lateralcomponentsof
rotor thrust.
3.1.5.1 QualificationTesting
The first elastemericteeterbearingwas subjectedto qualificationtests by
the manufacturerin order to assurebond qualityand to obtainperformance
data,
The soundnessof the bonds betweenrubberand steel shimsas well as between
rubber and hub structurewas verifiedby rotatingthe inner hub +15° relative
to the outer ring structure. The angularmotionwas 2_3-timesthe expected
extremesof travelduringbearingoperation(±6 I/2°). The torsional
stiffnessof the teeter bearingwas ascertainedat -40°F as well as at room
temperature, The resultsof the stif£nesstests indicatedcompliancewith
bearingdesign specifications.
3.1.5,2 Fatigue Testing
The teeter bearings had been designed with methodology developed for much
smaller bearings used in the helicopl_r industry, and those used in the oil
industrythat requireapplicationof low stres_low motion design. Becauseof
lack of test data and experienceon bearingso? the MOD-2 size, as well as the
fact that the llfe requirementwas well beyond even helicopterexperience,it
wa; decided that a fatigue test was required. In addition, this test provided
data for maintenance and inspection procedures. Spectrum testing for the 200
x 106 cycle equivalent of the 30 year design life would be out of the
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questionsince the operatingrotationalfrequencyis 17.5 cpm. A reviewof
the operatingloads and teeterangle spectrumindicatedthat, bearing
testingwith appliedloads of rated drive torqueloads in combinationwith a
time varyingrotorweight load, as well as a rotationto maximumteeter angle
( 16.5° to the teeterstops)appliedfor 2 x 106 cycleswould expose the
:_ bearingto an equivalent30 year life. The test bearingwas instrumentedwith
strain gages, thermocouples,load and displacmenttransducers.
Throughoutthe test, the radial springrate did not vary at all, and the
torsionalspring rate had reduced7% by the end of the test, well below the
. 20% failurecriterionset by the bearingsupplier. Stabilizedtemperaturesin
the rubberwere approximatelyISO°F withoutfan cooling,and 135°F with
cooling. Designoperatingtemperatureswill be well below the no-fancooling
temperaturebecausedesign operatingteeter•angles are of the order of ±2 to
± 2 i/2°, not the ±6 I/2° continuousoscillationsustainedduring the bearing
fatiguetest. Testingwas terminatedat 1.8 * i06 cyclesdue to cost and
schedulecontralnts. There was no indicationof problemswhich would
significantlyalter the test resultsif the_remain-i-ng0.2 * i06 cycleswere
run.
• 3.1.6 Gearbox._.__.___,Back-to-BackTest
: 3.1.6.1 -Fatigue Testing
The epicyclicgearboxselectedfor the MOD-2 utilizedan existingdesign
_ conceptbut its torguetransmittingcapabilitywas improvedby 200% and its
: new designlife was 30 years. Becausethe capabilitiesextensionwas beyond
:-_ the currentstate-of-the-art_a qualificationtest was deemednecessaryto
verify predicted_performanceparameters.
F The selectedtest methodwas a back-to-backtest in which two complete
:,. gearboxesand their lubricationsystemswould be connectedin order to impose
"_ the high input torquesof the operatingwind turbine. The high speed output
_ shafts were connectedwith a torsionbar, while the torquereactionswere
throughthe low speed shaft flanges,as both low speed shaft flangeswere tied
_ together. The torsionbar preloadwas variedthroughoutthe test to provide
simulateddrive line power variationsin operation. A drive motor was
connectedto the outputshaft of one of the gearboxes,providingthe
rotationalspeed control. The gears of one of the boxeswere straingaged to
monitor the tooth stressesthroughoutthe program.
--_,__ A spectrumof operatingconditionswas simulatedin the test programduring
. which it was determinedthat gear tooth bendingstresseswere well below AGMA
predictions. Slightmodificationsto the first stage helicalgears' lead
correctionangle had tO be made. It shouldbe noted that had a full load test
not been conducted,such a deficiencywould have gone unnoticed. Direct
=. measurementsof gear train efficiency,gearboxbreakawaytorque,noise levels
_- and vibrationcharacteristicswere made throughoutthe test.
_ _ As a resultof the back-to-backtest program,the fatigueratingof the
_,) gearboxwas substantiatedup to 155% of design rated torque,
: 3-8
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3.1.6.2 VibrationSurvey
When runningthe gearboxat zero torque duringthe back-to-backload test, a
rapid buildupof horizontalvibrationat 1400 output rpm was experienced. The
system ran smoothlyup to 1800 rpm with the applicationof only 15% of rated
torque. It was determinedthat the gearboxthird stage planet passage
frequencywas resonantwith the test stand yaw-lateralnaturalfrequency. At
low torquelevels,the third stage planetsand sun of this gearboxare free to
move off their rotatingcenter,causingunbalanceat the planetpassage
frequency.
The gearboxmount lateralstiffnesswas determinedfrom subsequenttests.
Analysisof the gearboxas installedin the MOD-2 nacellepredictednatural
frequencieswell in excessof 2600 rpm. Thereforeno mount vibrationproblem
at planet passagefrequencywas expected. This was subsequentlyconfirmedin
integrationtestingof the installedgearbox.
3,1.7 Modal Survey
Modal surveytestingof wind turbinesystemsand their componentsis an
importantpart of the designand testingprocess. The modal surveyis an
effectiveway to ensure that the wind turbinesubsystemsmeet performance "
expectations. After evaluatingalternativetestingtechniques,i-¢was
li concludedthat the HOD-2 modal surveywould be conductedwith the rotor andnace leinst lledon the t wer in the operationalconfiguration.The
) advantageswere that the systemmodes and dampingwould be measureddirectly,
I_ Includinga11 couplingmechanismswhich were hard to model.- -
The testingapproachselectedinvolvedthe-useof a HP 5451B Modal Analysis
System (similarto the one used for the modal analysisof HOD-O). The test
i_: techniqueinvolvedimpactingthe wind turbineat a prescribedpoint with a
i._ 1,000 lb. instrumentedram and recordingthe responseof fixed accelerometers.
The overalltechniqueis based on the use of digitalprocessingand the Fast
I FourierTransform(FFT)to obtaintransferfunctionsdata and then use of a
) least-squarederror estimatorto identifymodal propertiesfrom the transfer
functiondata.
!: A speciallydesigned1,000 lb. ram was instrumentedwith a force transducerin
i'- its head, The ram was swung from the gin pole used for HOD-2 erectionand
!_. allowedto impact one blade tip. To ensureproper impact,the ram wasconstrainedto followa cable throughthe center of the targetdisc.
" m *
The I pact forcemust be of sufficientmagnl.de and durationto excite thesigni.icantmodes of interest, The ram was _dllbratedbefore the modal survey
I by varyingthe stiffnessof the ram impacthead (interchangeablefoam rubber
i pads) and varyingthe swing lengthto developapproximately1,000 lb. with 200' ms duration.
)r The mdal frequenciesand dampingresultsof the mudal surveyare shown in
'i Table 3-I. The data are a direct outputof the HP 5451B Fourieranalyze
systems with the exceptionof chordwlsebending,nacellepitch and drlvetraln
torsionmodes which were determinedby supplementalanalysis.
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The data gatheredduring the MOU-2 modal survey tests verifiedthe achievement
of requiredsystemdesign frequencies. In particular,the drive train, tower
and blade modes were identifiedand shown to meet systemfrequencyplacement
and separationrequirements.The measureddampingprovidedassurancethat
design dampingassumptionswere reasonable.
Tab_3.1. Mode Survey Resu/_
FREQUENCY
MODE .(Perrevolution) DAMPING (%)
PRED,- MEAS, MEAS,
Teeter 0 14 ° -
Drive Train Torsion 0.46 0,45 ....
Tower BendingFore/Aft 1.24 1.23 1.0
Tower BendingLateral 1.27 1.28 4.2
Flap BendingSym. 3.09 3.30 0.35
Chord BendingSym. 6.22 6.17 ....
Flap BendingAntisym. 6.45 6.55 1.04
Flap Bending2nd Sym. 7.71 9.6 0.78
NacellePitch_ 8.23
[_Measured with test box beam fixtureson tips
_Z:_,Supplementaldata
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3,2 INTEGRATIONTESTS
Integrationtestingis that system and subsystemlevel testingconductedon
: each wind turbinesystemprior to initialoperationunder wind power. Figure
3.5 shows a test flow diagramfor the -100 IntegrationTest_ on units #I, #2
and #3.
3.2.1 Integratior_Test at PocatelloUnit #I
For unit #I, a seriesof tests were performedon the assemblednacellewhile
installedon a test stub towe_ sectionand with a rotor simulator.This testing
was conductedin July and August of 1980 at the facilitiesof the M&E
contractorBucyrusErie, in Pocatello,Idaho.
3.2.1.1 ElectricalContinuity(-101)
This test performeda power-of_pcdnt-to-Eoi_tcontinuitycheck of operatlo_al
wiring in the nacelleand the test set up at Pocatello.
3.2.1.2 EIS/MDS/WTSInterface(-102)
- This test performeda checkoutof the EngineeringInstrumentationSystem (EIS)
on the nacelleand to the Mobil_ Data System (MDS) van. It includedcontinuity
checks as well as power on tests.
3.2.1.3 NCU Stand Alone (-103)
This test performeda verificationthat the NCU was assembledproperlyand
rea_ for integrationwith the nacelle.A separate48 vdc power supplywas
used and the interfacewith the sensorswas simulated._bythe Field Test Unit
-. (FTU).
3.2.1.4 Nacelle IntegrationTest (-104)
The generalobjectiveof these tests was to gain experiencewith and verify
function&loperationof, as much of the WTS equipmentas possiblebefore
shipmentto the field site.
The test was dividedinto8 sub tests.
_-_- -i GearboxLube Systemcheckout_
_ -2 ControlSystem checkout
T -3 Drive train checkout
_ -4 Crack DetectionSystemcheckout
_- -5 Rotor Simulatorand Pitch Systemcheckout
-6 Yaw Systemcheckout
T... -7 System Test and 72/12 Hour Drive Train test
-8 Fire Control System checkout
3-11
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A summaryof the resultsare as follows:
-I GearboxLube SystemCheckout
Manual operationof the lube system from the A200 panel was performed
satisfactorily.The test identifieda problemwith the dehumidifiermotor
bearings;a designchangehas correctedthis.Checks of the oil reservoir
heater operationrevealedthe need for a protectivecover over each
heater controlunit; a designchange incorporateda cover.Checks of the
circulatingpump and each lube pump were satisfactory;the pump relief
valve requiredadjustmentto providemaximumsystempressure.
Adjustmentof the lube oil temperatureregulatorwas p_rformedsubsequent
to the 72 hour drive train test. Normaloperationof the built-in
instrumentationand the activeengineeringinstrumentationwas verified.
Severaloil leaks in the lube oil.modulewere found and corrected;these
were associatedwith improperassembly.
-2 ControlSystemCheckout
R. #
Checks of the RPM sensorswere made and showedseveralproblems;they
includedchain misalignment,wrong sprocketsize, and failsafesystem
triggeredNCU immediatelyon motion. Changeswere initiatedand temporary
fixes incorporatedto allow the test to proceed.Calibrationof the blade
positionpotentiometers(mountedon the rotor simulator)revealedserve
valve biases,incorrectserve valve output scalingand groundingand wiring
[_ problems.These were subsequentlycorrected.Checks of the wind sensorsand[ the vibrationsensorwere satisfactorythougha modificationthe vibration
F: sensorcircuitwas identified.
-3 Drive Train Checkout
The generatorwas directcoupledto a DC controlledmotor and drivenover
the range300-1980rpm. A GAU phase C potentialtransformerfuse was found
blown during initialchecks,howeverwhen thiswas replaced,verification
of phase rotationand voltageregulatorsettingswere accomplished.Checks
of the activeengineeringinstrumentationsystemwere satisfactory.
Generatorvibrationlevelswere within specificationand no nacellemodes
were identifiedthat would compromisegeneratorperformanceor reducelife.
The gearboxand low speed shaft were also drivenover the range300-1980
rpm using a DC controlledmotor coupledto the aft end of the gearbox.
Checks of the activeengineeringinstrumentationand the gearboxlube
; system duringrotationwere made. Vibrationlevelswere satisfactoryat the
gearboxand low speed shaft bearings;no unacceptableresonanceswere
identifiedand functionaloperationof the gearboxand low speed shaft
appearedsatisfactory.A substantialoil leak from the rear seal of the
gearboxwas identifiedand action initiatedto providea revisedseal that
correctedthe leak.
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Figure3.5 WTSTestFlow
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-4 Crack DetectionSystemCheckout
Checks included,normalflow, high flow and low flow for each blade. All
tests were satisfactorywith LSS stationaryand with rotatingat 17.5 rpm.
-5 Rotor Simulatorand Pitch SystemCheckout
Checks completedsatlsfacto,ily includedNCU commandof pitch position,
teeter brake releaseat 7.8 rpm, startuptimes under differentwind speeds,
responseto ratecommands,pitch pump pressurecapability,emergency
shutdowncommands,i hz responsecharacteristicsunder rate command,and
operationoEactive engineeringinstrumentation.Performancethat was not
verified includedblade trackingduring rate commandsand emergency
feathering,and startuppitch schedule.Workaroundswere used to allow
testingto proceedand changesin the systemconfigurationwere initiated.
Deferred tests were plannedfor conductin the field prior to erectionof
the nacelle.Data from this test resultedin new serw valves and counter-
balancevalvesbeing used in the rotor manifoldand changesin the NCU
softwareto improveclosed loop operation.
-6 Yaw--SystemCheckout
All manua_controlsfrom the HPU were verified.The yaw rate was adjusted,
however a non-smoothrotationwas attributedto the flow controlvalves
being too large.Smallervalveswere installedand operationwas
satisfactory.Yaw brake operationfunctionedcorrectlyhoweverthe system
pressuredrop caused an NCU trip. Softwaremodificationswere incorporated
: " to correctthis fault as well as a similarproblemwith the rotor brake
operation.Yaw drag brake operationwas verified.The yaw systemoperation
_ was verifiedfor yaw errors of less than 7°, 7° to 20° and greaterthan
=_ _ 20°. Rotor brake operationwas satisfactory,howevera frequentcharging
;_ cycle to keep the br_ke disengagedwas found to be due to a designproblem;
a subsequentdesignchange correctedthe problem.
-7 SystemTest and 72/12 Hour Drive Train Test
Verificationof automaticmode featuresof the controlsystemwere
completedusing a field test unit for certain simulatedinputs.These
_ includedan automaticstartup,demonstratingwind inputs,yawing, pitch and
lube systempump operation,breakaway,rotor brake release,operatemode,
field and sync enable and bus tie contactorclosingsignals. This test
showed that blade angleschangedproperlyas a functionof power outputand
that the system shuts down for low power.Startupsin low and medium winds
were verified;startupin high wind conditionswas not possibledue to a
servo valve bias problem.Automaticshutdownswere demonstratedfor
excessiveblade angles,loss of utilityintertie,loss of one blade tip,
excessivepower outputfluctuationand overspeed.Automaticstartupswith
: live wind was demonstrated.More than 67 hours of operatingtime was
completedon the rotatingsystem includingmore than 12 hours of continuous
operation.One objectivenot met was verificationof a normal shutdown(due
; to pitch hydraulicproblems,see -5 test);this testwas deferredto the
-- field.
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-8 Fire Control Checkout
This test verified operation of two smokedetectors, audible alarm, zone
alarm light, automatic shutdown of the NCUand exhaust fans, and energizing
of Halon bottle. All tests were satisfactory.
3.2.2 IntegrationTests at GoldendaleUnits #I, #2, and #3
A.series of integrationtests were conductedon each unit at the test site
at Goldendaleprior to wind poweredrotation(see Figure3-5).
3.2.2.1 ElectricalContinuity(-101)
This test performeda power-offpoint-to-pointcontinuitycheck of operational
wiring in the nacelle,rotor, tower and base facility.For unit #1 nacelle,
I this test only examinedthat wiring which was new or had been disturbeds_nce
the integrationtestingat Pocatello.
3.2.2.3 NCU Stand Alone (-103)
This test performedverificationthat the NCU was assembledproperlyand
ready for integrationwith the nacelle.The test was performedwith an
independent48V power supplyand used the FTU and breakoutbox. This testwas
L a repeatof a test performedin Pocatello,with revisedsoftwareas a resultof
the experiencegained in Pocatello. All hardwareperformedsatisfactorily.
3.2.2.4 Rotor Stand Alone (-107)
Thi_ test performeda functionalcheck of the fully assembledrotor hydraulics
using a test hydrauliccart and a servo valve test controlbox. The ice
detectorswere tested for alivenessand the rotor was pressurizedto verify its
leakagerate compatibilitywith the crack detectionsystem.The blade tip
positionpotentiometerswere adjustedwith the ti_s in the fairedposition.
The hydraulicchecks and ice detectiontests were performedsuccessfully. The
crack detectiontests identifiednumerousleaks that werepatched
successfully.
3.2.2,5 Rotor/Nacelle Integration (-105)
I
This test was conducted with the nacelle and rotor Installed on top of the
tower. It verified that leak=ge rates of each blade were within telerance and
set the comparatorpressureswitcheson the crack detectsystem. It confirmed• that the ice detectorcircuitwas alive.It set the pitch system servo loop
gain and bias, and performeda frequencyresponsetest on each blade. A manual
[ pitch test was run in position; rate modes, emergency feathering and teeter
, brake operationwas checked.A manual rotatetest (to 8 rpm) was run. This test
also performeda demonstrationof the yaw systemincludingstarting,running
and stopping.
3.2.2.6 Modal Survey (-106)
For unit #1 only, a modal survey was conducted on the completed unit at Golden-
dale. This measured modal frequencies, damping and mode shapes as discussed in
Section 3.1.7.
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3.3 CHECKOUTTESTS
Checkouttestingis that systemtestingconductedon each WTS to show it
functionscorrectlyand is ready for acceptancetesting.Figure3-5 shows a
test flow diagramfor the -200 checkouttests..
All checkouttests were conductedat Goldendalewith the wind turbinefully
assembled.These tests includea prerotationalconfidencetest, a wind
poweredoperationtest and a systemcheckouttest.
3.3.1 PrerotationalConfidenceTest (-201)
Prior to wind poweredoperation,a seriesof checkswere made to assuremanual
controlfunctionsand failsafeprotectionwere performing,properly.The tests
selectedto give the most confidencein system integrityw_re, emergency
featheroperation,rotor brake/yawbrake operation,test van not-readycontrol,
gearboxover temperatureresponse,overspeedresponseand excess vibration
response.Some of these tests requiredspecialconfigurationof the systemto
allow the test to be conductedsince the systemhas automaticsafeguardsthat
would preventtest conduct. All tests passed successfu1_yexcept vibration
response;this problemwas attributedto a bad circuit in the NCU. Since the
EIS also monitoredthe vibrationlevels,this did not hold up the test.
3.3.2 Wind Power RotationTest (-202)
This test was dividedinto three phases;8 rpm manual controlcheck; 17.5 rpm
automaticcontrolwithout synchronizationand 17.5 rpm automaticcontrolwith
synchronizationat below and above rated power.
The 8 rpm test coveredstartups,yaw directionerror,rotor brake operation,
teeter brake operation,sustainedrotationof 8 rpm, disc plane adjustmentand
teeter activity.The 17.5 rpm test, offlinecoveredstartupthroughthe tower
resonancerange, speed controlat 17.5 rpm, voltagephase rotationand
£re-quencychecks and bus tie contactoroperation.The 17.5 rpm on-linetest
includedsynchronizationand connectionto the bus, sustainedoperationat
below and above rated winds, transitionfrom one fixed blade angle to the other
and dynamicoperationat full rated power.
3.3.3 SystemCheckoutTest (-203.)WTS #I
The generalobjectiveof this testwas to verifythe requirementof paragraph
3.4.4 of the SystemTest Plan. These requirementsidentified13 test packages
containing40 items for verificationby eithertest or demonstration(see Table
3-2).
3.3.4 SystemcheckoutTest (-204)WTS #2 and #3
System checkout for WTS#2 and #3 was based on the -203 system checkout
performed on WTS#1 but 9reatly reduced requirements.
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Table3.2. SystemVerification-Ftequiwments(Sheet 1)
i n
SYSTEMSPECIE[CATIONREQUIREHENTREFERENCE VERIFICATION VERWICATIONMETHOD* LEVEL SECTION4
_ ...... VERIFICATIONPARAGRAPH SUB
NDNGER TITLE I_k Z 3 4 SYSTEH SYST_4 REFERENCEI
3.0 REQUIREMENTS X
3,] SYSTEMDEFINITION X
3.1.] General Description X
3.1.2 Purpose X x
3.I.3 Deployment x x
3.1.4 System Drawings x x
3.1,5 Interface Definition x
3.].5.1 Electrical Power Interface - x X
3,1.5.2 Communications and Control System %nterfoce x
3.1.5.3 Utility Personnel. Interface x
3.1.6 Customer Furnished Property x
3. l.6.] Site x x
3.1.6.1.1 Site Size x
3.1.6.1,2 Site Access Road X
3.1,6.1.3 Site Approvals x
3.1.6.2 C_mun|catfons x x
3.1.6.3 Power Tranemls$1o, L_,e x x
3.1.6.4 Electrical Power x x x
3.1.b,5 Color and Narkings x x
3.1.6.6 Moblle O_ta Acqulsltlon _ystem x
3.1.6.D Uttlity Substation Space x x
3.|.7 Operational Hodes x x
3._.7.1 Autematic Modes x
3.1.7.2 Manual Nodes x
3.2 CHARP.CTERIST[CS xI
3.2.1 System Perfomance end Design Requirements ix
3.2.1.1 System Power Output x x x
3.2.1.2 Nlnd Speed Design Values x x
3.Z,].3 Service Life x x
3._.2 Subsystem Perfor_rce lnd Destg_ Requirements x:
3,2.2.1 Control Subsystem x x
3.2.2, 1.1 Yaw Orientation Control x x
'_ 3,_.2.1,2 Pitch Orientation Control x j
3.2.2.1.2.1 Rotor Pitch Control x x
3.2.2.|,2.2 RotOr P_tch Offset x
3.2.2.1.3 Teeter Broke Control x x
3.2.2.1.4 Rotor Brake Control x x x
3.2.2.1.5 Rotor Parking Position Control x x
*VE'RfFrcKrlON NETHqDS! 1, lnspe_.lon 2.Analysis 3. Omonstrotton 4.Tell
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Table3-2.. SystemVerification Roqulrements(Sheet2)
i i
SYSTEHSPECIFICATIORREqUiRERENTREFERENCE' VERIFICATION VERIFICATIONETIIOD* L VEL SECTION4
rERIFICATION
PARAGRAPH ] sue REFEflEHCEflUHRER T[TLE 3 4 SYSTEH SYSTEH
3.2,2.1,6 E_ectrtcel Power Output Control ] _ x x
3.2.2.1.7 Emergency Chutdown x x
3,_,2.1.B OperoL|onal Instrumentation x x
3.2.2.1.9 Control Terminals x
3,2.2,i.10 Control Subsystem Maintenance REquirements
3.2,2.1,11 ' Llghntng ProtecWon
3.2.2.2 Rotor Subsystem x x x
3.2.2.2.1 liub x x
3.2.2.2.2 Blades x x
3.2.2.2.3 Pttch Control Hechan|sm x x
3,2.2.2.3.1 Pitch Change Rate x x
3.2,2,2.3.2 Blade Feathering x x __
3.2.2.2,4 Teeter Brake x x
3,2.2,2.6 Lightning Protection
3.2,2.2,7 Ice Detection , x
3.2.2.2,8 Crack Detection _x
3.2,2.2.9 Rotor Halntenance _
3.2.2.3 Drive Subsystem x x
3.2.2.3,1 Low Speed Shaft and Bearings x
3.2.2.3,2 qutli Shaft and Couplings x x x
xl3.2,2,3,3 Gearbox
3.2.2.3.4 High Speed Shaft and Couplings x
3.2.2.3.5 Rotor Brake x
3.2.2.3,6 Lubrication System x
3.2.2.3.2 Lightning Protection
3,2,2,3.8,1 Low Speed Shaft
3,2.2.3.B.2 Gearbox
3.2.2.4 Nacelle Subsystem • x
3.2,2,4.1 Nacelle Structure x
3.2,2.4.2 Yaw Orive System x
3.2,2.4.3 Envt_or_entol Control Equipment
3.2,2.4.4 Nacelle Personnel and Halntenance x
:, 3.2.2.4.5 Lightnln9 Protection x
3.2,2.5 Tower Subsystem
3,2.2.5. i Tower Structure x x
3,2.2.5.2 Lightning Protection
3.2.2.5.3 Nacelle Access Device ; x
3.2.2,5.4 Tower Electrical Outlets
ll=m
*VERiF|CATIOH HETHqD$! |. [nspe_,ton 2.ANalysis 3. Demonstration 4. Tee!
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Table3.2. System Verification Requirements(Sheet3)
i i i .,
SYSTEHSPEC|FICATIONREQU|REHENTREFERENCE VERIFICATION VERIF|CATIONHETNOD* LWI& SECTION4
VERIFICAIION
I 1.4 SUB REFERENCE
NUNoERPARAGRAPH• , TITLE 2 3 SYSTEH $YSTEH
3.2.2,5,5 Temor Inferrer Lloht|n9 I
3.2,2,B Electrical Power Subsystem
3.2.2.6.1 FuoctIons x
3,2.2,6.2 Equt_nent x
3,2.2,5,3 lnstru_entotton x
3.2,2.6,4 Accessory Power
3,2,2,7 Communications - Nacelle to Tower Base
3,2,2,8 Engineering lnstrmeentotton x
3.2.2.9 Obstruct(on Hark|no end L|ght|n9
3.2.2,10 31te SocurJty Subsystem
3.2.3 Relfoblltty x b
3.2.4 VJcintetnabfltty
3.2.4.1 Quantitative Requirements x
3.2.4.2 Qualitative Requirements
3.2.4.2.1 Access x
3.2.4.2.2 Haedl 1n9 x ,
3.2.4,2.3 Test Equtlxnent x
3.2.4.2.4 3ktll Levels
3,2.4.2.5 Special Ha|ntenance Features l
3.?-4.2.5.! Rotor Lock Hechantems
3.2.4.2.5.2 Rotor Access Device
3.2.4.2.5,3 Rotor Teeter Position end Lock
3.2.4.2.5,4 HaJor ComponentRemovals
! 3,2,4.2.5,5 Nacelle Honoralls
i_ 3.2,5 Availability x
3.2.6 Envtrorunental Cemdttlons
3.2.6,1 _lnd Envtroemen_ x
3.2.6.|.! Ntnd Grsdtent x
3.2.6,1.2 Htnd Speed Dural|on x
3,2.6.1.3 Gust Design Criteria
3.2.6.2-- Other Envtroemeotel CondlL|ons x
3.2,6.3 Lightning Protection Requirements x
3.2.6.3.| Lightning EnvlPofiment x
3.2.6.3.2 Lightning OesIgn Requirements x
3.2.6.4 Altttude Temperoture Environment
3,2.6.5 Altttude Hess Oenslt¥
*VERIFICATION HETH_DSt 1. Inspo¢.tofl 2.Analysts 3. Demonstration 4. Test
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Table3-2. System Verification Requirements(Sheet 4)
SYSTEMSPECIFICATIORREQUIREMENTREFERENCE VERIFICATION YERIFICATIOFlMETHODt LEVEL SECTION4
j YEAIFICATIOHII suRHUHRER,,, , TITLE I 2 3 4 SYSTEH SYSTI_I
3.3.6 HumanEngineering x x
3.3.7 Finishes
3.4 _ementatlen
3.5 Logistics
3.5.1 /qaintenance x
3.5.|.1 Spares Requirements x
3.5.2 Facilities end Facility EquiPment x
3.5 Personnel and Training
3,6.1 Personnel Requirements x x
3.6,2 Training x x J
3.7 Procedence x
3.2.4.2.5.6 Rotor Ttp Manual Positioning
3.2.4.2.5.7 Gearbox Maintenance
3.2.4.2.5.6 ROtor Positioning
3.2.4.2.G.9 Tip Blade _vil
3.2.4.2,5,10 Hoist System fremGround to Nace)le
3,2.7 Transportability x x x x
3.2.7.1 _e|ght and Dimensional constraints x x
3,2.7,2 Qualitative Handling & Transport Requirements x
3.2.8 lnstall_tion and Checkout
3.2.8.1 Site Preparation x
3,2,G.2 Tower foun8atlen
3.2.6.3 On-Stte Assembly
3.2.8.4 Tower ErecElon x
3.2.8.5 Subsystem |nstallatlon x
3.2.8.6 System Checkout x
3.2.8.7 Licenses end Pemtts
3.3 Oestgn and Construction
3.3.1 Materials, Processes and Ports x x
3,3.2 Nameplates and Product Marking x
3.3.3 Norlm_nshtp x x
3.3.4 lnterohongoabllity x
3.3.5 Fall Safe Operation en_ Personnel Safety
3.3.5.1 _a11 Safe Operation x x
3,3,5,2 Personnel Safety x x
*VERIFICATION NETHqDS: 1. Inspe_.lon 2.Analysis 3. Demonstration 4.Test
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3.4 ACCEPTANCETESTS(-300)
A serlesof tests wore conductedon each wind turbineas requlre_by para-
graph 2,6.3 of the contractStatementof Work, The resultsof these tests
providedthe basis for customeracceptanceof the completedsystem.Figure
3-6 shows the documentationused.
For WTS #i, the requirementsfor these tests originatedfrom the System Test
Plan, This requiredcompletionof 137 test conditions.For WTS #2 and #3, and
rebui3doE WTS #1, the requirementswere consolidatedinto52 test conditions.
Tables 3-3 and 3-4 sumarize the acceptancerequirementsand show the
conditions completed.
I Basic I r Amendment J
I Contract !..................... el No.31 I
I...... 0 L__ J] i
I MOD-2 Wind Turbine ! Released
System Test Plan I Document
I °_,,.,o,_,.-,l_ i_"_°''°''''°''l__Lr:,'"r,_i.__"
[ Accept-_'_nce rest
...................... |Procedum for MOD-2 I I
/ D277-10122-300II
I RevAl -i !
I.............' ...1 i,P 1 QualityI 1 I ""=°"Data Data Rebuilt _ RecordData J Flies
Figure 3.6. AcceptanceTestDocumentation
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Table3.3, WTSNo.I AcceptanceTests
No.of mmplos/oondltlonsRlquiremmlu
planned completed
8tartup mode
Low raced startup 8 8
Highspmdstart up 3 3
Mid speedstartup 5 £
Any startup 8 8
Shutdownmoda
Shutdownon d_-reMin6wind 3 3 h,=
Shutdownon incrlesJnowind 3 0 _>
HltlhqNedihutdown 3 3
Lowspmdmuldown 3 3
Mid speodshutdown- 5 6
Any shutdown 7 7-
EmeroencyIhutdown= 6 6
Standbymode(l_rkodl
Winds38-45 mph 18 18
Winds_60.mph 4 0
Ol_rlta mode
Winds14.27 mph 12 12
Wills 27-33 mFh 12 12
Winds33-48 mph 12 12
Anywind speed t2 12
Remoteoperation
24 hr telt {0ontrolledfrom 1 1
Oittmer)
-,;. Powervmuswind speedplot 1 1
100 hrl operation 1 1
OperationalmodLdlmofl=_ation 4 4-,
Operetiomhandbookdemon_ratlon • 6 6
TotaL- 137 130
[_ PerD277-10122-1 (MOD.2 _tc_m um plln) m |ppCo_ldIn_ dlrK'tl_ No, 21 2/4/80
" _, Roqubodwind¢onditlonsdid r_t o_ur.
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Table 3-4. WTSNumbers2, 3 and Rebuilt Number I AcceptanceTests
No,o! _mpled_ndltlons
Rmubwmm= [_z> No. of mmldedaondlttom _omplated _
pI4nned WTS No,?. WTS No.3 WTSNo.t (RIbullt)
m
8tm.up ¢ondlCoet
LowN_Od (14.20 mph) 6 6 S* §
Mid N_ed (_ mph) 4 4 4 4
Hi _pmd(3844 mph) 2 2 2 2
Any_ 4 - 4 4 4
Shut-down¢ondit_ns
Lowspeed(4-20 mph) 2 2 2 2
:, Mid spwd (20-38 mph) 2 2 2 2
44 mph} 7 7 7 7
EmerOtnWshut-down4ond|ttonl 2 2 2 2
' Opwm_ o_._nl
14-27 mph 2 hn (rnin) 2 2 2 2
_, 27-,13mpk 1 hr (rain| 2 2 2 2
3345 mph 30 minutes(mln) ;I 2 2 2
A,nyJp4gd 10 minu_m(mln) L 9 e 9--
nemote_peratton
B hrtest(oontrolled-from. 1 | 1 1 .............
: Dittmm')
Powmwmcwk_d _ plot 1 1 1 1
100 hn opl, atlon 1 1 1 1
[ Operationalmodedemonsultton 4 4 4 4
F
; ,- Totalamplo_x_diUom 52 . -- 62 82 52
L:: _> PmrD2T/*10122-1 (MOD-2 Symm rut pbn) m aplxCvodin techdkectlvt No.21, 2/4/80.
! 3.5 OTHER TESTS
I
_- Th:_e specific types of tests have been or are being conducted at Goldendale
_ since the machines have been operational--These are:
;: a_ Acoustic Noise
b) TelevlslonInterference(TVI)
i! c) Wake Measurements
i ,
These tests are being conducted under the auspices of the Test Project Review
. Board wlth participationfrom BEC, BPA, PacificNorthwestLaboratory(PNL),il_.
ii Solar EnergyResearchInstitute(SERf),Universityof Michigan,and Oregontate U iversity.
_T
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3.5.1 Acousttc Noise
In the spring of 1982 SERI conducted a series of tests over a period of six
weeks to measure the acoustic noise emission and effects during single and
multiple wind turbine operations_ The tests included the use of noise
measuring instrumentation on the ground, on the wind turbine tower and
airborne, using a balloon. DOE/NASA-Document_ 20305-8 (March 1982) provides
planning details. Data collected was incomplete due to factors such as suitable
wind conditions, wind turbine operations, and instrumentation difficulties.
Data are currently being reduced and analyzed by SERI.__
NASALangley made recordings of the acoustic noise from single and multiple
turbine machine op__atton_l_Hay 1982 and is currently processing and analyzing
the data.
3.5.2 TVI
SERI, Universityof Michiganand BPA collaboratedin measurementsof TVI from
the _D-2 wind turbinesystem.DOE/NASADocumentTH 20305-8(March1982)
providesplanningdetails.Static data (machinenot rotating)were take_ using #
TV stationsat Pasco and Portlandas the sources.Dynamicdata (machine
rotating)were incompletedue to lack of data with WTS #I operatingalone.
Data are currentlybeing analyzedby the Universityof Michigan.
3.5.3 Wake Tests
In the summerof 1982 PNL conducteda seriesof tests to:
a) Documentqualitativeand limitedquantitativeinformationgathered
through flow visualizationtechniquesthat definethe MOO-2 wake
geometry,wake swlrl_androtor tip vortex persistence.
b) Determinethe centerlinevelocitydeficitand its _riation with
downwinddistance.
Reference3 providesplanningdetails.Techniquesincludedsmoke generatorand
balloon supportedinstrumentation.Resultsof these tests will be presentedby
PNL.
Oregon State Universityconductedwind flow evaluationsnear WTS #I using kites
flown at variousaltitudes. The objectivewas to definethe structureof the
wake surroundingWTS #1 and to comparethese resultswith amodified versionof
the AeroVironmentwake model. Data is currentlybeing evaluatedby OSU.
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4.0 CONIROLSYSTEMDEVELOPMENT ............
4.1 SUMMARY
Since the MOO-2 wind turbinesystemoperationbegan,a continuingefforthas
been made to improvethe controlsystemperformance.The baselinesystem
(February1981)was reasonablysuccessfulin satisfyingthe originaldesign
goals. However,due to excessivecyclic structuralloads,modifications,to the
pitch controlalgorithmwere warranted.
After extensivetesting,analysis,and redesign,the pitch control
configurationarrivedat operatessatisfactorilyand meets the three design
objectives;namely,good systemstability,good power quality,and decreased
cyclic structuralloads;however,the annualenergy outputof the machineshas
decreased. An improvedcontrolalgorithmis presentlybeing testedwhich will .................meet all designobjectivesand increaseannualenergyproduction. _
4.2 BASELINESYSTEMDESCRIPTION
The MOD-2 controlsystemprovidesthe sensing,computation,and commands
necessaryfor unattendedoperationof the WTS_ The pitch controlsystem is
that portionof the controlsystemwhich regulatesthe angle of attack of the
outboard sectionof the rotor (rotortips). Adjustingthe tip angle of attack
is the method used tocon_rol power levelsand quality,as well as alleviating
structuralloads._
4.2.1 Design Objectives
The baselinepitch controlsystemwas designedto operatein the wind regime
outlinedin the MOD-2 System.Specification._Specificrequirementsin that
documentthat apply to the Pitch ControlSystem either directlyor indirectly
_-_ are discussedin the followingsection.
4.2.1.1 SteadyWind Speed
The two regionsof-powerproductiondefinedfor the baselineMOD-2 WTS were
above and below "rated"wind speed (Vr = 28 mph). The regionfrom Vr to the
hlgh wind speed cutout (Vco = 45mph)was the above rated.windspeed operating
regime. The design objectivela this reglmewas to prooucethe rated power
_ output (2.5HW) with small variationsdue to gusts.
For wind speeds below Vr, the design objective was to maximize the power out-
put by staying as close as possible to maximumcoefficlen¢ oT power (CP)
operating conditions.
4.2.1.2 Wind Gusts
A "designgust" (Vw > 28%, 13.8 sec. duration)was determinedby statistical
operations, after truncation of the power spectral density curve of expected
gusts across the 300 ft diameter rotor, for gusts below 30 seconds in
duration. This gust profile has a l-COS shape. A "loads gust" (Vw > 41%, 30
sec. duration) was also defined.
4-1
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The baselinedesignobjectivesrelatingto wind gustswere:
I) Maintaindrive train torque transientsdue to the designgust to less
than 5% above rated torque.
2) Maintain drive train torque transientsdue to the loads gust to be less
than 58% above rated torque.
4.2.1.3 Twice Per Revolution(2P)AlternatingTorques
Wimd shear and nacelleyaw angle with respectto the wind, contributeto drive
traindisturbance torquesat 2P. Since both the above rated and below rated
algorithmswill respondto this 2P disturbanceand.actuatormotion at
2P is undesirableanotherbaselinedesign goal was to minimizethis motion.
4.2.2 BaseIJneConfiguration
A preliminarydesignwhich supportedthe above objectiveswas definedand
analyzed.This designwas then implementedwith a microprocessorbased onboard
system.The controlsystemis illustratedby the Figure4-i block diagram. The
initialbaselinecontrolalgorithmswere characterizedby the following:
1) Below rated operationhad two pitch set points;3 degreesand 5 degrees.
In addition,hub-rateerror was Zed-backto increasesystemdamping.
Note: The initialcontrolsystemdesign utilizedpitch set pointsof -I degree
and +3 degreeswithouthub rate damping. The additionof hub rate
dampingearly in the field test programnecessitatedchangingto the +3
and +5 degreeset points.)
_. 2) Above rated operationutilizedproportionalplus inte_al controlof power
" output in additionto the hub rate error feedback.
_ 3) There was no hysteresisincludedin the transitionregion (betweenbelow
and above rated operation_.
4) A 2P notch filterwas used in the controlpitch commandoutput.
4.2.3 BaselineTest Results
-- The baselinecontrol system describedabove was in place in February1981. During
_:_ March and April stableoperationwas observed.The winds duringthat time period
F were relativelylight and steady.When the above ratedmode was reached,the power
qualitywas quite good (±350 kW). Also, drive train torquetransientswere
acceptable.The designobjectives,as out-linedabove,seemed to have been met.
i However,when operationsresumedin the fall of 1981,much more turbulencein the
i wind showeda stabilityproblemat and above rated wind and the cyclic structural• loa s wer found to be consid r blyhigher than the a ticipat dlevels.These high
ii load levelshave an adverse impacton systemlife and repairfrequency.
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Figure 4-I. Control SystemBlock Diagram
Wind profiler "' W_'_ *_,*a Iq _Flexlbil
['L______
I
t ,
Floum 4.2. Simulation Block Diagram
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4.3 SYSTEMIMPROVEMENTS
Since February1981, an ongoinganalysisefforthas been made to modify and
improvethe baselinepitch controlsystemdesignwith the objectiveof
improvingstabilityand reducingcyclic structuralloads.
A plan was draftedto performthe analysesrequiredto reach the above
objective.Three major analysistasks were performed.First, the dynamic
simulationmodel of the HOD-2 was improvedin order to increasethe validityof
predictions.Second,modificationsof the pitch controlalgorithmdesignedto
increasestabilitywere evaluatedwllb the improvedsimulation.And.third,
variousnotc_ f_Iterdesignswere evaluatedin an attemptto reduce Cyclic
structuralloads.
4.3.1 Dynamic_ModelImprovements
The dynamiccontrolsystemanalysisof the MOD-2 is performedwitk_ non-linear
model written,in the EASY5 simulationlanguage. A block diagramof this
simulationmodel is shown in Figure4-2, and its featuresare summarizedin
Figure 4-3. During the controlimprovementsstudy_the followingenhancements
were made to this model.
i) A model of the two dominantflexiblemodes of the tower/rotorstructure
was incorporated.In this model, bendingmomentsare calculatedwhich can
be directlyrelatedto the momentsmeasuredin the field.
2) Digitized,real wind time historydata were incorporatedas the forcing
function.
3) The capabilityto calculatepower spectraldensitiesof simulatedloads
was added.
4.3.Z StabilityModifications
Two modificationsto the pitch controlalgorithm,designedto increase
stability,were tested in the simulation;hysteresiswas added at the control
mode transitionand the controlgains were optimized.These modifications
proved very promisingand were later tested in the field and incorporated.
- 4.3.3 Notch FilterDesign
Since most of the cyclic structuralloads occurredat two distinctfrequencies
(the tower naturalfrequency- .36 Hz, and the rotor naturalfrequency- L hz)
it was decidedto investigatethe use of notchfiltersin order to reduceany
couplingbetweenthe structureand control_ystemat these frequencies.Many
notch filterswere investigatedwith the simulation.Of these,only a few
were actuallytested in the field.
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4.3.4 Analysis Results
Table 4-1 summarizes the performance predictions madewl_h the simulation as
the pitch system configuration evolved from February 19bJ to July _982. As
shown, the analysis indicated that each design change improved the ROD-2
performal/ce. The July 1982-configuration is currently in use.
4.4 FINAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION-
The control systemwas operatingsatisfactorilyin Februaryand April 1982 and
meeting the three objectivesestablishedabove in the rated mode; namely,
increasedstability,good power quality,and decreasedcyclic structural-Ioad_.
However, the above improvementswere followedby an instabilityoccurringat
the above/belowrated transitionregion.This conditionis aggravatedby the
blade pitch being d_ivenbeyond the maximumCp and causingnegativedamping
(esci.llation,excitation)insteadof damping.To minimizethis condition,a
pitch commandlimit of 0° and a 5° below rated nemi;=alpitch settinghas been
i_plementedas an interimmeasure. Limitedoperationat this time In both
above and below rated modes has not observeda stability_problem. The pitch
control algorithmscurrent.lyin use are shown in Figure4-5.
An effort i_ underwayto achievemore below rated power by operatingcloser to
the maximumCD below rated,delete the mode changesteps and maintain stability
margins. Initialtests resultsof the improvedalgorithmshow a slgniflcant
improvement. Thls effort is scheduledfor completionat the end of October.
I
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5.0 INITIALOPERATION
This sectiondiscussesthe performanceof the MOD-2 WTS during its initial
operatingperiod,Informationpresentedon systemperformanceand loads is
based on data gatheredfrom January 1981 throughmid May 1982. Availability
and _Intenance experiencedata coversthe periodJanuary 1981 throughearly
June 1982,
5.1 AERODYNAMIC-PERFORMANCE
5.1.1_ower Variationwith Wind Speed
The power variationwith wind speed for the three MOD-2 units at Goldendale,is
shown in Figures5-1 through5-3. lhe first and secondfiguresrefer to units
#3 and #2, respectively.The third figureis for unit #i. In all three figures,
: the power was measuredat the generatoroutput terminalsand the wind-speedwas
measured at the 195 ft. level of the BPA meterologicaltower.
- The data shown in the first two figureswere generaJcedby computeranalysisof
ii data recordedon magnetictape at the site. Each data point representsan
averagevalue for a ten minute interval. The time intervalswere identifiedby
searchingthe real time brush recorderchartsfrom the site. For operation
:IT below rated power,the pitch angle throughoutthe entiretime intervalwas
either +3 or +5 degrees.To minimizedata scatter,intervalswere selected
where the wind was reasonablysmooth. The total variationin power duringany
time intervalwas usuallyless than 500 kW. The time scale for these power
variationswas severalminutes.Almost all of the below ratedpower data points
. occurredduring the night hours. For operationsat rated power,the only
criterionused to identifytime intervalswas that the entire intervalbe rated
:_ power operation. After the time intervalswere identified,the wind speed and
generatorpower channelswere digitizedat a samplingrate of 10 per second.
Averagevalueswere then computed.
The data shown in Figure 5-3 were obtainedby manuallyaveragingbrush
recordertracesover time intervalsof severalminute_.The time intervals
were selectedso that power and wind speed signalswere relativelysmooth.
The data shown in the three figurescorrelatequite well with the predictions
._ from the GEM computerprogramused for performancepredictions.In addition,
•- there do not appearto be any significantdifferencesbetweenthe power output
measurementfor the three units at Goldendale.
5.1.2 Drive Train Losses
The drive train lossesfor the MOD-2 wind turbinewere measuredby comparing
the mechanicalpower transmittedthroughthe quill shaft with the electrical
power deliveredat the generatorterminals.The resultsare presentedin
Figure 5-4. Data pointsare presentedfor units #2 and #3. The averaging
; T intervalfor these data pointswas one minute.
i__ .
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Figure 5_3 PerformanceCurvefor Mod-2 (WTSNumber I)
In Figure a are comparedto a vendorloss curve, The loss
curve was e v in lossesmeasuredby the respectivevendorsof
the gearboxand generator.Unity power factorwas assumedfor the generator
losses.
Inspectionof Figure5-4 shows that the drive train lo_sesmeasuredat
Goldendaleare optimisticrelativeto the vendordata, especiallyat the
higher power levels.The data also indicatethat the unit #3 drive train is
more efficientthat the unit #2 drive train.The differencebetweenthe drive
train lossesfor units#2 and #3 is largerthan expected.Most of this
discrepancyis attributedto the inabilityto obtain an accuratecalibration
for the quill shaft torquemeasuringchannel.
5.1.3 StartupTime
The impactof wind speed on the time requiredto acceleratethe rotor from
zero rpm to synchronousspeed was _asured at Goldendale.The resultsare
shown in Figure5-5 for units #2 and #3.
The dat_ show-considerablescatterbecauseof-the inabilityto accurately _
measure the averagewind speed during the startup.Like the predictionsshown,
the data indicatethat the start up time is inverselyproportionalto wind
speed.Most of the measuredstartuptimes are less than the predictions.
Approximately5 minutesare requiredto startupin a 20 mph wind at hub
height.
5.2 STRUCTURALANALYSISCORRELATION
A primarygoal of the MOD-2 acceptancetest programwas to gathersufficient
data to demonstratethat the MOD-2 WTS is operatingwithin designload
limits.The purposeof this sectionis to correlatethe Goldendalemeasured
loads with the MOD-2 structuraldesign loads.The data/analysiscorrelation
focusedon the criticalstructuralsubsystemsincludingrotor blades,pitch
actuator,quill shaft and tower.Measuredteetermotionsand drive train and
nacellevibrationenvironmentswere also correlatedwith MOD-2 design
criteria.Based on the measuredloads data, a fatiguelife assessmentof the
MOD-2 WTS was performedfor both the Goldendaleand designWeibulldistribu-
tion of winds.
5.2.1 Test Data Loads Analysis
The purposeof this sectionis to show the correlationof the MOD-2 design
loads with loads measuredon the GoldendaleMOD-2 units duringthe acceptance
test program. To facilitatethis correlation,the operatingloads data re-
corded on magnetictape on site were digitized,processed,sorted into wind
speed bins and analyzedstatistically.The wind speed measuredat the 195 foot
level of the BPA met tower was used as the wind speed referencein a similar
manner to the performancecorrelationof Section5.1. Time histowiesof
startupand shutdownloads were also cross plottedfor correlationwith design
loads.
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Teeter motion data was analyzedstatisticallyfor both operatingand
startup/shutdownconditionsfor correlationwith designlimits.The frequency
content of drive train and nacellevibrationswas measuredand comparedto
structuralvibrationcriteria,vendor specificationsand industryvibration
standards.
5.2.1.1 Rotor Loads
_. 5.2.1.1.1 FlapwiseBlade Loads
Flapwlse blade bendin9 momentswere measured at Sta. 370 (r/R = 0.20) and
Sta. 1164 (r/R= 0.65) on both blades on each unit. Operatingflapwiseloads
were separatedintomean and cyclic componentsand sorted intowind speed bins
over the operatingenvelope.i
The measuredmean flapwisemoments at Sta. 370 are comparedto design loads in
Figures5-6 to 5-8. The designloads were based on the MOSTAB computer
programdevelopedby NASA. The load predictionsfrom the GEM programare
shown f-orreference. Both programsappear to providea fair representationof
the loads profileactuallymeasured. Above rated winds, the MOSTAB program
conservativelyenvelopesthe data whereasthe GEM programprovidesa better
descriptionof blade unloadingas the blade spillspower.There is evidenceof
some machine-to-machine-differences.Unit #3 does not appearto reach the load
levels reachedby the other two units at the same wind speed. This difference,
which may be due to pitch tolerancebuildupin the as-builtrotor, inaccurate
indicationof collectivepitch at the CRT, or channelcalibrationerror, is
under investigation.Overall,the correlationof measuredflapwiseloads with
design loads is copsideredsatisfactory.
The measuredmean flapwisemomentsat Sta. 1164 are comp_ed to loads
:_, predictionsin Figures5-9 and 5-I_ for units#3 and #2. A cursoryreviewof unit
#I data showeda similarprofile.Both the MOSTABand GEM programsprovidea
fair representationof measureddata althoughMOSTABappearsto be slightly
less than measuredvalues below ratedwinds. GEM appearsto providea better
representationoverall.
The spanwtsedistributionof mean flapwisebendingmoment is shown in Figure
5-11. This is a cross plot of data points near ratedwind (29-31mph) for
C" which only the mean and standarddeviations( ±1 _ are indicated.Both MOSTAB
_ and GEM programsprovidea good representationof measureddata, with GEM
,_ predictionsbeing somewhatconservative.
:. The measuredcyclic flapwisemomentsfor units #3 and #2 are shown in Figures
5-12 to 5-15. Processeddata for unit g was sparsebut appearsto exhibit
the same trendsas unit3. Data pointsfor both the 50 percentileand 99.9
percentilelevelsare shown.Nonlinearleast-squareserror curve fits to the
cyclic loads data were developedto facilitatefatiguelife calculations,
i!
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Cyclic loads predictionsin the form of the wind bins plots shown in Figures
6-12 to 5-15 were not availablebecauseof a differentmethodologyused ior
cyclic loads predictions.The correlationof cyclic loadspredictionsand
loads data, however,was possibleon the total cumulativeprobabilitydistri-
butionsover the 30 year llfe of the machine. In order to transformthe
cyclic loads data in wind bins form to a cumulativeprobabilitydistribution,
one must consider she annual distributionof mean winds. In effect,the fre-
quency distributionof moan winds is used to weight the wind bins statistics
to arrive at a total cumulativeprobabilitydistribution.
The designmean wind (Weibull)distributionis comparedto the measured
Goldendaledistributionin Figure6-16. The latterwas measuredover
approximatelyan IB month interval,It is obviousthat the design (Weibull)
distributionis more severein thatmore time is spent at the higherwind
speeds. Since the designcyclic loadswere based on an assumedWeibull
distribution,this distributionwas used for determiningthe cumulative
probabilitydistribution.
The cumulativedistributionof cyclic flapwisemomentsis comparedto the #
MOP-2 design loads distributionin Figures5-17 and 5-18. At both blade
stations,the test data based on the Welbulldistributionexceedsthe MOD-2
design loads distribution.At Sta. 370 the measuredcyclic load (0.999)is
53 percentgreaterthan design;at Sta. 1164 the moasureddata exceedsdesign
by 125 percent.The cyclic loads :.mthodologyis believedto have underestimated
both the narrowbandturbulentresponseof the blade flapmode and the control
system inducedblade loads. The effectson fat_-guelife are discussedin
Section5.2.2.
l_ 5.2.1.1.2 ChordwiseBlade Loads!
Cyclic chordwisemomentswere measuredat Sta. I00, 370, and 1164. The
_ii correlationof measuredcyclic chordwisebendingmomentswith MOSTAB design
.._- loads,correctedfor as measuredrotorweight, is shown in Figure5-19. The
I data is in good agreementwith prediction.Data traces indicatethat the cyclic
I chordwisemomentsare primarilygravityinduced(IP)with littleevidenceofhigher frequencycontent.The chordwiseblade mode does not couple with other
structuralmodes.
5.2.1.1.3 Blade Startup/ShutdownLoads
Shutdownof the MOB-2 units is accomplishedby featheringthe blade tips at
prescribedrates.The emergencyshutdownfeatherrate is highestat initiation
of shutdownand graduallydecreases,averaging5° per second;the normal
shutdownrate is i° per second. Featheringcauses reversalof the flapwise
bending, generallypeakingwhen the blade pitch passes through25° to 35°. The
upwind blade surfacenormallyin tensionduringoperationis subjectedto a
compressiveloading.The maximumshutdownloadsoccur during shutdownin near
I rated winds.Emergencyshutdownloads are somewhatmore severethan normal
shutdownloads.
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Data from all three _D-2 units exhibitsimilarshutdownloads.Peak _hutdown
loads from unit #3 are shown in Figure 5-20 comparedto predictionsused during
the design phase.The shutdownloads predictionsare somewhatconservative,but
in good qualitativeagreementwith data. The corres-pondingshutdowntin_---
historiesare shown in Figures6-2! and 5-22.
Measured startuploads are smallcomparedto shutdownloads and well within the
design loads lim.t-ts.
5.2.1.2 360 Joint Redesign
[ The originaldesignof the 360 Joint providedlips at the inner and outer
peripheriesof the flangesto facilitateaccurateshimmingof the Joint during
ii! assembly. Distortiondue to welding,and machlningtolerancerequirements
_ after weldingwould not supportthe use of an unshimmedJoint. Althoughthe
lips were origlnallyplannedfor only the hub side of the joint, it was
i_i necessary,in places,to build up 11ps on the mid sectionside of the Joint
with weld metal in order to maintainthe mi_imumflangethicknessduringthe
machiningoperation. In addition,to facilitatingassemblyof the Joints,the
llps caused compressionstressesin the fillet regionof the joint when the
joint wa_ bolted-together,therebyimprovingthe fatigueperformanceof the
critical region. However,the resultingspringinessof the Joint produced
unacceptablefatiguestressesin the bolt_resulting in early fatiguefailures.
_ Two possiblesolutionsto the problemwere considered: 1) the use o_ larger
bolts to reduce fatiguestressesto acceptablelevels;and 2) shimmingthe
_,- center of the joi_t to eliminatethe springiness. The first solutionrequire_L
accurate bolt preloadsif fatigueproblemsin the filletregionwere to be
_,: avoided. The second solutionrequiresaccurateshimmingif bolt and fillet
_,: fatigueproblemswere to be avoided. The secondsolutionwas adoptedto have
_ the greatestprobabilityof success.
In order for the shimmingsolutionto work, a very accuratemeans for measuring
the gap and locatingthe shims was required. The solutlonto both these
problemswas to identifythe shim locationon the hub sectionwith a "magic
marker" then join the hub and mid sectionwith sufficientnon shrinkingplastic
i_ gage materialin the gap to flll the void in the area the shim would be
located. After curing,the sectionswere separatedand the plasticgage (ATAGS
- 5111) was removed. The magic marker'lines were visibleon the plasticgage,
therebyallowingaccuratelocationof the shims. The plasticgage was cut in
shim size piecesso the requiredmeasurecould be made. Analytically,a
shim .004 inch thickerthan the gap providedacceptablefatiguestressesin
both the fillet regionand the bolts. The allowabletoleranceon thicknesswas
+.0025 and -.0010 inch. Since the initialinstallationwas to use peel shims,
the additionalcompliancecaused by the 91ue lines (betweenlaminations)needed
if! to be determined. Tests were conductedto determinethe requiredadditional
thicknessand a scheduleof shim thicknessversusgap measurementswas
established(this only appli sto unit #I only because#2 and #3 use solid
_ shims). Also, procedureswere establlshedby which the effectof taper in the
plasticgage could be accountedfor in the manufactureof the shim.
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Because of the high aegree of accuracy required in the shtmtng process, a
means by which the final Joint integrity could be established was needed. Two
different tests were conducted to determine the acceptability of the Joints. -
The first test was a "blueing" test where blueing w_s applied to the mid
section side of the Joint. The section was then Jointed using the ftnal
assembly procedures and then separated. The level of contact of the shims was
determined from the amount of blueing transferred. This test was conducted on
all three Goldendale units and verified the contact of the shims. Having
vlrif.ied the proper manufacture and application of the shims, the remaining
qu_stton was whether the shims were functioning in service as predicted
analytically. To determine the actual operating strssses in the bolts, four
instrumented bolts were installed in unit #1 at Goldendale to measure actual
bolt operational stresses. Tests were conducted both to determine the bolt
stresses with and without an adjacent bolt missing. A summaryof the test
results is presented in Figure 5.22A. The test results were in excellent
agreement with the analysis and verified the absence of a fatigue problem even
if an adjacent bolt was missing or improperly installed. In addition to the
instrumentedbolts,two filletregionswere also instrumentedfor this test
program. As with the bolts,the fillet stresseswere in good agreementwith
the analysisand verifiedthe absenceof a fatigueproblem.
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L_ Normaloperationl " 1800 psi
i:- Adjacentbolt miming Ground-dwrtlround_3000 PSi
i Ground-alr-_round_" 4800 pd Normaloperations" 2100 pli
!; Normal ol_rltiofll " 3600 pti Adjacentbolt mil_ng
t Ground-air.ground'_ 3600 I_d
Normaloperatiom_" 3400 Pill
tI i- Bolt ©y©lk_.tretl
4 I
Bolt praload- -_pti
L 3000psi (Normal operating)
(Ground-alr-g_ound-ttl_'up _ shutdown)
Figure6-22A. InstrumentedBolt TestRe_Jlts
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5.2.1.3 Pitch ActuatorLoads
Proper operationof the pitch actuatorsis essentialto startup,operationand
shutdownof the MOD-2 machines.The pitch actuatormust have both the required
stroke and force capaclityover all rangesof operation.Tne pitch actuatoris
essentiallya linearelementwhich reactsaxial loads only. Becauseof
difficultiesin instrumentingthe actuatorrod directly,the head and rod end
hydraulicpressureswere measured. The actuator_forceswere calculatedfrom
the pressuremeasurementsusing the respectivehead and rod end areas.The
relationshipbetweenlever arm and collectivepitch positionwas known so that
cross plots of pitch actuatormoment and collectivepitch could be developed
from tbe data.
Figure 5-23 shows the pitch actuato_momentduring emergencyshutdownfrom an
operatingcondition.This cross plot representsapproximately5 minutesof rea_1_
time. A positivemoment denotesthat aerodynamicmomentsare actingto drive
the blade tip toward feather.The scatterof points denoted"operating"
representthe normalvariationof pitch actuatorloads when the rotor is )
producingpower under active pitch control.The mean pitch actuatorload is
compressive.During shutdownaerodynamicmomentsare developedwhich tend to
drive the blade tips towardfeathercausinga tensileload in the actuator.As
the blade tips continueto featherand the rotor speed decreases,the primary
actuatorloads are producedby IP gravityloadingof the blade tips....
The shutdownactuatorloads are in good agreementwith designloads predictions
and within the pitch actuatorcapability,representedby normal (2,000psi) and
minimum (1500psi) stall limits.The normal limit representsa zero flow
condition.The minimumlimit corresponds-toa situationin which the hydraulic
pressurefluctuationswould cause the system-pressureto drop sufficientlyto
triggera shutdown.Test data shows that the pitch actuatorsystemhas
sufficientcapacityto shutdownthe MOD-2 WTS under all normaland fault
shutdownconditions.
The pitch actuatormomentsdevelopedduringa startupare illustratedin Figure
5-24. The rotor, startingfrom a breakawaypitch angle, graduallyincreases
speed.The primarypitch actuatorloadingis gravity(IP).At a collective
pitch of approximately20" the rotor is under speed controland remainsthere
until synchronizationat which point the blade tips drive to the operational
pitch schedule.The pitch actuatorloads duringstartupare not criticaland
well-withinthe pitch actuatordesignlimits.
5.2.1.4Drive Train Loads
Loads n_asuredon the quill shaft provideda good measureof the drive train
loads.The torqueand bendingmoment in two planeswere measured.Test data
revealedthat the quill shaft bendingloadswere very small (<2 percentof
rated torque). The relativeflexibilityof the quill shaft in relationto the
low speed shaft proved very effectivein minimizingbendingof the quill shaft.
Consequently,this sectionis limitedto a discussionof measuredquill shaft
torques.
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Wind bins analyseswere performedon measuredquill shaft torques. These data
were in good agreementwith mean torque designvaluesand the performancedata
presentedin Section5.1.
Quill shaft cyclictorque is anothgrmeasureof power qualityto which it is
directlyrelated.Figure5-25 shows representativepower qualitydata in the
below and above rated modes of operation. Althoughthere were no specificpower
qualityrequirementsfor MOD-2, test data reveal peak cyclic valueson the
order of 18 percentof rated as shown in Figure 5-25.
Statisticalanalysiswas performedon the cyclic quill shaft torqueand
presentedin the for_ of a wind bins 91ot in Figure 5-26. A very conserva-
tive estimationof the .999probabilitywas used in conjunctionwith the
Weibullwind distributionshown in Figure5-16 to developthe cumulative
cyclic torque curve shown in Figure 5-27. The MOD-2 (0.999)design loads
exceed measureddata whereas the (.50) designloads are unconservative. This
differencein the load spectrumdoes not affectthe 30 year fatiguelife
estimatefor the quill shaft as demonstratedin Section5.2.2.
5.2.1.5 Towe_ Loads |
Tower loads were measuredat Sta. 600 above the transitionsection. Tower
torque and bendingin two orthogonaldirectionswere monitored. Statistical
analysiswas performedon towercyclic loads in a manner similarto other loads
channels.
A wind bins plot of cyclic tower torque is shown in Figure5-28. Tower torqueis
insignificantto tower designcomparedto bendingloads but relevantto the
design of the yaw drive system.Duringyawing the parkingbrakesare relaxedand
k" all yaw torqueis reactedthroughthe yaw drive system.The measuredcyclicyaw
! moments, inferredfrom the tower torquedata, exceedMOD-2 yaw drive cyclic
loads.A yaw motor case failurehas recentlyoccurredon Unit #5 (Solano).
Although the case has been shown to be understrength,it is unclearto what
IF extent higher than predictedloadscontributedto the failure. A yaw loads test
L program is in progressat Goldendaleto assess the problem.
! Statisticalanalyseswere performedon the cyclictower momentsas shown _n
I Figure 5-29. Statisticalanalyseswere done separatelyon each bendingmoment
ii channel and statisticscombined for each wind bin. This isvectorally equiva-
! lent to assumingbendingloads from the two channelsare always in phase. Test
data time historyrevealthat this is not strictlycorrectand resultsin a
somewhatconservativeestimateof the total cyclicmoment.A conservative(0.999)
cyclic loads estimatewas combinedwith the designWeibulldistributionof mean
windsto developthe cumulativeloads plot shown in Figure5-30. The test
Ii data exceedsthe MZ)D-2designloads, the implicationsof which are discussed
Ii in the tower fatiguelife analysisof Section5.2.2.
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5.2.1.6 Teeter Motion
Unsteadywind conditionsincludingvariablewind gradientsand wind direction
result in a I per rev cyclic teeterresponse.The responseamplitudesincrease
with wind speed and yaw headingerror. Figure5-31 shows the measuredpeak
cyclic teeter responsecomparedto the MOD-2 design envelope.The data includes
only teeter responsemeasuredwhile operating.Teeter responseof all Goldendale
MOD-2 units was similar.Exceptat low winds, the teeter responsefalls within
the design envelope.The cumulativeprobabilitydistributionof cyclic teeter
motion based on the designWeibulldistributionof mean winds is well within the
design spectrum.Measuredpeak cyclic teetermotionsdo not exceed5°. There
has been no evidenceof impactingthe teeterstops at 6.5° while operating.
During startupand shutdown,transientcyclic teetermotionswere measured.
Under these conditionsthe teeterbrake is appliedbelow 8 rpm. Figure 5-32
shows the maximumcyclic teeterangles observedfor a numberof _tartups and
shutdownsunder a varietyof wind conditions.The average(50 percent)maximum
teeter responsewas 3.1° duringstartupand 2.3° during shutdown.Impactingof
stops during these transientconditionswas not observed.The cumu-lative
probabilitydistributionshown in Figure5-32 also suggeststhat the probability
of impactingthe stops is remote.
Near the end of the acceptancetest program,the teeter brakeswere deactivated
so that the requirementsfor the brakescould be assessed. The teeter stop
stress gage instrumentationwas load_calibratedand about five hours of parked
rotor teetermotion and impactload datawere acquired. Wind speedsvaried from
37 mph up to 52 mph, with teeter velocitiesat the instantof stop contact
varying from about .7° per secondto 1.8° per second. Analysisof this data
indicatedthat excessiveloads may be encountered. Becauseof these
indications,data to be acquiredthroughoutthe rest of the plannedtest program
must be reviewedbeforea final recommendationcan be made. In the interim,the
brakes are disabledbecausetheir currentcapacitydces not eliminatethe
criticalload condition,and disablingthe brake does not presenta significant
risk to the machine.
5.2.1.7 NacelleVibration
The vibrationenvironmentin the nacellewas measuredto assesswhetherdrive
train, gearbox,generatorand controlsystemenvironmentswere within design
limits.Accelerometerswere mounted on the low speed shaft bearingsupports,
gearboxand generator.
The accelerationspectrameasuredat variouslocationsin the nacelleduring
above rated operationare shown in Figure 5-33. The measuredvibration
environmentsare low comparedto the MOD-2 nacellevibrationdesign envelope.
The primaryexcitationis harmonicmotion at IP, 2P and 4P and at the generator
frequency.There was no evidencethat any drive trainexcitationfrequencies
were couplingwith mount or nacellestructuralmodes.The measuredgearboxand
generatorvibrationsare within the Stal-Lavalgearboxvibrationcriteriaand
NEMA standardsrespectively.
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5.2.2 FatigueLife Assessment
The purposeof this sectionis to presentan assessmentof the fatiguelife
based on the measuredloads at Goldendale.The basic procedureused to calculate
fatigue llfe is presentedin the MOD-2 Wind TurbineSystemConceptand
PreliminaryDesign Report (ReferenceI). Both the designcriteriaWeibul_wind
speed distributionand the as-measuredGoldendalewind speed distributionwere
consideredin the determinationof fatiguelife. The anticipatedfatigue
life of the B_jor componentsis discussedseparatelyin the following
sections. The term fatiguelifewhen appliedto the rotor and tower structureis
actually the mean time betweenrepairs. When a fatiguecrack developsin either
of these structures,it can be repairedand the structurereturnedto service,
5.2.2.1 Rotor FatigueAssessment
For the originaldesign,the fatigueload spectrumwas derivedf_om the MOSTAB
load calculations.Since the measuredfatiguecyclic_apwise loadswere higher
than designvalues,it was necessaryto derivea new load spectrum.Figure
5-34 outlinesthe procedureby which the fatigue-spectrumwas derived.
The procedurewas to:
I) Divide the wind speed distributionintowind bins;
2) Determinethe total cycles in each wind bin by assuming17.5 cycles/minute
(i cycle per revolution);
3) From the plot eL wind speed versus flap moment,determinethe
averagemean and average99.9% cyclicmoment for each wind bin;
4) Assuming (as indicatedby the test data) the 50 percentcumulative
probabilityalternatingflap moment to be 1/3 of the 99.9 percent
cumulativeprobabilityalternatingflapmoment,determinethe distribution
of alternatingflap moment for each wind bia.
5) Add for each wind bin, the centrifugalload and the mean flap load, and
superimposethe alternatingchord and flap loads assumingthey are in
phase.
The above load spectrumwas then used to calculatea stress spectrumat various
points at each chordwiseweld station.The stress spectrawere then used in the
assessmentof the fatiguellfe capability(time betweenrepairs).
Fatigue life as presentedin Figures5-35 thru 5-42 and Table 5-i is fen the
Weibullwind speed distribution. The calculationsare based on I) nominalgage
thickness,2) no allowancesfor secondary"out of contour"stresses,3) design
MOSTAB mean loads,and 4) averagemeasuredcyclic loads.Whereasthe nominalgage
thicknessassumptionis conservative,ignoringsecondaryout-of-contourstresses
is unconservative.The fatiguelife for the rotorwelds is initiallypresented
based on the designcriteriaflaw size (.050 inch deep by .250 inch long) and
then the flaw size consistentwith a 30 year life is presented.The design
criteria flaw size was selectedas a conservativeestimateof the worse size that
should ever escapedetection.Per the inspection/acceptancecriteria,all cracks
(regardlessof size) and all other defects0.125 inch or longerare rejectable.
The rationalefor using 0.250 inch as a design value was to providea degree of
conservatismbetweenthe designand inspectionflaw size becauseno other iactors
were b_Ing appliedto the fatigueallowables,Figure5-43 and Table 5-2 present
the anticipatedfatiguelife for the Goldendalewind speed distribution.The
Goldendalewind speed distributionis significantlyless severe than the Weibull
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Table5-I.. SummaryRotor FatigueStatus- WeibullWindSpeed
ESTIHATEDLIFE LENGTHOF _> FLAWSIZE FOR .....
BASEDOR ORIGINAL CHORDWISEWELD 3D-YEARLIFE
CRITERIA WITH • 30-YEARLIFE DEPTHX LENGTH C_OJ'IME,NTS
12,000HRS. (1.7YRS.) 20 IN. .039X .195 IN, FILLETWELDSAT AFT SPAR
......... • 30-YEARLIFE(28,000HRS)
[8,800HRS. (2.7YRS.) 35 IN. .040X .200 IN. FILLETWELDSAT AFT AND FORWARD
SPAR<3D-YEARLIFE (25,000 HRS)
23,500HRS. (3.4yRS,) 56 IN, .040X .200IN. FILLETWELDSAT AFT AND FORWARD
.......... SPAR,<30-YEARLIFE(120.000HRS)
16,900HRS. (2,5YRS.) 42 IN. ,030X ,150IN. FILLETWELDSAT FORWARDSPAR
...... <,30-YEARLIFE(7StO00HRS)
7,200HRS, (I.OYRS.) 121 IN, .020X .100IN, FILLETWELDSAT AFT AND FORWARD
...... SPAR < 30-YEARLIFE(33.000HRS)
12,800HRS, (1.9YRS.) 72 IN, .023X .115IN. FII.LETWELDSAT AFT AND FORWARD
., SPAR• 30-YEARLIFE (70.000 HRS)
I I3',000HRS. (1,9YRS.) 96 IN, .020X .TOOIN. FILLETWELDSAT AFT AND FORWARD
SPAR• 30-YEARLIFE (80.000 HRS)
?[_40-OH--R_S,(3,IYRS.} 67 IN. ,023X .ll5 IN. FILLETWELDSAT AFT AND FORWARD
.___ SPAR• 30-YEARLI E (85.000 HRS)
31,000HRS. (4.5YRS.')" 44 IN. .025X .125IN. FILLETWELOSAT FORWARDSPAR
< 3D-YEARLIFE (85,000 HRS) __
51,800fIRS.(7.5YRS.) 32 IN, .030X ,150IN. FILLETWELDSAT FORWARDSPAR
< 30-YEARLIFEI2(!20_ODOHRL
_59,OOO_IRS._..B_ Y_ 19 IN. .045 X .225 IN. FILLETSO.K.
90,000 HRS. (13.1 YRS.) 40 IN. .041 X ,205 _.- "FILLETWELDSATFORWARDANDHIDDLE
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Table5.2 Summaryof Rotor Status--GoldendaleWindDistribution
LQCATION ESTINATEDFATIGUELIFEtJ_.._ COMHENTS
STATION0 3.4 YRS (15,300 liES) FILLET _LOS AT AFT SPAR< 30 YEAR
LiFE (56.000 HRS)
STATION91 5.4 YRS (24.600 HRS) FILLET gELDSAT AFT SPAR< 30 YEAR
LIFE (56j000 HRS)
STATION224 7.0 YRS (3Z=O00HRS) FILLET gELDS01¢
STATION357 4.7 YRS (21,400 HRS) FILLET WELDSAT FORWARDSPAR( 30 YE_
LIFE (]40=000 HRS)
STATION363 1.8 YRS (8,10D HRS) FILLET gELDSAT FORWARDANDAFT SPAR
< 30 YEARLIFE [60,000 HRS)
STATION492 3.5 YRS (15,800 HRS) FILLET gELDSAT FORHARDANDAFT SPAR
( 30 YEARLIFE (130t000 HRS)
STATION620 3.5 YRS (15,800 HRS) FILLLT WELDSAT FORWARDSPAR
< 30 YEARLIFE (|45mOOOHRS)
STATION750 6.4 YRS (29a000 HRS) FILLET gELDSOK
STATI,UN880 _ 9.5 YRS (44,000 HRS) FILt;ET gELDSOK
STATION]012 20.0 YRS (90jOOOilRS) FILLET gELDSOK
Life • Mean time I_twnn nl_l_rt
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distribution.Becauseof the less severeenvironmentat Goldendale,the extent of
the areas with negativemarginsis dramaticallyreduced.For the worst area
(Station363), the 30 year flaw size is 0.030 inch deep by 0.150 inch long.
Additionallythe spindleregionhas 30 year life based on the originalcriteria
with the Goldendaledistribution.
Becauseof the crack detectionsystem,the rotor is a failsafestructure.Fatigue
life thereforeis actuallythe time betweenanticlpated.repalrs.For
6oldendale,if the inspection/acceptancecriteriawas successfulin detecting
and repairingdefectsgreaterthan 0.125 inch, the rotor shouldhave a 30 year
life if the out-of-contourstressesare low. If the out-of-contourstressesare
high and defectsare presentin the high stress area or if defectsgreaterthan
0.125 were missed,there will be a need for inservicerepairs.The spindle
is not failsafebecausethe crack detectionsystemdoes not protectit.
However, it has a 30 year life for the Goldenda_eloads.
6.2.2.2 Pitch ActuatorFatigueAssessment
The measured fatigueloads are within the design limits,thereforethe antici-
pated fatiguelife for the pitch actuatoris 30 years.
5.2.2.3 Drive Train FatigueAssessment
The only componentin the drive train for which the measuredloads wer_
differentthan the designloads was the quill shaft (Figure5-27). The load
spectrumfor the quill shaft uzilizedthe MOSTAB designmean load values and the
measuredcyclic values.Figure5-44 providesa comparisonof the measuredversus
design stressesfor the quill shaft. Since the quill shaft satisfiedthe 30 year
life requirementwith the Weibullwind speed distribution,the Goldendale
distributionwas not considered.
5.2.Z.4 Tower FatigueAssessment
The fatiguelife assessmentof the tower used the designmean loads and the
measured alternatingloads.For the tower,the wind directionwas assumedto be
constant.Based on the wind directiondata from Goldendale,the assumptionof a
constantwind directionis not excessivelyconservative.The designmean loads
in conjunctionwith the measuredcyclicloads were used in constructionof the
stress spectra.Nominalgage thicknesseswith no allowancefor secondary
out-of-contourstresseswere used in the determinationOf the stressvalues.
" Figure 5-45 presentsthe assessmentof the tower fatiguelife for both the
Weibull and Goldendalewind speed distribution.For the tower, the design flaw
size was taken to be 1.5 times the acceptabledefect size. Since the acceptance
criteriafor the tower was per the AWS requirements,the defect size of concern
varies with the wall thickness. The 1.5 factorwas used ratherthan the 2
factor becausethe size flaws _llowedby AWS are larje and the chanceof missing
the defectsis small.For the Geldendalewind distribution,there are only two
weld seams with less than 30 years life. For these two, the minimumllfe is 20
years. Periodicinspectioncan be used on the tower to detect incipientcrack
propagationand repairbefore failure.
5.2.2.5 FatigueAssessmentSummary
In summary,the differencesbetweenmeasuredand designloads have caused several
(
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areas in both the rotor and tower to have less than 30 years llfe if the
original designcriteriais applied.At Goldendale,the actualenvironmentis
not as severeas the design,therefore_the problemareas are significantly
reduced.The rotor has the minimumanticipatedlife, however,it is a failsafe
structurebecauseof the crack detectionsystem.The tower is not a failsafe
system,howevera reasonableinspectioncriteriacan be formulatedto precludea
catastrophicfailure.Therefore,althoughsome repairproblemsmay occur,
periodic inspectionson the tower and the crack detectionsystemon the rotor
allow the 1_achinesat Goldendaleto be operatedwithoutfear of a catastrophic
failure.
5.3 MechanicalS_stemPerformance
5.3.1 Rotor Pitch ControlHydraulicSystem
The rotor pitch controlhydraulicsystemis designedto controlblade tip motion
during normalWTS operation,and rotateblade tips to the featherpositionfor
system shutdown.Testinghas shown that the system is capableof meetingthe
maximum requiredblade pitch rate of 1.0° per secondsustainedmotion and 4.0°
per secondfor at least six seconds,with emergencyshutdownresponseof between
4.0° and 8.0° per second.The pitch hydraulicsystemconsistsof standard,off
the shelf,hydrauliccomponents,with the exceptionof a specialhydraulic
reservoir.This reservoiris unique in that it containstrunionbearings,seals
and slip ringswhich allow the reservoirorientationto remain constanteven
though it is mountedto a rotatingshaft.Use of these componentson a hydraulic
reservoirwas proveaby test, and subsequentoperatingexperiencehas proven
this design fully satisfactory.Rotor tip actuatorshave experiencedproblems
with leakingrod seals.New seals,of improveddesignand material,have
alleviatedthis problem,and the actuatorshave subsequentlydemonstrateda high
degree of reliability.
In June 1981 an incidentoccurredin which the blade tips failedto feather,
resultingin an overspeedconditionwhich damagedthe generatorand quill
shaft. Investigationrevealedthat this was caused by contaminatedhydraulic
fluid,which caused the start-stopvalves to silt up and stick open. As a
result,these spool type valveswere replacedwith poppet type,which are more
resistantto silting.Also, positionmonitorsare now being used to warn of
any problemwith either valve prior to failureof both valves,as only failure
of both valveswould result in failureof the normal (SSVoperated)emergency
shutdownsystem.In addition,an independentemergencyshutdownsystemwas
added to providea means of ensuringsystemshutdown,even in the event of
simultaneousstart-stopvalve failure.
The remainderof the hydraulicsystemwas also re-examlnedto determineif
sufficientredundancyexistedin the systemto precludefailure.A return line
relief valve was identifiedwhich, if it stuck shut and electricpower was ai_o
lost to a solenoidvalve, systemshutdownwould be prevented.A burst disc was
added to providean emergencyflow path if the reliefvalve should stick.
However,pressurefluctuationsin the hydraulicsystemwould occasionally
damage burst discs, and thereforethe burst disc was replacedby a relief
valve, which will requireperiodicmaintenancetestingto verify that neither
relief valve has become stuck shut. Also, improvedproceduresand facilities
for monitoringhydraulicoil qualitywere devised,%o precludecomponent
failureas a resultof contaminatedhydraulicfluid.
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5.3.2 Yaw ControlSystem
The yaw controlsystemconsistsof a hydraulicpowe_ unit, a hydraulicmotor which
drives througha gearboxto turn the nacelleon its yaw bearingso that it faces
into the wind, and yaw parkingbrakes to hold the nacellein position.These
r. parkingbrakes are designedtn hold the nacelleno yaw rotationoccurs in 81 mph
winds. The yaw drive subsyst_:mhas shown itselfcapableof rotatingthe nacelleat
the requiredrate of I/4° per second.The hydraulicpower unit also controls
operationof the rotor-brake,which restrainsrotationof the rotor after
shutdown. --
Yaw controlsystemproblemshave been confinedto looseningof the yaw drive
gearbox fastenersand minor problemswith yaw parkingbrake adjustment.The
gearbox fastenerproblemswere solvedby addingnew fastenerswhich were
installedwith an interferencefit, and the parkingbrake adjustmentproblems
were solvedby a revisedadjustmentprocedure.It has also proven difficultt_
controldrive pinion.clearanceas closelyas originallydesired,but operating
experiencehas shown that increasedclearance-has-nodetrimentaleffect.
P
A yaw drag brake was originallyinstalled,which was designedto add dampingto
assure smooth rotationof the yaw bearing.However,some nuisanceproblemswere
• experiencedand operatingexperienceindicatedthat the yaw bearinghas
sufficientinternalfrictionto make the additionalfrictiondampingof the drag
: brake unnecessary. When testingconfirmedthat the drag brake could be removed
with no effect on systemperformance,the designwas revisedto elim;natethis
- brake functio,from the wind turbine.
5.3.3 Low Speed Shaft Bearings
: The low speed shaft bearings,which.supportthe low speed shaft and rotor,have
: shown themselvescapableof their task, althoughslightproblemshave been
: experiencedwith the bearinglubricationsystem. Specificproblemshave been a
blockedlubricationpassage,seal leaks,and bearingnoise. Bearingnoise has
occurredsporadicallyduringwear in of the bearing,but has not been
accompaniedby deteriorationof bearingsurfaces.The blockedlubrication
passagewas solvedby a designchange,and.sealleakageproblemhave been nearly_
eliminatedby_a revisedseal installationand installationprocedures.
5.3.4 Low_SpeedShaft Slip Ring Bearing
The low speed shaft slip ring transferselectricalsignalsand power to the
=_. rotatingequipmenton the low speed shaft and rotorblades..A slip ring bearing
seizer on unlt #i resultedin the anti-rotationbracketand LSS wiring being torn
loose afte_ less than 300 hours of total operation. The formedwire separator
used in the bearingwas identifiedas the cause of the failure. All WTS units
. subsequentlyhave had the wire separatorremovedand replacedwith a solld brass
=-- separatorof a circularpocketdesign. The brass separatorhas operated
satisfactorilyon units #i, #2 and #3 for 1300 cumulativehours.
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5.3.5 Low Speed Shaft,Quill Shaft, and Coupling
The low speed shaft which supportsthe rotor and transmitspower to the quill
shaft, and the quill shaft and couplingwhich transmitpower to the gearbox,
have performedwell with few problemshaving been experienced.The June 1981
overspeedincidenton unit #i exposedthese componentsto high overloads,yet
the low speed shaft survivedwith only minor damage to fastenerholes which
requiredreamingand oversizedfasteners. While the quill shaft underwent
considerableyielding,it did not fracture.The quill shaft coupling,which
transmitspower from the quill shaft via a frictionjoint, has experiencedone
incidentof slipping.However,this was caused by a failureto clean the
couplingfrictionsurfaceprior to installation,and not by a design
deficiency.
5.3.6 Gearbox
The gearbox,which steps up the 17.5 rpm quill shaft speed to 1800 rpm to drive
the generator,has proven very troublefree, and capableof high overloads
without failure.The overspeedincidentwhich occurredollunit #1 exposedthe
gearboxto extremeoverloads,yet damageto the gearboxwas virtually
nonexistant.The gearboxhas experiencedseveralincidencesof oil leakage.
Only one of these createdany problem,when a defectiveseal ring hung up and
caused a substantialoil leak. All other leaks have been minor nuisanceleaks
from joints in the gearboxcasing,and have been stoppedby tighteningbolts or
applicationof sealant.
5.3.7 GearboxLube System
The gearboxlube system,which is designedto controlthe temperatureof the
gearboxlubricantand supply it under pressureto the gearbox,has experienced
severalproblems,includingcontaminationof the lubricatingoil with water,
and oil pressurefluctuations.The contaminationwas due to a lack of sealing
the oil reservoirand inadequatedrainingof the nacelle.Additionof drain
holes to divertwater away from the reservoirhas solvedthis problem.The oil
pressurefluctuations,which occur momentarilywhen the oil coolingradiator
control valve cycles,were creatingunnecessarysystemshutdowns. To prevent
these shutdowns,as the gearboxis capableof operatingwith much lower
pressuresfor a short periodof time, the lube systempressureswitcheswere
readjustedand the delay time alteredto decreasethe pressurelevelswhich
will initiateshutdownsand to increasethe timewhich the system can operate
prior to shutdownwith only slightlylow pressure. Also, the lube system
plumbingand controlwas modifiedto increaseflow and eliminateswitchover to
the redundantpump duringmomentarypressurefluctuations.The redundantpump
now has become a "ready-spare"by manual switchover.
5.3.8 GeneratorBearings
The generatorbearings,which are journaltype bearings,have had three
failureson one of the turbinesdue to inadequatelubrication.Tilefirst
failure,caused by a malfunctionof the oil heaterswhich burnedthe lubricant,
was solvedby using a differenttype of generatorlubricantand deletingthe
lubricantheaters.The originallube systemdesignwas a passivescoop system
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delivering oll _rom the bearing sump. Thts passive system was found to be
inadequateto assurelubricationfor the operationat low rpm when the wind
turbinewas in startupor shutdownor duringvery slow rotationwhen
positioningthe rotor for maintenance.
The subsequenttwo failureswere causedby errors in adjustmentof this passive
lube feed systemwhile the bearingswere being replaced. Therefore,an
auxiliaryoil feed system to assure oil supplyduring slow speed and startup
conditionshas been added. The passivesystemhas been retained,and at high
rpm providesadequatelubrication-whilethe machinecompletesshutdownin the
ewnt of loss of the pump power.
5.3_9 Teeter Bearlngs
The teeter berings,which allow-_herotor to tilt slightlyto relieveuneven
wind loads,have performedwithin designexpectations.No problemshave been
experienced,and the elastomericmaterialsappea_.tobe holdingup well. The
teeter bearingwas al_o exposedto extremeoverloadconditionsduringthe unit
#I overspeedincident,Handsurvivedthese overloadswith no evidenceof damage.
The teeterbrakes,which were designedto restrainthe rotor from teetering
when the rotor is rotatingslowly,have not performedwell. Higher than
anticipatedloads, and deflectionshave caused repeatedfailureof teeterbrake
mountingbolts.These de£1ectionshave also causedexcessivewear of the teeter
brake slider,and teeterbrake pad life has also been shorterthan anticipated.
Testingwith_the teeterbrakes disabledhas shown that the teeterbrakes are
not requiredwhen the rotor is turning,since the rotor has never come close to
impactingthe teeter stops.Testinghas also shown that when the rotor is
parked with the teeterbrakes disabled,there is an increasein the amplitude
of teetermotion to the 6 I/2° travellimit, but no evidenceof hard impactson
the teeterbearingstops.This indicatesthat teeterbrake problemshave been
resolvedby eliminationof these brakes.
5.3.10 Crack DetectionSystem
The crack detectionsystem,as describedin Section2.2.2 has performedwithout
problem.Its functionis to detect a slightdifferencein air flow betweenthe
two bladeswhich woula occur in the event of a fatiguecrack. Its capability
has been demonstratedwhen a small amountof sealantfailedand allowedairflow
througha hydraulicllne penetrationat the spindlearea rib at Station1249.
5.3.11 Manlift
The manlift,which is designedto transportmaintenancepersonneland equipment
up to the nacelle,has worked well and requiredonly minor adjustmentsto
overload safetycutout systems.Duringthe WTS assemblyand checkoutphase, the
manlifthas seenmore use than it will experiencein severalyears of normal
maintenance.
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5.4 ELECTRICALPOWER SYSTEM(EPS) PERFORMANCE
5.4.1 EPS Description
The EPS consistsof the followingmajor components:
(I) SynchronousGenerator- Wind driven (both star-tt_.gand running)through
quill shaft and 17.5 rpm to 1800 rpm gearbox.
(2) GeneratorAccessoryUnit -Cabinetmountedgeneratorcircuitbreaker
and protect_i_ver lay equipment.
(3) Yaw Slip Ring Assembly- Providescommutationfor power and control
cabling betweennacelleand cable trays along inner tower wall.
(4) Bus Tie.ContactorUnit - Enclosedswitchgearcontaining:
a. CircuitBreakeridenticalto the circuitbreakerin the C,_U.
b. Synchronizingrelays
c. Metering
i (5) GeneratorStepupTransformer-3125 KVA oil air cooled 12.5 KV grounded
• Y/4160 volt delta full windingtransformerwith 2 sets of _2 1/2% taps
and fused manual disconnectswitchon high_olZage winding.Both HV and
LV bushings are enclosed.i
[ 5.4.2 SynchronousGenerator
)
[_ Type - Foot mounted,brushlessexciter,two disc fed oil lubricated
sleeve bearings.
_- Rating - 3125 KVA, 2500 kW, 1800 RPM, 3 phase,60 Hertz,2400/4160volts,
r_ 752/434amp, 0.8 P.F. at ambienttemperaturesto 50°C.
Performance- Conservativedesignof generatoris such that machineis
capableof producing3500 kW at unity power factorat a 40°C ambientat
I altitudesto 3300 feet above sea level. Initialoperatingexperiencewiththe generatorshas been favorableexcept for a minor bearinglubrication
,[ problemon one machinewhich was resolvedby adjustmentof oil scoops.As
. a resultof the investigationassociatedwith the bearingoil problem,
_i, it-was also deter-nd_edthat:
h- (I) 011 heatersare n_t necessaryif the proper lubricantis used.
" (2) Oil temperaturesensorsused for the oil heaterswere poorly
located- e.g., temperaturewas sensedin an oil cavitywhich was
not directlyheated.
(3) Slow roll conditionsare presentand must be consideredwhen
designingthe bearinglubricationsystem.
'C
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The following design/procedural changes are being implemented to assure
contlnut_g generator bearing lubrication.
(1) Oil heaters have been disconnected,
(2) Lubricantwas changedto a flat viscositylubricant.
(3) A pump lift systemto flood bearingswith oil duringslow roll
conditionswill be retrofittedon all machines.
5.4.3 WTS Power ErotectlonSystem
5.4.3.1 Functlon-Descrip_ien
The WTS Power ProtectionSystemcontainstwo identicalcircuitbreakers,one
used as the GeneratorCircuitBreaker(GCB) i_ locatedalong with protective
relying in the GeneratorAccessoryUnit (GAU).The secondcircuitbreakeris
located in the pad mountedmetal enclosedswitchgearidentifiedas the Bus Tie
ContactorUnit (BTCU).The BTCU also co_tainsmetering,synchronizingand
over/underfrequencyrelays.
The WTS operatingscheme is as follows: The GCB is manuallyclosed and opened
by protectiverelays. The bus tie_contactoris closed by the NacelleControl
System (NCU) working in conjunctionwith the synchronizingrelaysand opened by
the NCU workingin conjunctionwith protectiverelaying.
5.4,3.1.1 GeneratorCircuitBreakerOperation
The GCB relay (52G) close coil is energizedby the applicationof 48 VDC through
the seriescombinationof the GCB close switch (locatedon C=_Ufront panel) and
a normallyclosed part of GC_ trippingrelay (86G)contacts.
The GCB relay (52G) trip coil is energizedby the applicationof 48 VDC through
a normallyopen set of GCB trippingrelay (86G) contacts,The GCB trippingrelay
(86G) is energizedby any of the following(GAUlocated)relays:
ReversePower Relay (32)
Loss of ExcitationRelay (40)
OvercurrentRelay with voltagerestraint(50/51V
AC Time OvercurrentRelay (51)
Power Factor Rel_ (55)
Ground Fault Relay (64)
DifferentialCurrentRelay (878)
(Numberin parenthesisare ANSI devicedesignators)
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5.4.3.1.2 i_usTie ContactorOperation
The bus tie contactor(52I_T)closingcoil is energizedby the applicationof
48VDC throughthe seriescombinationof normallyopen contactsof the following
(BTCU located)relays:
Phase SequenceRelay (47)
SyncilronizingRelay (25)
SynchronizingCheck Relay (25CK)
Synchronizingvoltagefrom the generatorrequiresfield excitationwhich is
providedby energizingthe field currentrelay (41)with the field enable signal
from the NCU throughthe seriescombinationof a thermostatand a normally
closed set of contactson the GCB trippingrelay (86G).
The synchronizingrelay (25) and synchronizingcheck relay (25CK)are enabled
when the sync enable relay (43S) is energizedby a sync enable signalfrom the
NCU. t
The bus tie contactor(52BT)trip coil is energizedby the applicationof 48 VDC
througha pair of normallyclosed contacts,in the bus tie contactortripping
relay (94BT)wheneverthe NCU energizesthe 94 BT relay.The NCU will providea
shutdownsignaland energizethe bus tie contactortrippingrelay (94 BT) when
either the under frequencyrelay (81-i)or the over frequencyrelay (81-2)apply
48VDC to energizethe auxiliaryrelay (94X)or any one of the three (onefor
each phase) utilityvoltagepresentrelays (36V) detect loss of utilityvoltage.
The NCU will also providea shutdownsignaland energizethe bus tie contactor
trippingrelaywheneverthe generatorwindingover temperaturerelay (49G),the
generatorbearingover temperaturerelay (38H),the generatorbearingunde_
temperaturerelay (38L)or the AC time overcurrentrelay (51)detect
out-of-toleranceconditions.
5.4.3.2 Relay Set Points
ReversePower Relay (32) GE type 12 ICW 51AI3A
Tap: 44 watts secondary,70 KW primary(CT ratio of 80, PT ratio of 20)
Time Dial: 10
Seal in Tap: 2.0 Amps
Loss of ExcitationRelay (40)GE Type 12 CEH 51A4A
Seal In.Tap: 2Off-Set.3 ohms
Restraint: 12%
Input: 99%
GeneratorWindingOvertemperatureRelay (49G)GE Type 12 IRT 53C2A
Seal-lnTap: 0.2 Amps
Time Dial: 2
TemperatureDial: 132°C
I
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OvercurrentRelay with VoltageConstraints(50/51V)
Seal-lnTap: 2.0 amps
Time Dial: 5
Tap: 5 amps (200primary)
InstantaneousTrip: 6.16 *0.03 amp (493amps primary)
Time Dw,rcurrentrelay (51) GE Type 121AC51A802A
Seal-lnTap: 0.2 amps
Time Dial: 1
Tap: 5 amps (400A primary)
Power FactorRelay (55)OE Type IC3655AIOOA
Power FactorDial: 0.7
Tlme Delay: i sec.
Ground Fault Relay (64)GE T_pe 121AV51D2A
Seal-lnTap: 2.0 amps
: Time Dial: I
Coil Tap: 10 volts
DifferentialCurrentRelay (87) GE Type 12CFD22AIA
Target: 1 amp
: Min. Diff. Current: 0.2 amp
_ VoltagePresentRelay (36V)GE Type 12 HMA 11B11
No set points
Phase Sequencerelay (47) GE Type 121CR51AIA
Time Dial: 2
Over/UnderFrequeD_c,yRelays (81-I,81-2) GE Type 12 IJF 42A4A
-- Under Frequency: 59.50 to 59.55 Hz
_i Over Frequency: 60.45 to 60.50 Hz
--_ Time to Close: 1.0 ±0.1 sec.
i,
SynchronizingRelay (25)BeckwithM-oIg3A
Upper VoltageLimit: 127.7 +0.4 VAC (4424VL-L or +6.2%)
Lower VoltageLimit: 114,5 ±0,4 VAC (3966VL=L or -4.6%)
' N Limit:5.0 ±0,5V AC (Multiplier- X1)
_ Limit: 0,15 _0,02 Hz (dial set to 0.015. multiplier= I0)
= BreakerClosingtime: 120 MS, Jumper betweenTerminalTB #12 & 20
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SynchronizerCheck Relay (75 CK) _eckwithM--UIBB
Upper Voltagel.hllit:127.7 :_0.4VAC (4424VL-L or +6.2%)
Lower VoltageLimit: 114.5 :_:O.4VAC (3966VL-L or -4.6%)
z,VLimit: 4 :tO.3Volt (dial set to I, represents140 volt L-L diff)
Phase Angle Limit: 7.5° _dial set to 5 multiplier= x 1.5)
lime: Dial set CCW stop
5.4.3.3 WIS Power ProtectionSystemPerformance
Experienceto date with the WTS Power ProtectionSystem has demonstratedthat the
system functionsvery well in detectingfault conditionsand preventingdamage to
electricalequipment.The systemalso functionswell with varyingwind conditions
and is able to handlepower swingswith no difficulty. Examinationof the
protectionsystemdesign after a year of operationindicatestwo areas where
redundanciesexist, the power factorrelay and the loss of excitationrelay.The
loss of excitationrelay basicallyperformsthe same function;hence, the power
factor relay can be disconnected. The functionsof the generatorcircuitbreaker
and the bus tie contactorcan be combinedusing only one circuitbreaker.The _
logicalimproveddesign for futureunits would be _o eliminatethe GAU entirelyby
moving the C4_Urelaysto the BTCU and allowingthe bus tie contactorcircuit
breakerto assumeall functionsnow performedby the generatorcircuitbreaker.
5.4.3.4StationServiceElectricalProtection
The 4160V/460Vstationservicetransformeris protectedby 4DA fuses.Additional
stationserviceprotectionis providedby circuitbreakersin the 460V, 208V and
120V panels.
5.4.4 SynchronizationSystem
5.4.4.1 SynchronizationSystemComponents¢
The synchronizationsystem includesthe following:
GeneratorShaft Speed Control
SynchronizingRelays
Bus Tie Contacter(ciruitbreaker)
5.4.4.2 FunctionalDescription
_- The generatorshaft speed is controlledby the rotor pitch controlsystem of the
NCU. A controlloop comparespulses generatedby the shaft encoderwith a constant
representingthe pulse count for synchronousspeed (1800 rpm). The speed control
system is by design somewhatcoarse,since it dea'$swith transientsin input
torque afldthe windup/unwindof the soft (quill)couplingshaft.
I
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The NCU rotor pitch controlsystemvaries the rotor pitch tu acceleratethe rotor
to a speed of 17.5 rpm. When the rotor reaches17.5 rpm, the pitch controlsystem
varies the pitch to maintaina constan_17.5 rpm rotor speed or a generatorshaft
speed of 1800 rpm? The NCU issuesa synchronizercommandwhich latchesa synch
enable relay (43S)which enables the synchronizerrelay (2o) And the synchronizer
check relay (25CK).The synchronizerrelay (25)will close the bus tie contactor
if the generatoroutput terminaland .theutilitybus voltageand frequencydiffer-
ences are within the set points;providedthe synchronizercheck relay (25CK)has
been enabled.The synchronizercheck relay (25CK)looks at the differencebetween
the generatorvoltageand the utilitybus voltageand the phase angle between
them. If the voltageand phase differencesare within the 25 CK relay setpoints
for the time se_point,the 25 CK relay will providethe contactclosureto enable
the synchronizerrelay (25).The setpointsfor the synchronizerrelay (25) and the
synchronizercheck relay (25CK)are listed in Section5.4.3.
5.4.4.3 S_nchronizatienSystemPerformance
t
The synchronizationsystemhas t_o open controlloops with respectto synchroni-
zation.He voltageerror feedbacksignal is Sent from synchronizingrelaysto
control generatorvoltage;and no phase and speed error feedbacksignalis sent
from the synchronizercheck relay (25CK)to controlgeneratorshaft speed.The
generator-voltageregulatorand power factorcontrollerare used to controlthe
:S generatorvoltage.A closedloop voltageerror feedbacksystemwould probably
, synchronizebetter than the existingsystemwhen large swingsin systemvoltage
!" occur. However,the existingsystemsynchronizessatisfactorilywith minimal
, _- inrush current. The soft (quill)shaft couplingmakes the system tolerantto
phase errors.Future improvementsshould includevoltagefeedbackas a minimumand
:-_ speed feedbackcontrol if found desirableby performanceanalysis.
5.4.5 Slip Rings
5.4.5.1 Yaw Sllp Rings
The WTS electricalpower systemcontainsa yaw slip ring assemblywhich contains:
6 High voltagerings - rated 5,000 VAC 650 amps
3 Low power rings - rated 600 VAC 200 amps
.... 4 Low power rings - rated 125 VDC 25 amps
_ 11 Commandand controlrings - rated 600 VAC 5 amps
ii, 101 Signal rings - rated 300 VAC 5 amps
i ' The yaw slip rings are solid IB inch diameterrings which have functionedwell
without incident.
5.4.5.2 Rotor Sllp Rings
The WTS e_ectricalpower systemcontainsa rotor slip ring assemblywhich con-
tains:
= 5 Power rings - rated 600 VAC 25 amps
_i 5 Power rings - rated 600 VAC 5 amps
--, 16 Commandand controlrings - rated 600 VAC 5 amps
t) 50 Signal rings - rated 300 VAC 5 amps
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th_ spIiL ritlg d_!:,[{jn ,rod Lh(' h!'u!,h ,i;iti_rial.
Ally fLItL|PP M{)l)2 Wl(., will use o11epiece rotor !;li[) t'iIl(I% r_i{]h spares of the split
ring desig_ 11{)Fu.:ilitatereplo_:(,lllenti{}the ile_d 11 ne(;e_,_,ary.The brush block
wear problem is i}eie!)resolved hy replacing al] (,xistinu(_U';.silver, 20% carbon)
brushes with ,ew l)rLishes.ladeof 75'_,silver, 20,,carbcm, and 5% molybdenum
disulphide.
5.4.5 Utility Interface
The WTS electrical power system delivers 2.5 MW of three phase, 60 Hz 0.8 to 1.0
power factor, power at 12.5 KV to a utility interI4{:epoint at fused disconnect
switches enclosed in the WIS 4160 volt delta/12.5 KV Y connected power output
transformer. Power is transmitted from the utility interface point via direct
buried 12.5 KV URi)cable to the BPA substation for transformation to 69 KV and
wheeling over a b9 KV Klickitat County PUU transmission line to the northwest
power grid. The WTS electrical power system is designed and adjusted to operate at
unity power factor, it is also designed to operate with low (10% wind turbine ..
generation) penetration. WTS units have operated with isolated loads with good
frequency control but could not support the VARS so shutdown occurred. The WTS
electrical _ower system could be modified to enable WTS to o_erate with isolated
loads. The harmonic content of power provided by WIS electrical power system is
i' typical for gei_eratin_}systems employing Synchronous machines.
5.5 (,)FLRATI£)HSAll{),_,_\II_TILI4A_ICI_EXPER_I-NC[
I_" 5.5.1 Operations
Unit VI was first synchronized to the l_YApower _}ridon December 22, 1980. Units 2
and 3 were sy,ci_ronizedon line April /, 1981, and Hay 19, 1981 respectively.
Since Unit Pl was put into service, the three nnits have produced over 3,000
megawat_ hours during approximately 2,2{}0hours (}foperation. The performance
su_naries of the three units are shown in Table 5-3 and detailed since October
]981 in Tables 5-4 through 5-6. ()peratingtime history is shown in Figure 5-46.
i Operating time records are shown in Figure 5-3A.
i" lhe accumulation of operating time on the machines has been hampered by equip-
ment failures and the ,eed to .lakeluodificatim_sand special tests due to the
I developmental nature of the units. The primary _auses of claw.timeand the
i resulting than!losto the system dre discussed i. th(_following sections.
L
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Table5-3. OperatingExperience1/I/83- 10/3/82
WTSunit
No.1 No.2- No.3 Cumulative
Hoursof operation 717 1,089 1,288 3,094
Energygenerated(kWh) 747,300 1,278,800 1,401,800 3,427,900-
Adju=tedavailability 0.71 0.79 0.83 0.78
MaximumogcratJngwind=(mph) 50 50 50
Table5-3A. OperatinlrRecords(1/I/81 - 10/3/82)
Longest Max operating Clocktime
contlnuoul time between between
run. fault shutdown| fault shutdowns
By unit
Unit 1 32.3 hours 81.0 hour8 289 hours
Unit 2 29.9 45.0 106
Unit 3 36.5 77.0 226
Fortwo_units 27.0 50.0 137
Forthree units 13,0 25.0 47
The primary cause of-downtime was the overspeed tncident which occurred June 8,
1982 on Unit 1. This incident destroyed the generator and quill shaft on unit #1.
Units #2 and #3 were shut down unttl the cause of the problem was found and
corrected. As a result, there was no machine operation from June 8, 1981 to
October 20, 1981 when unit #3 was brought back on line. Units #2 and #1 were
returned to service November11, 1981 and April 17, 1982, respectively. To
mtnimtze the potential for another overspeed Incident, operations of units #2 and
#3 were initially restricted-to require an operator in the base of the tower
whenever the untts were operating. This significantly reduced operating time until
three shift coverage was provided at the site. In addition, system checks were
required at the start of each day which further reduced operating time. The
overspeed lnctdent recovery plan calls for the turbines to be phased into
completely unattended operation as confidence ts gained in the protection systems.
As part of this process, the requirement for an operator in each tower has been
replaced with a requirement for a person at the stte to monitor the data as the
machines run, and the frequency of safety system checks has been reduced.
5-47
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Table 5-4. Performance Summary WTS Number 1
PLANT _'TS AYAIJ... ADJUSTED_r8
ST_¢ I_R8 HWHRS AVE HU []_:> FkCTOR B_> _ AVAIL.
YEAR YEAR _/_ _J_ TE._. _._
RE8160 Pl[RIO0 TO PERlO0 TO PERIO0 TO PER[O0 TO FERIO0 TO PERIO0 TO 8_J4A_S
DATE DATE DATE DATE DATE DATE
04117180 - 04123182 1].4 13.4 16,4 18.4 1.19- 1.L9 .071 .071 .38 .38 .57 I ,07
0S/03/82 - (15/09/82 22,3 35.I 21,9 38.3 .98 1.07 .209 .O95 .36 ,37 .8[ .65 ._ A
05/L0/82 - 051$5/82 48,3 87.2 47.4 84,6 ,88 1.02 ,192 .132 .88 .DA .94 .78 :11_. r
05117182. 05122182 Go,5 147.8 76.8 15L.4 1.27 L.09 .210 .lEg ,84 ,6E ,87 ,86
05124182 - OS/_lO-_, 0 I47.8 0 161.4 0 !,09 0 .[49 .29 I,S3 1,00 ,81
05131180 - 05106182 8.8 LEG.6 12,3 173,7 1.4 L.ll .27 .156 .16 ,49 .93 .87
06107182 - 06113182 24,7 181 04,5 198 I,O l.! .1 .18 .56 .St .85 .8?
08114182 - 06120182 0 18! 0 188 0 L.! 0 .13 0 .46 0 .74
06121182 - 06127182 0 L8! 0 188 0 1.1 0 .!1 0 .42 0 .65
06128182 - 07104102 0 !8! 0 198 O 1,! 0 .!0 0 .40 0 .60
07105182 - 07111162 8.1 !88 10.0 2_ 1.0 1.1 ,08 .!O .47 ,41 .65 .61
07/12/82 - 071!8/82 53.8 243 71.3 279 1.3 1.1 .23 ,10 .83 ,45 ,88 ,68
• 07119182 - 07125182 39,5 283 50,3 233 1,3 1,2 ,23 .L3 ,77 .48 .96 .50
07106182 - 00/01/02 51.2 344 70 400 1.1 1.2 ,20 .14 ,88 ,51 .88 .70
08102182 - (_108/82 26.6 370 17,2 417 .6 l.I .07 ,13 .78 .53 .82 .71
08/0g182 - 08115182 17.0 447 83,5 8_ 1,1 l.I .26 .14 .89 .$6 .99 .74
7, 08116182 . 06122/82 13.7 461 11,8 ;0!0 .9 !.i ,04 .14 .50 ,56 ,q7 .78
08123182 - 081091_ 0 461 0 _12 0 I*l O .13 0 .50 0 .75
08/50102- 09/6E/82 7.9 469 8.8 _21 1.1 1,1 +DA ,12 : .33 .51 ,34 .7t
09106182 - 09/12/82 11.2 480 [0.5 i32 .9 I,! ,03 .11 .20 ,49 .28 .68
091|3182 - 09119182 0 480 0 532 0 l,! O .11 0 ,48 0 .88
09120182 - 09126182 4,2 485 S,O 137 1.2 1:1 .11 ,11 ,17 .42 .74 .68
09127182 - 10102182 84.1 569 1|1,0 i48 1.3 1.1 ,35 .13 .83 ,SO .98 .70
To!&1 since 651 747 1.| .11 ,EL ,7|
¢¢Bpletton
k'M_/F£81O0
P • PER|O0 TIME _ PLANTFACTOR: '_'-_01 _ P - _R:)o- I_IT
I_T • MA[RTr.NANCETIME
• 1406 * R00iFICATION AND PREPARATION P . 1460. R_T
FOR SPECIAL TEST TIME
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Table5.5. Performance-SummarvWTSNumber2
Ptl_T
S,TaCmS ' _ _RS, AYAlt.
YEAR _ _ yF,AR Y£AR YEk _YEAR IEY,ARKSPEEIGO _ERIOD 10 ' 'E_IOD "tO EFtIOI 10 10 'EAIOD 10 I_D_I0
11104/81 - 11/06/81 0 122 0 138 0 1.13 .19 ,57 .50 .00 .73 wl_d r.hts period
"l_lO_i/al- 11114181 g,75 'L9"_,7910,9 148.g *1.12 1,12 .14 ,74 ,52 .83 .76
11/15/81 - 11/20/811 6.5 138.29 7.6 196.5 1.17 1.13 ,12 ,SO .61 .S8 .73
11121/81 11/27/81 .S 138,79 .2 156.7 i40 1.13 .12 ,16 .$8 .17 i69 OayPeriod D_e to
I rhankSg_vlngBreak.
11/30/81 - 12104/81 10 148,79 11.1 167,8 1,11 1.13 ,12 .47 .57 ,62 ,68
12/05/81 - 12/11/81 37.75 187.50 ,99 1.09 ,13 ,96 .61 .89 .72
12/14/81 - 12/18/81 7.0 lg4.S 10.9 215.9 1.58 1,11 ,126 ,89 ,63 .Bg ,73
,2,,,,8,,2,.8, 198 :.,,,.,,*°','o
12128/81 - Ol/01/(h_
01/04/82 - 01/08/82 4.0 .68 ,48
01/11182 - 01/16/82 92,7! .90 .76
Ol/16/82. Ol/22/82 o .! .76
Ol/22/82 - 01/29182 0 ,75
01130/82 - 02/05182 O .72
02/06/82 - 02/12/82 0 .64
02113182 21't _ 7 +_/ 0/ - / 6/82 , I O0 ,67
_127/_.o3/06,'82o i J..'8603/06/82 - 03/12/82 O ,6d03 13/82 - 03119182 0 i
02120/82 03128182 O 0 l
03/27182 04/02/82 0 G J ,6604/03/82 041091_2 30.6 ,89 +78
04/10/82 04/16/82 38,2 .71 I .76
04/17/82 04123182 72.8 ,80 .77
04126/82 05/02/82 56.1 .80 +78
05/03182 05/09182 .79 ,78
OS/101_. 05118182 ,09 _60
,70 .7806/17/82 05/23/82
0$/24182 05130/82 ._0 ._'9
05/31/82 06106182 0 ,79
06/07182 06/13/82 +94 ,80
0_/14/82 ,83 +80
06/21/82 .81 ,80
,79
,79
.79
.79
,79
, .80
,80
1* .81
1. .82
.83
.82
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RC HRS /,M HRS AVG _ FADTORf._-_'_ _ AVAIL. (_
YEAR YEAR YEAR YEAR YEAR RERARKS
PERIOD PER]06 TO _ERIO( TO P£Ri06 TO PERt06 TO PERIOD TO
6ATE 6ATE 8ATE OATE OATE
........... i
10126181 - 10/)o/31 6 24.0 ] 4.9 28.6 I .02 11,19 .06 .08 .64 68 .79 ] .79 I
Hours , 43
11/_2/RI - 11/06/DI l.S 25.5 ] 1.3 29.91 .87 11.17 .62 .67 .52 64 .8OI .79[
Hours = 42,5
11/09/61 11/14i_1' 10.5 36.0 ] 15,5 45,41 1,48 11.26 .11 .08 ,62 65 ._I I ,80
HOUr'; _ 67,5
I)/15/_1 - ,Bf)/:' ! _ ,r, _[t.:=;I 27.3 22.?l 1.20 ]1.24 .15 .10 .88 20 ,96 I ,R41
Hour', 28, _
ll/21t81 - !1/??/31 24.5 83.221 22.3 92.0] .91 11,14 ,]9 .11 .96 13 1,00 I .8613 day t_ertod due to
_u,'_ _ 4_ Thanksglvln 0 8_'etk.
11/30/61 - 12/04/61, 15.5 16.$ .12 .27 .41 I .81 I Ac¢uator Seal Leak
98,75 22.4 117.4J 1.45 11.19 .19 66
Hours • 72.S
IZ/05/81 - 12/11/81 0 98,75 0 117.41 O -11.19 O .11 0 61 O I .75 IActuat, or Seal Leek
HOURS= 44
12/14/R1 . ]2/1_/$1 0 98.75 O 117.41 O I].]9 O ,11 .36 59 ,36 I ,721
; ?;.'21_81 ];, _5i31 11.7! 12.8 130.2 I 1,09 11.18 .10 ,11 .85 60 .90 I ,73 I S day pertod due ¢o
Christmas Break,
_2/%/81- 01/01/82 .0 ACTXVI_ 8UE T0 CHRISTHAS BREAK
01/04/82 - 01/08/82 0 O O 0 0 0 O O .18 18 .68 I ,68 Teeter Brake Test
. _)I/11/D2 - 31/15/82 0 O O O 0 O O O O 08 o , ,22 Teeter Brake Test
01,'1_/82 - _1122/R2 0 O O 0 6 0 0 O ,48 23 .63 I .44 Ber_o Valve Change
3!/23/82 - _1/29/82 24.3 24.3 35.) 35,1 1,44 I,44 .23 .111 .5== 34 .66 I .BB Corrected YTO Plant
i [ Factor 2/9/82 !
,_;._c?82- 02/05182i]1.85 36.15 19.7 54.8 1,86 1,52 ,295 .142 ,29 33 ,66 I .87
I 6 28o.106/82 - 02i12/82 0 16.15 0 54,R O 1.52 .132 O:;!!3/82 - 82119182. 0 36.15 6 54.8 O 1.57 0 .llT O 24 o I ,SO
i , :_.'=3/_2 * 92/26/_2_ 3.4 39.$5 S.74 60._ 1.69 1,53 .39 .099 .58 31 .98 I ,60
;_;_1_7_2 - 33/05/82! 38.45 78.0 41,06 101.6 1.07 I.B6J .25 .107 .82 .42 ._6 I ,69 ...]03;_,6/_'_ - 3.,1_, _. 44.41 i 122,41 63,6 16'1,6 1.42 1,34 ,22 ,128 .77 .49 .82 I ,?S
• _: ,!_ 3LIS/BL I _5.25 16_.66 44.1 208.7 .97 1.24 .13 .129 .62 ,Sl ,76 ] ,73
,33/_.0182 - 031;!61821 30.90 1199.56 44.0 252.? 1,42 1.26 .29 .145 .35 ,49 ,64 ] ,73
L
' )3,_:1_2- o4/02,R21]0.26 i229.70 36,1 288.8 1.20 1.26 .69 .135 .72 .52 .72 I .73
04103/62 - I 350.6 1.67 1.22 .154 .138 .88 ,56 .90 I .7604169182 57,96 287.66 61,8
04't0/92 - 34/16/82 75,30 !322,96 29,8 80,4 .84 1.18 .130 .138 .61 ,57 .74 I .76
,>;"-'!. _1/73/3_[ 61.1 i384.1 73.5 45B,9 1.20 1.18 .192 ,144 .?O ,58 .76 I ,78
I ,_ "',,9;/82 i _6,6 1440.7 61.8 515,7 1,09 1.17 .152 ,145 ,71 ,58 .94 I .28
"= . _ " _3..q 497.6 75,6 $91,3 1.33 1.19 .225 .154 .47 ,58 ,94 I .79
; _ "_ _!, _'_.5 j570"5 75,9 672.3 1.09 1,18 ,198 ,158 .82 ,60 .92 I .80
_ .! i5_0.6 65,5 737.8 1.31 1.19 .188 .162 .65 ,61 .78 I .80
33._ :, ...;! ) 1620.6 6 737.8 O 1.19 O .161 .16 ,60 1,00 I .80
105,_1,?? - :;_-:.:_,_%': ; _2e.B 0 737.8 O 1.19 6 .161 0 ,58 n , ,cJO
' ; 737.8
36"? 32 _,;/[_: ?. I 626,6 0 237.8 0 _.t9 0 .L6 0 .57 " 'l ,79
.)_ _,82 _rZO/B2I 0 1320.6 0 1.19 .t6 0 ,55 I .29
- i 06/21/82 061271821 0 I 620.6 0 737.8 O 1.19 O ,16 O ,54 u .79
I' l.OO ,79
o6/20/R2 o7/o4/R210 I 620.6 0 737.8 1.)`9 .LG 0 ,53 - .70
i 07/05/R2 07/1_/82 R.5 I 629 12,2 750 1.4 1.2 .22 .16 ,_f_ ,53
':67/12/8z 07/18/R1 54.7 I 684 04.6 815 !..2 t,2 .22 ,|6 .82 .24 ,94 t ,80
i
: 0_/19/82 0712518; 26.3 I 718 29.2 844 L,I t.2 ,_.3 .t6 .87 ,55 .SR I .81
! 07/26182 O_/Ot/O2 41.5 I 751 53.7 888 _.3 1.2 .16 .L6 .85 .DR .88 I .8t
6R/02/82 08108182 63.5 I 815 64.0 962 L.O 1,2 .21 ,L6 .?g ,57 .93 I ,82
08/09/R2 08115/82 77,3 L892 91.0 1052 t.2 1,2 .29 .17 .04 ,58 .96 I .83
,)e/16/87 08!2:_.,82 22.0 I 914 12,2 tODD ,6 1.2 .04 .16 ,62 ,50 t,OO I .83
:_lP_: L'6127182 12.2 IB26 )`B.O 1081 )`,3 _.2 .OR ,t6 .33 ,Sin ,87 I .83
- : ,?,%_':3/_Z 99/05182 28/2 i 955 26.9 1108 L.6 _,2 ._O ,16 .25 .$8 .86 t .83
)_'9b/_? C'_112!8_ 54.4 _.009 65,9 ),?,74 t.2 _.2 .LB .),B ,6B ,59 .96 ] ,84
_'Ht3/82 09119182 20,9 1_030 2E,4 1|90 ),.1 ),.2 ,08 .),6 .DR ,59 .t I .B4
i 09120182 69/26/R2 2,3 I1032 .8 1197 ,3 1,2 .O)` ,15 .62 ,DO 1.00 ] ,84
09127/R2 )`Oi03/R2 $7.8 _090 74.4 1272 )`,3 1.2 ,3), .18 .17 ,60 .99 t .85
Total since _2CO _402 ._ ,5 ,83_'_ c_ptetlonii,
HMI/PER100
:i_:: t • PERIO0 TI_ _PLART r_T6R • _'-'_'!r_ool 0_,_P. mo. m_T
_" _tRT = i_AIRTENANCETIME
_06 • _06IFICATION _6 P_EPA_T16R _. P-R00 . _T
FOR $,OEDtALTEST TIRE
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During the overspeed incident investigation, it was found that the life of the
bolts in the rotor field _olnt at Station360 was considerablyshorterthan
predicted.This necessitateda change in.thebolts and the redesignof the Joint.
Unit #I rotor field Joint was rebuiltprior to being reinstalledafter the
overspeedincident,and the units #2 and #3 rotorswere removedand rebuiltin
June and July of 1982. Inspections,changes,and strain gage testingof selected
bolts to precludeand correctfai-tureshave contributedsigniflcantlyto system
downtime.
Hardwarefailuresare discussedin Section5.3 and falluressince resumptionof -_
operationson NovemberI, 1981 are summarizedin Table 5-7. The distributionof
failuresbetweenthe varioustypes of WTS componentsis shown in Figure 5-47 and
their relativecontributionto downtimeis shown in Figure5-48. In additionto
hardwarefailure;specialtests,Ioglsticsproblems,and utilityoutagesall
contributedto systemdowntime.Specialtests are an ongoingpart of the-wind
energy developmentprogramand includeaccoustlcaland electromagnetic'
interferencetests.A summaryof these i_t.__i_resented in Section3.5.
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Table 5.7. Maintenance Experience (Sheet 1)
I................. [- - I " _ULT--_Z_TF-...... I.....................
I PROELEH I UN%T I FA(LUREINDICATIONS I ACTIONTAKEN
IPressure regulator set I 3 [Gearbox pressure (ow IAdJusthd pressure regulator. Proble_
Itoo low I- i [appears eliminated
[ I I I
I I I I
IFaulty relay I 3 ICrack detection motor overload ]Relay replaced
I I Irelay tr(pped I
I i I I
IYaw programming function[ 3 Raw otl pressure low ISoftware change. (OR's F-53, F-49)
land yaw pressure ] I
['expected states" not ( (
Isynchronlzed In I I
Isoftwa_e, I I
I I I
IDefectlve fuse (fuse 2 IBlown fuse A-5 drawer IRepIaced fuse. No recurrence In 30
Iholder that caused the I Ihours operation.[fuse to overheat) I I
t I I
IReservotr slip ring 2 IPltch reservoir low Indication lUsed spare contactor
1brush b|ock I I
I I I
INrush b|ock worn (LSS 2 IHlcroprocessor getttng false IReplaced brush block. Cleaned con-
Isltp ring) due to arclngl is(ores on pitch system pressure Itacts and rings w(th ]sopryi alchol
land soft brush.Icaused by mlsal(gnment I I I
IActuathr gland seat 3 IPttch o11 level IBlade I & 2. 11 serratlon 8una-N
lieakCng on Blade P! I (seals reptaced by Improved 6 serratlonl
I I Ivlton seals
I I I
IFaulty card cage and 2 ICRT stops updating IReplaced AI drawer and XM_ard
Iconnectors in A! card i i
I I i -.
lincorrect l(ne drivers 2,3 ICRT falls to update IRep]aced AI card and problem did not
IprOvlded I Irecur.
I I I
IArcln 9 between adjacent 2 IP(tch pumpshuts down IReplaced brush block. Hod(fled brush
}rings due to accemu(a- Iblock to minimize graphite buildup.
Itlon of powdered I1n(tlated vendor testing of newbrush
Igraphite lblock materials
I I
! I
INIssing wire between 2 Longltud(nal vibration Inditer]on llnstalled mtss(ng wtre
I+ 15 VDCPo_er Supply I
lind card cage of A2 I
Idrewer I
l l
IFaulty A1card Z IYawpumpON/OFF.Trans(entswith IeeplacedcardI Isyste_ In STBY. i
l l l
INo(tswerenot tlghtenedl INolts loose. LSSforwardbear(ngIRethrquedboltsion lns_a(latlon Ihoustng l
t ) I
IOamagedO-rtngson 2 I_vdraul(coll leak nearhigh IeeplacedO-ringson mters and
_f(Iters Ipressure ftlter and at bleed off Ireplaced velves. Valves ex_lned at
l Ivalves Igoeing. NOIndication of leakage
l l l
IDa(active anemoaeter (- 3 IWInd speed anemometer reads half INepTaced anemometer, Sent to
I Iof true speed ISeattle for Investigation (NCR 1420)
I I I
IDefect(ve AX card 3 Ilnterm(ttent HPU IReplaced cardI I i
IFautty pump(PSR to be 2 IHPUpumpnoise on startup IRcplaeed pump
Iheld open unt(1 f4(lure I I
Ireport on pumpreceived I I
Ifrom vendor I I
I I I
IPoor toad distribution 2,3 IAft wind sensor bracket wld area IBraces added to WTS1,_,&3, Orawlng
Ipaths and Insufficient Icracked Irevistons released to fix _IS 5.
lweld callout on drawing I I
I I l
ISeml conftgurat(on and 2 IBlade #1 actuator IReplaced with Vtton N serretlon
Imatorlel$ tnade_ate I Iseals
I I I
IAI card loose In drawer 3 lGearbox pressure low Indication IRepos(t(oned connector holding
I I Iscrews to atlow deeper seating of
I I laird
t t t
I I I
I I I
I I I
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Table-5_7.. MaintenanceExperience(Sheet2)
t ....................... _ .... PAtA.T CABr5_r ....... T .............................. "_
II.............. PROBLEM URI_TI__ .... FA_I+LURn.INU|CATIOHS 11 ACTIONTAKEN "1-1
I I I
ITemporery wiring 2 IOn-ltne falisafe tripped IRe_oved wiring
linstalled for special I i
Itest I I
Ignspecifted 2 ILube oll radiator leaking [Investigation indicated leakage too
I Iminor to requtre corrective action
I I
1Overpressure spike on 2,3 Bru_t disc ruptures IBuret disc _Oved from vicinity of
,ackslde of disc when Iteeter brake to reduce sensitivity
teeter brake valve opens[ Ito teeter brake induced pressure
I Ispikes
Rtswtred sensors | 2p3 i|bratton Indications _Rod|fSed SWto instruct 14CUto
I Itgnore vtbrat+on indications when
I lln standby or tockdown unless three
I Itndtcattons ere gSven, Corrected
l |wiring assoctated_tth sensors,
I I
Incorrect seals on I 2,3 ILSg bearing seal IReplaced fore and aft LSS beartng
L, Ibeartngs I I Iseals on IfTS 3 and forward beartng
I 1 I Iseat on I_TS2 with longer seals.
, , ..pro.d,hate.at,ontn.ruc*,un, tt I I IOthlr seats to be replaced as parts
) I I Ibecome available.
I I + I
_Pressure sag th rotor _ 2 _tOt bra_+e tucked tndt<:a_.ton _SMChange ¢Guse'+sys_el_ to _gnore
._ Ibrake _drautlc circuit I I Itemporary sags when rotor brake
Idurlng yew l I Irelease occurs st_taneously with
: I I I lyaw operation
t I I I
I8otts were probably not 3 lYaw parking brake IReterqued and subsequently monitored
Itorqued on tnstailstlon I ]weekly for one month with no Indica-
I I Ilion of further loosening.
I I I
iOverheated due to ¢lose 2 i28 VDCpower supply letted iHeet deflectors added to al1 ufllts
Iprexlmity to ICU I Iby PRR078
"' I heaters I I
I I I
I$otder cownecttons on 2 [tESS return valve Intermittently IPRR 0_ wttt replace _th crimped
IIESg return valve wt11 Icauses blade postttoe to wander Iconaecttons
,+ leGS sustain toads I I
I I I
|Orng broke I_using _ 2,3 [Y_ drag caliper mlGatigned IE_tenatve testing his tndtcttad that I
_ loot adequately shtmed I lyaw drag brakes can h,, eliminated
Ion tessellation I Ifree configuration with no toss of+
I I Icapabtllt)'
" I i I
ICRT keyboard contact 2 ICRT tn tower base does not IReplaced 510 on AS card
:" Ipounc* Irespond to Command i
I I I
+_ ITeeter brake mount 2 IF2OEB - Pitch hydraulic pressure Itestlng underway to ddteraiwe
Sbo_ts fa$11ng |1o_ duo to sheared hydraulic Heastbt_lty of _elette_l teeter
T I Illne. Excessive wear of brake Ibrakes. Interim disposition te to
]dt sable cap
"" lines (PRR-OgZ).
1 IlPadS observed Ib,ydraulictaetar brakes add
ICycltng of oil tempori- IP2062 * Gearbox otl pressure tow IPropose to reset pressure switches
Iture regulator causes lindIcatfons. Appears to be lind ttme delays to alloy the system
Idrep tn pressure Irelated to tempereture fluctua- lit1 to recover free regulator
+ Itlons requiring bypassing or Icycllng. Propose to change software
|cycling otl through the coottng |so _at shutdown Initiated b_ the
Iloop Iprlscry pressure switch is a self
I IclesrIng fault. Testing completed SOlI [evaluate lbOVe. PAR-OR7tn prngress.I| t |
generator bearings 2.3 FOIB2 - Generator bearing tempere-IGeneratar bearing lube systwn I
Ifelltng prwnlturet¥ Iture high indication. 011 leak detamined to be Inedequeta at very I
I lit aft generator blaring. 011 Ilow RPK durlflg etertup. Mewtube I
I Idlscolored. Iconfiguratton eatebltehe4 end tossed I
I l Ib_supplier..e__ubeo. sol.tea, lI I IPRR-082 In progress. I
I I I I
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Table5.7. MaintenanceExperience(Sheet3)
...... FAtalT _D£ +/ .............
+ I'HOBLIH .... UNIT f AILIIR[ IHBI£ATIOH_ .. ACIl()m TAE.EH.......
_flknP_n L,_ 2Dbb - Pli_ hydrauli( pressure [nqhtepriug anJlysi_ In BPOgpOSSl
lOW tAdJcatlOn_ flPdr tr+flSltion InstrumiPntdtlt)fl to be installed
to speed E(InLFuI in startup, to imedSUrebldde Cunlmdfld.
£xcessive mear of 2,3 Spurious fault Indications, Brush pressure reduced on replace-
sIJp Ping brushes _£(umu_atiofls of +lJv(+r graphite ment brushes. Hewbrush material
dust found In slip rings, 5harts being tested h_ minufactgrer,
Loused by arcing of silver Honitorlng brush block wear every
graphike dust. tt)D hours. PRB-Ogt in progress.
Control system over I,Z,3 fflOfl2 . Gearbox oil lave] low Control system modified to Insert
sensitive to gearbox indication, oil level 0K a one second time delay in stgna_
ell revel sen+or +fl order to avoBd shutdowns +or
lntermtltent oil level low Indica-
tions probably caused by nOISe In the
control system, Testing underway to
verify fix.
Control system timing 2,3 FOBB5- Fatlsafe tripped, Fail- Engineering analysis in progress.
mismatch associated safe Is resetable at CRTwhen It
with fallsafe tripped _bould require a manual reset
indication at the nacelle,
Bearing seals on LS$ 2,3 jvi.+, observation _utstde seal on forward bearingleaking _odified to include third se41.
_onttoring to verify fix.
Unknown 1,2,3 IFBOB5- Generator circuit Engineering analysis in progress,I breaker open, no relay flogs Possible cause is incorrect _e_tlng
dropped of relay fie 9 trip points.
Loose connection on 3 F4OB6- 505 change in power out- lightened connection+ +.
power trahSducer put+ but power ts steady
Power instabilities 1 PdOB6- BO_change in power out- Problem Is related to operat!ng
but (power unreasonableness). _ear the maxtflumCp curve at wind
2 38085 - Generator circuit speeds close t_ the rated power
breaker open. transition point. Blade positions
F8086 - Overspeed indication _n the wrono side of the maximumCp(also associated with quill :urve result in power oscillations,
theft coupling slippage), te_purory ft_ Is to operate off of
Power oscillations observable the maximumCp curve dt the trdflsl-
power output data strlpout. Lion. Software patch Implemented
[DR-73). Subsequent tests lndlchte
i_pr_ve_nt. Engineering ena_yltt
tn progress on final fix.
SKFcoupling slip rlng l :8086 . Overspeed indications, :ouptng slips when subjected to the
_arks On coupling and qutll the p_r oscillaLIo_ described
shaft Indicate relative _tlon, above (HTS 2 coupling does not
sip under the sameosc aliens .
MTS 1 restricted to operations In
WtA_ beto_ 2glogh. $_F caps tO
Inspect coupling and assist In
deveIopment of final fix.
Hydraulic oll drains 3 :gOB5 - Pitch hydraulic pressure Karma1 _eepa_e through the ptlo_
from hydraulic pressure tow Indication prior to break, operated check valve and the
lines when rotor parked away teeter brake release valve drains
vertical the pressure line, During the
I_ltlel stages of stcrt_p the
control system detects low pitch
pressure before the hydraulic
pumps can pressurize the line.
Soft,are change to he tncor_orated
which Ignores the pitch pressure
low Indication until the blades
achieve brehkaway.
Yaw drive halts loose 2,3 Inspection Yawdrive bolt torque checked at
regular Intervals. Engineering
analysis In progress for final fix.
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Table5-7. MaintenanceExperience(Sheet4)
I I FAULT_O_S'I [ I
I PROBLEN I UNIT fAILURE IROICATIORS I ACTIONTAKEN Ii I t i
lair leeks tn rotor 2 F2OR3 - Blade cracked todtcetlon 1Sealant around toe hydraulic line
with no detectible cracks Ipeoetratton through the station
11248 r h found toektnfl, Sealant was
lre'_rked. Engineering analysts tn
1progress to determine if due to
Isealant deterioration er--L_[ttal
Ilnstolletton,
I
IENrgenc¥ accumulator 1,2,3 F4OB2 - Pitch emergency eccueu- IAccumuletor precharge menitorod
precherge leektng Ilator precharge low indication. Ifroqoentlx. investigation tnittotedto d tom|ne source of leek.
I I i
1360 Joiet holt ;'_-turesl 2,3 INodse tn rotor, erokee belt ]Bolts changed every see hours. 360
I Ifound .... IJelnt rework scheduled for unlts 2 end
I __ _ _ ] __ J3 (PRR-067). Bolt enelysts Investt-
] I Iget|on continuing. Unit I bolts
I I Itnstremnntod to verify Jelnt rework.
I I I
IRetor ml_ent flews 2,3 IX-ray end dye penetrent IRework of unit 3 by manufacturer
Iheve been detected tlnspectlons, 1scheduled for 5-28-82. Interim
[which are greeter then I ]lnspecttee ef untt 2 conducted on
Iolloweble I 14-29. Ontt 2 rework scheduted_
] I lepproxtmatoly 7-1.
IGIn pole backstay 1 IStroctu_l failure IBeckstoy redeslRned and retrofitted
Istructvrel failure I Ion untt 1. Units 2 end 3 to be
[ I Ischodul od,
I I I
IUekoown 2 ICRT recycles but does not print IUnder tnvesttRetlon
I words on screen ]
I I
IWIrtng error tn latorelJ 2_._ Spurious lateral or tongltodleel ISystem desensitized to ignore
land longitodlnel I vibration dedications Ivtbretion Iodlcettons for first
vibration sensors t 1.3 sac. to avoid shutdowndue to
I Inotse In system, Longttodteel end
]letttodlnel vibration sensors rewired
Iper drowtng correction,
I
I
1Data pl3_.ems_ 3 |nstronntotlon data strlpouts IDeto problem_ LatCh operating
I Iodiceth blade not 1ltcMng. ]nometly.
I No blade tip diffooenttal fault I
I Indications. I
i I
IUhool oe Operetleal 3 F4084 o Generator filled to IRopleced operational encoder drive|encoder merle9 1synchronise. Iwheel with Iwrdeoed wheel, Chenued
[excessively I Isoftwere to adjust speed control
I lset point to oRtlMze probeblll_
I Iof F being in 1traits wtth roem for
I Iwoer-tn ef irneel,
I I
I I
IIRU card carlo does ISpurlous fault codes ISpere card care on order for _TS 3.
inca grip card securoIx I [Card retathers to be tncorporJtod
Ionoegh to assure 9ood [ Itn desire.
Icentich I I
I I I
t I I
I- I i
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I..................... T...... r ..... -FAUkT-CI_[S7_....... _ .................................
PROBLEN t UNIT I fAILURE INDICATIONS I ACTIONTAKEN
IProm sockets In A] cordsl IXA! card exhibits intermittent IReplacement XA! cards and extra
Jwaor from repeated I Ioporat, lon, Ispares on order.
I remove| s/retnstal lattonsl I I
I I
Nurnod brush bIocl_ 3 IF2OB3- Blade crack detected - IChan_ed brush blocks.
contacts Ino crack exists. I
I I
Burst discs rupture 2 IF4OBG- Pitch system fault. IOeletln9 burst disc. In_tetltn R 300
3 IF2OU5 Pitch hydraulic pressure IPOl re|lef valve (PRR-OP6).
liow. I
I I
Defective IESS valve 2 ILInabto to reach breokawoy - FG tReplaced lESS valve.
Ifuso In A-5 drawer blown, 15-6-8L).
I I
Blade does not go to Z IFNOB4 - Nlade tip differential IProbtem found to be a piece of metal
[feather llndicatIon Idebrts which shorted the pitch :
t I position potentlemethr, Design changoJ
I I lib process to odd protective enclosure
I I laround potontlometer (PRR-094).
t I I
I I I
ILeak In yaw brake area 2 IObservatton IProblee found to be leaking bleed
I I Iplugs_ Plugs replaced. ,t
I I I
IUttllty power voltage 2.3 IF4OB4 - Generator failure to IChanged synchronizer AY to 4 volts.
Ifloctuatlons greater Isynchrontze lndlcat.lon ofter I
I than expected I I
I I I
IFallsefe encoder 1.2.3 IF20B6 - RPHerror indication. IProblem found to be enroder altgn=ent. I
I IVlsual Inspection of coupling. ICoupltngs removed and replaced and ..
I I lencoders realigned.
1 I I
I I I
IOefocttve chip tn the 3 ISubsystem startops occur during I Rovedand replaced chip P3 o, the
: IXAI card INCUpower-up sequence. Lass of I' I card.
lemnual control.
L
\
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Spare parts shortageswere the primarylogisticsproblem.While spare parts were
generallyavailablein Seattle,when parts were neededat the site, a day was the
minimum responsetime achievable.In March 1982, facilitiesfor spares storage
were obtainedat the site. This greatlyreducedthe downtimeassociatedwitk
lack of spares.In addition,there were failureswhere spar_swere not in the
warehousebecausethey had never been orderedor had been used and a replacement
had not arrived.One exampleof this was the actuatorseal replacementon unit #3
which requireda weeks downtimewhile the actual task of seal replacement
took two days. The spare actuatorseals had been used on unit #I and replacements
had.not arrivedwhen needed.
Utilityoutagesalso contributedto systemdowntime.While most outageswere
attributedto faults on the utilitygrid and/or scheduledmaintenanceof the
line, severaloutageswere caused by prob.lemsat the on-sitesubstation. 0he of.......
these resultedfrom a ground squirrelworkingits way into the cunnection
vault in the substationand causinga fault.A change to the designof the vault
cesolvedthis problem.
While there have been a considerablenumberof problems,much of the downtimehas _
been associatedwith recurringproblemsfor which fixes were not yet implemented.
Over 70% of the downtimeresultsfrom recurringproblems.As the causesof these
i failuresare found and.resolved,the performanceof the machinesis steadilyimproving. This is discussedfurtherin Section5.5.3.
! 5.5.2 Maintenance
E
_ 5.5.2.1 MaintenanceExperience
) The maintenanceactionsaccomplishedat the site have ranged frommajor repairsof
I unit #I, (afterthe overspeedincident)to the samplingof hydraulicfluid as partof a scheduledtwo-monthmainte anc acti n.All requiredactivitieshave been
-- completedwith no major problemsencountereddue to the elevatedlocationof the
nacelleor lack of adequatespace for maintenanceor repair. Transportationof
tools and parts to the nacelleis easily accomplishedby use of the towermanlift
or a pulley and bucket system riggedin the tower.In addition,transportationof
large or heavy items to and from the groundhas been accomplishedusing the
monorailmountedhoist throughthe aft nacelledoor.
The time requiredfor maintenancetasks has generallybeen close to the estimated
i|:i" value. For example,changingan actuatorseal requiredapproximately16 hours andthree men_ The predictedrequirementfor this task was 16 hours and two _n. While
,. experienceshows that three nw_nwill alwaysbe requiredfor safe completionof thi.s
task, as a crew becomesexperiencedin the riggingand operationof the rotor
access device it is expectedthat the time requiredfor the task will be 10 to 12
hours.
!
A typicalexampleof a less major maintenanceactivitywas replacementof an "0"
i ring in the yaw hydraulicsystemvalve manifold.A similaractivitywas predicted
F to require9 manhoursfor a mature systemwith experiencedmaintenancecrew. The
task actuallyrequired13.5 manhoursthe first time it was done. Again, it is
reasonableto believethat the mature system predictionis achlevableas experience
is gainedby the crews.
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One area where significantlymore manhours are requiredthan the predictionis in-
scheduledmaintenance.The presentdocumentedrequirementsfor scheduled
maintenanceare 270 manhourswhile the originalmaintenanceanalysisof mature
productionin large farms predicted72 manhours.The tasks requiredare shown in
Table 5-I_,It is expectedthat as confidenceis gainedin the WTS subsystemsthe
frequencyof many of the scheduledactionswill be reduced,In addition,as the
design is matured,subsystemsrequiringexcessivescheduledmaintenancecan be
modified to reducethi_ requirement.The impactof this increasedscheduled
inainL{:llanceon systenlpower output is not as significantas an equal amount of
unscheduleddowntimebecausea large percentageof-the scheduledmaintenanceaction
can be completedduring low wind periods,Experienceat Goldenda-lehas shown that
activitiescan be scheduledaroundwind availabill_ relativelyeasily.
Data gatheredduringthe disassemblyof unit #1 followingthe overspeedfurther
supportsthe accuracyof maintenancerequirementestimates.A comparisonof the
estimatedand actual,times requiredfor varioustasks is shown in Figure 5-8A.
ml i i
Malnt#nance Time.to co(nplete
mannoure [nours!
Analysis Actual Analysis- Actual
estimate experience estimate experience
Prep fo" rotorremoval 48 60164 16 16116
Elotorremoval 56 88188 8 618
Prep for nacelleremoval 48 30 16 8
Nacelle removal 72 80 8 8
Teeter bearin_ removal 4B 60 8 24
' ¢:,.T Tip separation.frommkt 64 40 16 8
Actuator seal change 32 4B 16 16
HPU "0" ringchange 9 14 6 7
Two month scheduled 19 24132 10 11113
Six month scheduled 32 "18184 20 22136
Figure 5.49. MaintenanceTime Comparisons
5.5,2,2 Special Maintenance Tool,.
The special tools developed for HOD-2_intenance are shown in Figure 5-50, Host
of the tools specially designed for use on the wind turbine have been utilized as
part of the _S maintenance. This equipment has functioned w_.ll, particularly the
rotor access device and drive train position and lock tools which have been used
frequently. The rotor access device has been used for changing the actuator seals,
_" inspecting the tip area hydraulics, and inspecting the crack detection sealant. It
¢
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• Rotor lock-assembly
• Rotor positioner
• Teeter positioner and lock assembly
• Rotor accessdevice (Spider staging)
• Rotor tip positioner and lock assembly
• Rotor tip removal set
• Gearbox tool set
• SKF coupling tool set
• NCU field test unit (FTU)
• Hydraulic oil samp/Engkit
Figure 5-50. Mod-2 UniqueMaintenanceEquipm=?nt
functionsextremelywell, requiringthree men approximatelyfour hours to rig and
has been used successfullyin winds up to 30 mph; however,maintenancecrews feel )
that 20-25 mph is the maximumcomfortableworkingwind speed.The drive train
positionand lock tools and the rotor accessdeviceare shown in use in Figures
5-51 and 5-52 respectiNely.Other tools and test equipmentrequiredfor maintenance
are shown in Table 5-9.
The gearboxmaintenancetools were used to disassemb'leunit #1 gearboxfollowing
the overspeedincident.They worked very well, with a completedisassembly
inspectionand reassembyof the gearboxaccomplishedin less than a week.
The rotor,positionand lock tools are used frequentlyto positionand secure the
drive train for maintenance.The originalplan was to have one set of this equip-
ment for each WTS cluster.It is now felt that consideringthe-frequencywith
which they are used, this equipmentshould becomean integralpart of each WTS.
5.5".2.3MaintenanceManuals and Training
A MOO-2 Operationsand MaintenanceInstructionManual (Reference4) has been
preparedand is in use for maintenanceat the site.The manual containsa system
descriptionas well as sectionson scheduledmaintenance,trouble-hootlng,changing
components,maintenancetool requirements,systemoperations,and component
adjustmentand test. Data suppliedby the vendor for approximately50 major
subassembliesand componentsare includedas appendicesto the basic manual. The
manual was first issued in Decemberof 1980 and has since been updatedto reflect
changes in systemconfiguration,and to incorporatechangesresultingfrom field
use.
The manualwas used as a trainingaid in the operationsand maintenancetraining
course conductedfor BonnevillePower Administrationpersonnel.This four-week
course consistedof both classroomand field work. Topics coveredincluded:
principlesof WTS operationand design,a detaileddescriptionof all wind turbine
systems,proper use of all uniquemaintenanceequipment,safetyaspectsof
operationand mclntenance,troubleshooting,and scheduledmaintenancerequirements.
Emphasiswas placedon safe operationsand maintenanceof the machines,and
personnelwere qualifiedin the use of the "rescumatlc"emergencyescapedeviceby
a short trainingJump. BPA personnelwho will be primarilyresponsiblefor
maintenanceof the systemshave been assistingBoeing crews in the maintenanceof
the units, thus supplementingthe formaltrainingclass.
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High $peed.dlaft
brake-disc
L
az_embiy
Electric
motor
i!
Motor
Figure 5-51. Rotor Positioner and Lock Installation
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Figure5.52. Rotor AccessDeviceInstallation
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Table 5-9 Special Support Equipment
Pu_raph
R.1 Rotor lock 03_490(X)6-1 8 _in_ .... &1.1 PosRtlwlock of rotor/drive ;rain
almrnMy duringmalnter_r_l
R.2 Rotor po_tionor 0Q2.eIKX_04-1 aocinl 8.t .1 To manuallymute andportion
ro_x/d_Jve_'aln
R.3 Toctw paltloner 032490002.1 Boeing 8.1.2 Manujlly poslUonand le_Jre rotor
andlock In teoter axb
R-4 ROWrtip p_J. rn24gQO09-1 Booing let.3 ManuMrypQeitionand.NQJreblade
_oner and lock tip
R.6 Rotor tip 0_2.49QQ03-1 Boein9 8.1.4 Blade tJp._eplJocment
_ovM mt
R4 HoIItlnq and A_..4_b( S_Jng 8.1.5 Componentremov|l and ins1_l.handllnl equip, (B_) latfon
R.? Rot_ m 032490001-1 Bocln9 8.I.R InspocUon/maJntenanocof rotor
devkm (Spider) lumbly
R.8 Gin pole _ASee_AppcmclIx(N_;_.)8_l 8.1.12 Rotornlmovala_ irdrtelletion
G-1 Ge_X to_ _dmA_plndIv Oc_em9 8.1.O Gearboxrepair
mt A.23 IS_l-t..svatl
G-2 . SKFc0upllne SetAppendlx 8_ein9 8.1.8 A_aoh/det_LSSihccuplin9
mt A.21
C.1 NCU fhddt_n 0_2.490910.1 Boeing. ILI_) Test andtr_Jl_oor NCUmicro- .
unit Rr_sof asternbly
M.1 Ol{14t_ kit. I(]_l_.d_l 1-I Bocin9 st1.7 Drawpil_h hydreuligoil sempie
M-2 P_rl:_bl_lit AvMleble 8,1.t 1 Provide¢_mpnmedair scarce
_mp_socr I_dly
M-_ ._ey_anti© le_tc_ Avsittb_ ILl,1 t Or_n, purgeandrefill pitch or yew
kit I_Iy hydraulicsymml
M-4 Nit_ol_l dlergln9 Avldleble 8.1.11 Recher_nghydtmuli¢$_Jmuletonktt k_y
M-_ Portable Avlillbie 8.1.11 Providewnd)lrd_l wh;leworking
m_41i_ Ic_dly . insiderotor
M-e L-_4 mppor_ Avt,|b_ 8.1.11 Se_ng tube_t _ g_erb_x.
kit locally t._ beerinlpandgenerator
M-? RdlN/brocker Purchi &l.I 1 ServicingGE ndl_ end breaker
mointanm_ eqv_. _11y
MdS Mein_ equip. Av_ilel_ ILl .I 1 Trovbl_'.hoorin9|nd repairof ele¢.
eke._rk41 locally Ixlcel/c_'z_'olsystems
M.ll GeneralI_rl_ll Avl_leble __ Generalma|nten|nce
lit IOOCIIy
_te.1U Conv_nkmo_equip. Availeb_l __. Gor_al useduringmlinmnan_
laddm. Pcr_bb Io_
M,_ Tlih_t -- _vll|ill]le __ _14_n_l vdf.d _N 10 f_ltt
Iocdy heeding
M_14 _4_voanlly_ M0dei SA-2 ACS 8.1.1.1 Tntlng pitch tervovalve
hydmup,_
M-16 Op_..M Avall_e _ Trotd_eshoo_ngRPM tr_c_er
"_;h_net0r I_olly sy_t
M,16 r_ i/ldiGe_or Avldidekl _ Geoc_II_u_e_i_mi_nter;ance
_ty
seerefe_moc4.
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Availabilityof the MOD-2 units has been trackedto assist In evaluatingmachine
performance. Two methodsof computingavailabityhave been used. The first presents
the percentageof the time the turbinecould have operatedif wind and crews were
available.;t is computedusing the equation:
A = Period time - Downtime where
P_riod llme
Period time is all time that operatorswere availableto monitorthe machinesand
downtimei_ any time the machineswere not capableof operatingduring the period.
There are three categoriesof downtime: These are maintenance,modificationsand
specialtests.
The secondmethod of computingavailability,known as adjustedavailability,
attemptsto determinewhat the availabilityof the machineswould be if no
modificationsor specialtests associatedwith the developmentof the machineswere
beinq conducted.The equationused for this calculationis:
A = Period - (Downtime)
Period - Modificationtime - SpecialTest Time
This "adjustedavailability"more closelyrepresentsthe capabilityof the MOD-2
WTS after the initialcheckoutand test periodin which hardwareand software
modificationsare correctinginitialdesigndeficiencies. Adjustedavailability
also eliminatesfrom period time, all downtimefor specialtests such as evaluation
of noise,TVI, and wake effects.
Typical examplesof modificationand specialtest time are shown in Figure 5.53.
Rotor360 joint changez
LSSbearingsealmodifications
Gearboxmodifications.
Generatorbearingmodifications
_ Controlsystemimprovernentz
LSSnoiseinvestigation
Slipringinspectionandtest
Yawdragbraketest
Teeterstopbumpertest
lESSharneamodification
BrushbioGkmodification
Servevalvehameamodification
Specialtesl:z
Figure 5-53. Typical Modifications
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Period time in both of these equationsrepresentsonly the time crews were avallable
at the site since the machineshave not yet been clearedfor completelyunattended
operation. In addition,periodtime does not Includetime the machineswere down
for--mod.lficationsfol1-_win9the overspeedincident.
The cumulativeavailabilityhistorytrendsare shown in Figure5-54 through5-57,
and monthlyaverageavailabilitiesare shown in Figure 5-68 through5-61. These data
are also providedi_ Tables5-I0 and 5-11._
The disconttnuityon these chartsbetweenthe end of May 1981 and October1981 is
the periodall three turbineswere shutdownas a resultof the overspeedincident.
The dip in the f_ur week availabilityof unit #2 (Figure5-55) duringJanuaryand
Februaryis the resultof the rotor Sta. 360 modifications.The zero availability
recordeddurin_March is the result of the generatorbearingmodification.The
affect of this periodon the adjustedand unadjustedcumulativeavailabL1itiescan
be seen in Figure 5-55. While the unadjustedavailabilityhas a dip in this period,
the adjustedcumulatlveavailabilityis not affectedby the modificationdowntime.
The av_llablIAtyof unit #3 was low duringlate 1981 and early 1982 f_r a variety #
of reasons.In December,the pitch actuatorseals were changedon both tips, and i_
January the rotor accessdevicewas used to changea servo valve.In addition,a tip
mountedIESS valve installedas a resultof the overspeedincidentdevelopeda poor
electricalconnectionwhich was repaired.These itemswere treatedas maintenance
time and resultedin decreasesin both basic and adjustedavailability.I_ March,
L basic availabilityremainedlow as a resultof rotor Sta. 360 joint modifications.
1,0
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Table5-I0, CumulativeAvailability
: Unit no. 1 Unit no.2 Unit no.3 All units
i _, 8NIo Adjusted BMI¢ Adjusted Blllo Adjusted Ballc Adjultsd
J_uw_/1961 .76 ,80 - - .75 ,80-
FebrUlry 1581 .74 .70 l l .74 .76
March15861 .09 ,78 - l .69 ,70
April 1961 .58 .72 .28 .40 - ,63 ,58
May 1581 .54 .72 ,80 ,72 .71 .80 ,67 .72
,._" Novemberlg81 - .§7 .68 .86 ,81 .58 .73
Oe(:ember1581 - .64 .74 .60 .73 ,S9 .73
' Jznua_/1582 - .§7 .74 .54 ,@B ,55 ,72
" February1962 - .45 ,73 .51 .72 ,60 .72
Msrdl 1582 .38 .73 ,88 .73 .49 .73
April 1582 ,§2 ,70 .45 .78 .el9 ,77 .53 .75
MW 1982 .63 .77 .49 .77 ,60 ,78 ,64 .78
June1582 .47 .06 .48 .77 .54 .7R .It0 .76
J_lly1582 ,§2 .71 .44 ,77 ,57 .80 ,51 .76
August1982 .53 ,73 ,47 .Tg ._ .82 .63 3e
September1962 .61 ,71 .48 ,79 ,60 .83 ,§3 .78
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Table5-f 1. Monthly AvNlebl/Ity
Unit no. 1 Un$tno,2 Unit no. 3 Artunttl
Bernie Ad)ultmd Belie AdJu=tld Se=lg Ad)u=tcd 8|llc AdJu=t0d
Januery1981 ,75 ,80 - . - ,75 ,80
February1981 .72 ,73 - - .72 .73
March1981 .58 .73 - .63 ,73
April 1981 ,22 .51 ,28 ,40 - ,24 .44
May 1981 .28 ,67 .92 .95- .71 ,90 .84 .90
Novemt_r1981 - .93 .92 ,77 .91 .98 .78
December1981 - ,79 .88 .32 ,42 ,52 ,a9
January1982 .28 .75 .34 .56 .31 ,92
February1982 .04 .42 .47 .81 .30 ,78
March-1(182 0 - .83 _ .75 ,44 .78
Apdt 1962 .S2 .79 .72 ,84 .87 ,84
May 1982 .S7 ,94 .64 .Sl .81 .88 .61 ,87
June1982 .24 .39 .91 .85 .2S .52
July1982 ,77 ,87 - - .78 .93 ,59 ,90
August1982 .55 .83 .92 ,91 .96 .99 .81 ,90
Segtemblr1_2 .42 .67 .53 .70 ,73 .99 ,57 .79
The overall contribution of the modification and maintenance actions since January
1, 1982 ts showntn Figures 5-62 and 5-63. These showthat 35% of the downtime in
this period has been caused by the $ta. 350 joi_t modification and the gener_tor
bearing problems. They also showthat recurring problems and modifications, for
which fixes have been implemented or are being developed, account for over 90% of
the downtime.
One factor in the improving availability trend during recent months has been the 24
hour manning of the site. This improves availability by providing rapid response
to fault shutdowns. An analysis of the impact of 24 hour manning at the site has
shown that tf the _chtnes were being operated in a commercial scenario for large
clusters with two shift on site coverage, and a two hour response delay on tile re-
maining periods the adjusted availability would decrease approximately 5%° Thts
relatively small contribution of 24 hour coverage, coupled with the improving
availability trend in recent months as operating time ts built on the machines and
the large availability impact of resolvable recurring problems provides confidence
that in a co_erctal scenario the predicted availabilities in excess of 90% can be
achieved.
r
c
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) Houri of Contribution
item downtlmL- to lostavallablllly
i 8Tk 380 Joint 1047.0 10.1
Generator beadng lube 498.0 4.8
8p40_411tests (TVI, 8ERI0eta.) 340.0 3.3
L88 beldno sails 82.0 0.8
Quill shaft coupling 68.0 0.6
Englneedng instrumentation- 154.0 1,5
Actuator aeala 48.0 0.6
Rotor wild Inspection 161. 1 6
_, Cotltrol system mode 55.0 0.5
LeE bearingnolle - 83.0 0.6
Rock anchor checks 91.0 0.8
_ 1 Yaw ddve fasteners 67.0 0.6 )
Other 208.0 2.8 -
2854.0 28.6%
_,!_ Figure 5.62. Modification Time I/1/82.10/3/82
" Hours of Contdbutlon
"- _ tO lOstF' : Item downtime
evollobmty
_-_.
UP8 chargingproblem 78.0 0.8
_-- Tooter bake 45.5 0.4
8ervo valve. 18.6 0.3
" 811pdng problems 388.0 3.1[
X ' lESSvalve wldng 20.0 0.2
I _'" Vibrationaenaom 20.0 0.3
_:E:- Yaw ddve bolt torque 23.0 0.3
i _ AI_ leak In rotor 37.0 0.4
Control system 88.0 0.8
Power inatobllltias 39.8 0.4
"_ Actuator teals 97.0 0.9;1
v: Ot_r recunklg probbma 170,0 1,81['-
_: ON-time failures 176.0 1.7
8chedulod m|lntenen_e 194.6 1.8
_k 1377.0 13.3%
' : Figure 6.63. Maintenance Time I/I/82, 10/3/82j;
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5.5,4 Spares
The MOD-2 sparesllst is shown in Table 5-12. This list has been continuously
updatedbased upon sparesusage at the site and modifications,to the system
configuration,This llst is the recommendedsparesinventoryfor the three unit
cluster.As the systemmaturesand the numberof units locatedIn a cluster
increases,it can be expectedthat the quantityof sparesrequiredper turbinewillde ,
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Table 5-12. Opurat!onal SparesRecommendations (Sheet I)
SYSTEM
F_N:J k_. PA_.r NdMkI'P MAH,_I'A. r,tRll_ DIS'RIPTI_N OIT M'P[_'*:_.',t.
45':,."aunt1! l I?HIA;,!]_ i I G.I. A:;Xl; ;ART BELAY PT_b
455,'U0_11 IRHMAII( r, U.(. AIr_[_lkR,r R[_AF :_1C_
455Z;aOFlll 12ICRSIAIA L.I, PH. SEQ. R L_'VOLT. R[=A,r BICO
4SBZD3F11| IZlJFSZAAA G.[. OYIR/IIN[]EN PREQ. RELA¢ GTCd
4552bUFII| IOSPl!_lq G.[. CIRCUIT BRKR, CONTROL SWITCII STCU
4SBZbOFI[I 643_rJZ (,.I, POXEN_IAL TRANSFORMEN S'[Cu
4SSZUO_Ill 700Xb3GI G.I. KllOH^T! HOUR_ETTR BTLO
4SSZODFIII Bs?-gBz,_-,_v_y £ROM_:TOR PHASI ;HIPI[H?. XC-ORMIR RTC.J
45B_'OUF|]I 8600K92OJI G.E. PHASE SOIFIING XFORMER OTCU
45520UFIII qFbU£JOU41J G.I . CURREN1 LINITIHG FUSE STC.u
45BZOUFIll BLIIPGBva4 G,[, [ IGH'_NING ARRESTER RICU
45520OF11] M-OIHX B[CK_ITH SYNC. CHECK RELA,r BTC_
455200F1 I1 M-Olq3 O[CK,_TH SYNCHRONIZING RELAY ETCU
455200FIII SIM TO 70UX_(,l G.E. KILOVAR HOURME,PER BTCU
4BB2OOFI 11 6AA26_UGI G,[, THERMOSTAT BTCU/GA;
455ZOOFIII 842I-3 G.E. FUSE HOLDER, Z-POLE, 2ROY, 30A BTCU/GA_
4SEBOOFIII AN-A.I6-250(KIT) G.E. RENEWALPAJ_TSSET, AIR C.B. BTCU/GAJ
4BSZOOFII] NA-4.16-ZSO-9H G.E. AIR CIRCUIT BREAKER BTCU/GAJ
455200Fl1I CAT _,9FeOBBO00! G.E. PRIMARY FUSE. PT BTCU/GA:
455ZOOF) | I 01-180I CHROMALkx SPACE HEATER RTCUIGAJ
42HOOOFO97 I82'3-I DHYER INSTR PRESSURE SWITCH CRACK OETECT
4Z8UOOFU98 L823-I0 OWNER IHSTR PRESSURE SW_TCH CRACK OETECT J
4ZBOOOP096 ZR9H-4I FISHER CNTL RELIEF VALVE CRACK DETECT 1
428000FOBB Z89L-Zl F]SHER CNIL RELIEF VALYE CRACK _£TEC,r
4,_SOOQFu93 95007-II CARGO'(RIPE OEHUM!D, AIR FILTER SET ERAC_' _ETECT
430GuoFO3B 6ZB13 ELECTROTE.£H SLIP RING MG3:_LE-1SS EPS
430000F03_ 62616 ELECTRO_ECII S_IP RING MO_.LiLE-LSS EPC,
4._O00uFO3t; 62B33 ELECTROIECd SLIP RING B'BLOCR-LSS [PS
43UUOUFU3_, 82844 ELEETROTECH SLIP RING .n'BLO£_.-1SS EPS
43UUUOFG3b 62813 ELECTROTEC_ SLIP RING B*RLOCK-LSS EPS
43000QF038 62B7_ ELECTR_TLCH SLIP RING B'BLOCK-VAW EPS
4300o0F03_ 62879 ELCCTRGTECH SLiP P|HU r_'ELOC_-YA_ BPS
430000FU_U 6Z_O ELECTROTECH SLIP RINS B'BLOCK-VAW EPS
43UUOOFO3E; 63017 ELECTROTELH SLIP RING S'OLOCK-YAW EPS
454ZOOFOGb 9T1303872 G.E. 4GO,r.,ZOBV_IZOY30K,rA XFORMER [PS
454ZOOF067 A|1-20-4B,r-C3 LAMAKCHE RA'_TERYCHARGER EPS
455ZIB_FIX7 N29TZSRSBJS'_bHP G.E. 41UOV/48OV ISOKVA ACCESS. POWER XFMA EPS
4ZOOUOFO06 8003 3SIR-A STAL-LAWAL SEALING RING G'ROX
430000F154 4-1194 HUNTERS FILTER ASSEMBLY G'BOX O_HJ
420000FOOG $911009-4 STAL CANAL BULBS G'BOX LoRE
430000F006 595-OZSH POWERS REGULATOR VALVE, NO. II G'BOX LODE
430000FOU6 700-239 POWERS THERMAL SYSTEM. REG, VALVE G'BOX LOSE
420000FO06 BOO4-1 I45-I SIAL -LAVAL TRANSFORMER G'ROX LORE
4zOOOOrO06 8004-1146-1 SIAL-LAVAL TEMP. SWITCH G'BOX LOBE
420OOOFOOo 8004-1146-2 SIAE-LAVAL TEMP. SWITCH G'BOX LoBE
4ZOOOOFOOO 8004-1146-3 SIAL-LAVAL TEMP. SWITCH G'BOX LOBE
420000F006 ROO4-II47-I STAL-LAVAL DIFF. PRESSURE SWITCH G'BOX LOBE
420000POOh 8004-1148-I STAL LAYRL PRESSURE SWITCH G'BOX LURE
420000FUOb BO04-IISO-I SIAL-l ANAL LEVEl SWITCH G'BOX LOBE
420000f006 8004-1166-A STAL-LAVAL LOGIC CIRCUIT BOARD G'BOX LOBE
4ZO00Q_-'OO6 8004-2454-i GTAL-1AVAL PP. RELIEF VALVE G'BOX LODE
4ZOOUOFOO6 8004-2454-|{KIT) SIAL-LAVA1 PRESSURE RELIEF YALYESPRING SET G'_X L_BE
4ZO000FO06 8004-24BB-I SIAL-LAYAL NOR-RETURN VALVE G'BOX LOSE
420OOOFOOb 8004-2476-1 SIAL-LAVAL CIRCULRT|OH OIL PUMP G_BOX LORE
4ZOOOOPOOb 8004-2477-1 STAL-LAYAL cUBE OIl PUMP G'BOX LOBE
4ZOOCKTFU:J6 80UA-ZAFO-I STAL-LAVAL SHAFT COUFi.ING G'ROz{ LURE
4_0000FOU6 0004-Z476-1 STA_-LA,rAt SHAFT CO'JPLING G'BOX LOSE
4ZOOOOFUHb 8004-1463-I STAL-LAVAL LUBE OIL PUMP MOTOR G'BOX LOBE
420000F006 BOO4-2484-I SIAL-LAVAL CIRCULATION Oil PUMPMOTOR G'BOX LOSE
4ZO00UFOO6 8004-1497-1 STAL-LAVA1 ELECTRIC HEATER G'BOX LURE
4?OOOOF'JO6 80O4-ZSO9.I STAr-LAYAL DIFF. PRESSURE SWITCH G'BOX LUSL
A3OOOOEIS4 8004-9BB6- I SIAL -LAVAL DEHUMIDIFIER 6'BOX LURE
4ZOOOOFOOb 94/34XS00 STAL-LAVAL FILTER CARTRIBGE-A[R VENT G'BOX LUBE
RZOOOOFOO6 B27 STAL-LAVAL OVERLOADRELAY G'BOX LOBE
42000UFOOB B27-I STAL-LAVAL OVERLOAORELAY G'BOX LURE
4_0000F006 GSTII-R-ZSM,r STAL-LAVAL FILTER CARTRIDGE, CUBE OIL -R[U$EABLE G'BOX LUBE
470000F006 IN-AGRR-BOO/SIII-R-Z5 STAL-LAVAL INSERT Ass'r, OIL FILTER G'BOX LOBE
4ZOOOOfOo6 L.S.-|6/L-IBG STAL-LANAI CORTACTUR G'BOX LORE
4ZOOOOTU06 I .S.-ZO/L-Z4G STAL-LRYAL CORTACIOR G'BOX LOBE
4ZOOUUFO_6 L.S.-36/t -44 TTAL-LAVA1 CORTACTOR G'ROX LUBE
4ZO000FOOB L.S.-6/L-1IGI 1 STAL-LAYAL CORTACIOR G'BOX LUBE
4ZO000FOOo RA-401012 SIAL -CANAL RELAY G'ROR LOSE
420000F 006 RAAUI615 STAr -1ANAL RELAY G'BOX LUBE
4ZO000FO06 SLFTARBZ-537 SIAl-CANAL O-RING, OIL FILTER, VlTON 179.3X5.7 IZ G'BOX lOBE
RZHOOOFUOG SLFTASS2-S43 SIAL-CANAL O-RING, OIL FILTER, VITON BOB.3XB,7 ).2 G'BOX LOBE
42000UEHOb T).bSI-430/T2901.-lO8 STkL-lkVkL COUPLING BOLT-SET FOR 800R-Z49O-A I G'BOX LURE
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Table5-12. OperationalSparesRecommendations(Sheet2)
SYSTEN
,I!,_/f_J_,,. _4 '-,t ORNITE RESISTOR GAd
4'.'..' ; .... ].' f.J'.;_4A G.E. LOSSOF [XC]TATION RELAY GAU
,t,...... / i _,',',I;, G.E, OIFFERENIIALRELAY GAU
.l'.h - : ';_,t i_.'_l G.E. LOCK-OUTRELAY(GCD TRIP RELAY( GAll
i .., G,E. AUXILIARYRELRI BAH. ..... : ".._ ,E, OVERCU REHILAY GAG
'......... ?'_t,w'...", G,E. OVERYOLIAGERELNY GAU
G.E. REVERSEPOWERELAY GAU
'; ,,,..... _.;,.._'.l_,_-_ G.£, OYERCURRENTRELAY GAG
4_LZOJ_J_ IZIRTS_A G,E. TEt4PER_TURN RELAY GAU
45%?00r_3 16_,_!_I G,E. C.B. CONTROLSWITCH GAd
.:.!.... - ,4_.;IAAA!_ G,E. ELAPSEOTIME METER GAO
_b_BL_,ai_J_}C, b_Lx}_S G,E. POTENTIALTRAN_-OPJ_ER C_k_
453200FPUu 6A42OGB)2 G,E. THERMOSTAT GAG
4532OUFGOU-- 7SOX|OGO G,E, CURREHT RAHSPOPJ4ER GAL
A532OOF000 ?5OXlO&O G,E, CORNER1TRANSFORMER BkO
4_320_OOO 84]1-3 G.E. FUSEHOLDER,E_POL£, 2BOY, 30A GAJ
453200fOOO 9TSBB2804 G,E. TRANSFORMER GAU
4,J3ZOOrOOo CRPOSAO,J2 G,E. CONTACTOR GAU
4S.SZO_Fu,tO GNZUSJdU?_A G,E. EXCITERFIELD CONTACTOR Gs.U
453200EOOU IG3655AJOO4 G.E. POWERFACTORRELAY DAU
453700FUJU NoIUO4_'SXXZC WEST[NOHOUSE O]DOE GAU
4SLZO_FUO0 R6110425XXZC WESTINGHOUSE DIODE C._U p,z/,-, &
4S_ZG_TOOO SCP_SQG-60 DASLER POWERpACTOE-CONTi_ILLCR GAU .li_,
453200EuO0 SR4A3BOIO? OASLER VOLTAGEREGULATOR GAg
4S3BOOFOOO XL3IKS_|,BA4-BI" S,C. wATTTRANSOUCER GAU
AZOQOQ_G_)B _BIAZL/ _CLOI% E_.CITr.RS_JRGES_PPRES_R GENERATOR
N?OOOOFO09 GOOSG4:3 BELOIT BRG. SHELLASSY. (EXCITER END( GENERATOR
4_000OC009 O_S_I3 BELOIT BOG, SHELLROSY, (ORIYE END( GENERATOR
e_2OGOC_90B OI03Bb35-OOBIAS88 OHIO|1 EXCITERDIODE ($TO. _.ARITY) _ENERATOR
420000F009 01039636-008|4589 BELOIT EXCITEROIOOE (REVERSEPOLARITY) GENERATOR
420000_U.39 CAT_BSR, TYPEB30_ UNITEDELECT GEH. BRG. OVER/HNOERTEMP. SWITCH GENERATOR
4ZOUOU_OUH O7_BIOuI IOL_YIC ORAXE LINING SET HSS
421011-OGI 10923-00 REXHORO BOLTS-LONG HSS
4Z_Ol i-Obl _gSq REXHORD DISC PACK HSS
4ZiOtl-o01 _6097-O0 REXNORD BOLTS 24 HSS
420000P0_8 FSA40H TOLOMA11C CALIPERASSY, ROTORBRAKE HSS
4_IO!?-O!B 032-421017-18 SEAWEST ROLLER,PRIMARYENCOOER INSTR
41ISOOFOII |308-OO63 SPECTROL POSITIONPOTENTIOMETER,MODEL308 INSYR
4_IOlZ_OBI 70LOIN-_O4B-O-I-O-A LITTON OPTICALENCODER,FAILSA_E INSTR
A_IO_ZTOZO TOLDIWBO_JO-O-l -O-A LITTON OPTICAL EN_OOER [WSTR
454]UU_144 800TE14A ALLEH-READ INTROSIONSWITCH INSTR
4II_UOFOZ_ BTIEA-|B2 ROSEHOLINT ICE DETECIORSENSOR |NOTE
_,-_',_JOr_I_ _353_,6_ VIB_TRICS YISRPTION SENSOR IRSTR
430uuu_04S WIOZ P,'OC WEATHERHEAS WIND SENSOR IHSIR
43|_JIBFOS3 lI4ZK%3 NCMASTERCAR SIGHT GAUGE LOSBEGS
_ ',_ : 03_-_,.'_ 5-1 CHICAGO RAWH Oft SLAt LOS ORBS
4ZlGIJ-? OJZ-RZlOI_-2 CHICAGORAWH OIL SEAL LOS BEGS
4Z1013-3 03Z-421013-3 CHICAGORAWH OIL SEAL LSS BRGS
421013-4 032-AZIUI3-4 CHICAGORAWH WEARSLEEVE LSS BEGS
4ZIOI3-5 032-421013.S CHICAGORAWH _EARSLEEVE LSS BRGS
421013-6 032-421013-6 CHICAGORAWH _AR SLEEVE LSS ORGS
431012FOTO 44SOK30 MCMASTERCAR BREATHERFILTER LOSORGS
4SIOI2F02_ _04-3B-87 PROTECTGNTL THERMOSTAT-OPERATIONAL LSS BEGS
43101BF046 5004-35-88 PROTECTCNTL THERNOSTAT-PAILSAFE LSS BAGS
431012Fg4A FS-GKR-IN APPLETONELE GASKET LSS BRGS
4310uG-OI 2-04B-0352 AAR FIRE EXT CYLINDERg'I40 • HALONI301 @BOOPSI NACELLE
RLEOOH.OI Z-OBI._IR AAAFIRE EKT SOLEWO_.OP;LOT YA_VEASSY- E4-Y.-OC NACELLE
43OOOOF107 207SKI6 MCMASTERCAR FAN-NO3COOLIHG NACELLE
431L10_-01 JO41-ZR _)OHNSONCOHT _dROKEDETECTOR,PHOTOELECTRIC NACELLE
$,31_5_ 60_b'3_ WEATHCRM£A$ ON-ICING LAMPASSERBLY HACELLE
4300UOFBO_ /i-BoOR EO&G POWER TRANSPORMER(TE) NACELLE
43UVUV_._03 7;-ZOI_ EG&G RELAY, SPOT(KZ,K3) NACELLE
43D_OEZO) _T-ZGI_ _G|G CAPACITOR(El) HRCSLLE
430000F203 77-204U EG&G FUSE, FNQ,IO (P_( NACELLE
43GOUOF204 77-21?3 EG&G FLASHTUBEASSY (Vii NACELLE
43000GP_04 77-_29Z EG&_: SOCKET,PLASHTL/BE(SVI) NACELLE
43GOOOF203 ?1-2365 EG&G FUSE, Ik, SLOBLO(FI,FS,FB) NACELLE
430GUOFB03 77-E605 EG&G TIMING e. TRIGGERP,CO. [AI) NACELLE
430000EZ03 77-26Z4 EGBG TRAHSPOPJ_ER,L,V. LOGIC(TIE NACELLE
430000r201 12-E67_ EGt_; SYNCTINING & DRIVERPCG (AI) NACELLE
43GOQOF_03 _7-B7LO EGBG RELAY,DPOT(R4( NACELLE
430000KZ03 77-27S2 EG&G HIGH VOLTAGENGOULE(CR|) NACELLE
4SOGOOFB03 77-279B EG&G CARACI TOE (C2) NACELLE
4300_Z03 77-Z796 EG&G CAPACITOR(C3( HACELLE
A3OOOOFP03 77-2797 EGOG CAPACITOR(C4,C5( NACELLE
43000UF203 71-2974 EG&G FUSE, l132A, SLOBLO(F3,F4( NACELLE
_30_0P_03 77-_8T_ EG&G RELkT, CORTACTOR(_t_ HACELLE
4SO000FBO3 77-29E8 [GSG RESISTOR(RB) NACELLE
430000F204 71-2951 EG&G TRIGGERTRANSFORMERASSY(TIE NACELLE
R3OOGOFBOI 77-3041 EGEG RELAYSPOT(RI,I_2,KS.KG,K7) RACELLE
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Table5-12. Operationa/SparesRecommendations(SheerS)
DYSTEH
tlWU "_,. p_rl ___L_ _R'R ACT_IRCR pESCR.!_I_U qTY _PPL_C_T1_R
430OUUFU40 COD-B A]RSTREAH RELIEF gASP(R 2 NACELLE
43_OD8-01 OT-200 C JOHNSONCONT TUERMALDE1ECTOR,RATECORP.2000 ] RACErLt
A3QQQUt_OQ |LE_'U_OELCRF-t_ AIR CQWI,K_O[T EXHAUSTEAH 1 HtV_,ELLE
4JUOOOF047 RESCUHATIC SAFETY-SUPPL ERERGENCtESCAPEDEVICE I NACELLE
43DOOUFU43 T4ZBJO27 HONEYWELL TE[RNOSTAT-FAN I NACELLE
457020-1 032-457020-1 BOEIN_ C]DCUIT CARDkssY k*P ? RCU
A57_?-1 03Z-RSTO??-L BOEIRG CIRC_IIT CANOASSYA-E 2 WCU
4570Z3-1 032-457023-1 BOEING CIRCUIT CAROASSYA-3 2 BCU
457U74-1 O3P-4SIUZ4*] BOEING L_PCUIT CARDASSYA-6 _ RC_
457UZ5-6 U3Z-457025-6 BOEING TTL WIRE_RAP BOARD1,-4 2 NCU
AS/OIIF_22 122-102 _OG SERVO.,ARPL[IlEE ASSY 2 NCU
457O0OFO42 102507112P CUTLERHAJ4 PUSHOUTEORASSY 2 RCU
457013F094 ]UZSOT4Z CUTLERHAH CONTACTBLOCK 2 NCU
457013FU94 |)018-LU-3 NATLSEMI REAOER 2 RCU
R57011FUSZ IRS3OD ROYOODLA 0lODE 24 RED
457013E111 356001 LITTLE FUSE fUSE BLOCK 3 NCU
457013F113 3AG.312OD2 LITTLE FUSE FUSE, 2A 5 NCU
457013F114 3AG-312005 LITTLE FUSE fUSE, SA 10 NCU
RGTUESF027 AEPSAB15CO BOWERCUBE PO_ERS_PPLYPl 2 RCU
457011FO15 503l CODEXCORP MODEM,ORIGINATE 2 HCU
4S8OOOFOl3 5032 COOERCURB HODEH,RECEIVE 2 NCU
457013FO32 507-4537-|531-640 AMPEREX/0IAL LA/AP 2 NCU j
qS7oO_FOD8 573-1 YECEOYWE A.C. |WP_TH_O_LE 2 RC_ E
457ODOFO26 673-21 TELEDYNE D.C. INPUT HODULE 2 HCU
457000F025 673-2P TELEDYNE O,C. OUTPUTHOOULE 2 NCU
4S70_027 673-4 TELEDYNE A.C. OUTPUTNODULE 2 BEg
RGTOODFO21 5AR255ODI G.E, _HEEHOSTAT-WOD 2 WCu
457013F12I 7SOOKI4 CUTLERNAN SWITCH 4 NCU
457013F086 9274-5569 LEACH 115 VAC RELAY 1 NCU
4570|3E087 9274-6205 LEACH _8 VOCRELAY 2 RCU
AS_)ODFODB 95-U4OO-OR33-pAI AF_PEREX/OIAL 1ODICATORLIGHT 2 HEU
457013Fl12 AGC-I OUSSHAN FUSE, IA IS NCU
457013F088 CDC-S8-SO02$ POTTERBRUX 24 VBCRELAY 1 RCU
457013F089 COC-38-30030 POTTERDRUB 24 VOCRELAY 1 NCU
45_OlSFO% OHOOO_R WATLSEW1 OI_|TA_ OD|VER 2 _
4570ODF023 FS2051 G.E. HEATERSTRID 2 RCU
4S70ISFOLS JA-AJ-AIS-2 HEINEHANN CIRCUIT BREAKER 2 NCU
4STO|SFOJ6 JAI-AS-A-20-2 HEINEI4ANR CIRCUIT BREAKER 2 NCU
4STOEDF_IT _AI-SS-A*EB-_ _EIRE]eQMAH C_RCOITDREA_ER Z 1,K_U
4570|3F090 KRP 14 DG-?_V POTTERBRUH 2d VDCRELAY 3 HCU
4S7013E028 LCDo2-22 LNABOA pOWERSUPPLY#Z 2 NCU
4570ODF11B LGS-S-280-0V-4 LAHOOA POWERSUPPLY.28VOC (F/S) 2 NCU
_._; ASTUOD_115 LOS-S-50-OV-R LH,_ODA PO_ERSUPPLV9_ _ I_,U
457000_14 LH-228-Y LN'tBDA POWERSUPPLY- 28VDC-#3 2 NCU
457011FO14 HTA-40BN-VN ALCOELECTR SNITCH 2 RCU
457013F0_ TOP-) HI-G CO. RELAY 2 NCU
A57OEEFO_? V_BZAt G.E. vARIGTO_. 2 HCU
457010F024 END-AID ZILO6 ANALOGBOARDASSYA-7 2 RCU
4552OOF112 CAT N|-3OK QUALITROL GAGE,LIQUID LEVEL 1 OUTPUTXFWR
455200F112 EAT #11082-2 R.3 OR2 PTI UPTEGRAFF BUSHINGASSY, LOWVOLTAGE 3 OUTPUTXFHR
_SB_OOF_2 CAT NIEOEZ-BR,S OR2 PYE OPTEORAF£ DUSBII_ASSY. HIGH VOLTAGE 4 O_TPUTXPHW
455200F112 CAT#1S21E5-200, TYPE0 KEANREY fUSE, AIR INTERRUPTSW, 6 OUTPUTXFHR
455200F_12 CAT#1925-29 ROCHESTER THE_E;_R 1 OUTPUTXFNR
4552OUFlIP CAT e?O-SSC QUALITROL PRESSUREVACUURGAUOESET | OUTPUTXFWR
_SS_OOFlI2 YYPEEJI ¢_60DBHDQ_ G.E, pRII_ARYRUSE. PT GIZE D _ OUTPUTKE_P,
- : 4552ODF112 TYPEJKS-S 639XDO G..E. CURRENT RANSFORMER 2 OUTPUTXFNR
45SEOOFE|2 TYPE_VW-S, w58SX45 G.E. POTERTIALTR._NSFORHERFUSED _ OUTPUTXPHR
428002F05! 01907 OELAVALTURB LOWLEVEL SWITCH-HYORESERVOIR 2 PITCH CRTL
-- AIE,OOS_ 03R-A_8ODS-_ R£EUER$TR HYOPJ_ULIC_dLVE_IACTUATORASSY L P|TDR CRTC
418004.13 032-418004.E3 RENTONCOIL SPRING, TIP LOCK 2 PITCH CNTL
42ODOUFOR6 1/2 DISC (710_501) FIKE NETAL RUPTUREDISC, 500 PSI 6 PITCH CNTL
4ZBO06FO2R I/2-SOSB LIKE HETAL RUPTUREUNIT (HOUS]NG) | PITCH CHTL
410004-014 11/RHHSLO.RP-AN SHIPPER ACTUATOR _ PIYEB CETL
428DOEF034" IRR3*O4-CtA _OR IRC. PRESSURESWITCH, RETURNLINE _ PITCH CRTL
4200ODFIO0 IK-01_04-OI OOUBLE-A RANIFOLOSEALKIT ] PITCH ENTL
420000F137 206K FAFNIR SEARIHG-HYORESERVOIR _ PITCH CNTL
428ODOFI37 20BE2_C OCTAVALSANK THERMODELL _ PITCH CRTL
- . 428002F045 208K FAFNIR 6EANING-HYORESERVOIR 2 PIICH CNTL
428006FOR7 283064-ooo1 iR_NO1TA $0LEN010VALVE, IESS 4 PITCH CNTL
42BOODF012 28306S-0001 HAROTTA SOLENOIDVALVE, START-STOP 2 PITCH CNTL
A2OOOOFIB_ 3-BRSSP-BO PARKER-HANN _0" RINGFOR $15_I REL|EF VALNE D PIICH CNTL
4280ODF114 SIPiOOESOYNYM-I PARKER-HANR FILTER ASSY, HYDRSUPPLY _ PITCH CNTL
418U02FOD4 3ODS-SS-OOS-OB-O3-ODB5 ABEX-DENISON DIRECTIONALVALVE I PITCH CNTL
41900_0005 3D03-SS-OOS-||-OS-0-0-B ABEX-DENISOR OIRECTIORALVALVE [ PITCH CRTL
&28ODOFE04 45B-125-26 TELEDYNE EBECKVALVE 2 PITCB CNTL
428000_103 45N-8S-26 TELEOYNEREP CHECKVALVE 2 PITCH CNTL
418OOOP06I 50-15 DRAGON DRAGONHANDVALVE 3 PITCH _HTL
428_00F101 SOO8 DRAGON VAL_E-NEEOL[ _ PITCH CNTL
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428000F071 BOS-Z-3-F 0_4 SPECIALT PRE_IIRE SNUBBER PNCH CNI_
42NOGOFIO7 SIS9_-8TB-TS CIRCLE SEAL RELIEF VALVE PliEr1CN:L
428002F041 57XL-4U LER_ FILLER CAP ASSV-NVO RESERVOIR PIICH Eh::
428000E0)9 G60?A-/-OI ECC PR, SWITCH, 430 PSI PITCH LRT_
4_UOOOFOTH 6601A-0.6S CCC PR. SWITCH, ISUO PSI _:ICI_ _h':
42801_JFO_O _O?A-8-GG CCC PRESSURE SNITCH, 1900 PSI _ITCH CRTL
4?HUUUFIID 666UB_KUO0 PARKER-HANN ACCUMULATORSPARES KIT P_TCH CN'.
¢S_O_FO42 T09-CA_ ALLEH-ORAN MOTOR S1AR1ER bITE. C__.
428000FO3J 7BCFIOCECISTOYO-I PARKER-HANR FILTER ASSY, NYOR RETURR PIICH (_'_
trALROOA-OE4 7_O-OE-_EGO-_2 SMEFF£_ PACKING NIl, TIP ALTOATO_ _,I.. EN_
4IBO02EoOR 77093 AUEX-DEfi;SOR SERVO VALVE _ITCH C_'.
RZGOOBF_42 828,) ROCHESTER GAbGE-_TO. RESERVOIR, LG,O LG, _',1__ iN'.
4280GOFOj3 908648 PARKER-HANN ELEMENT FOR 72CE FILTER (RETURN) _:TE H C_':
428GOUEIL4 9B_06I PARKE_-H_H ELEMENT POR 3EP PILTER ISUPPL_I _|T_ _'.
428000F09I RTSBB1813 G.E. TRJ_RSEORWER _]TCq CA'_
42800_I08 AQP-06-EOAI 00UBLE k C_ECK VALVE-PILOT PIIC_ L_:L
428002FU43 CRY 94-3 AIRFLYTE EL[ BRUSH BLOCK-HYORESERVOIR PITE_ __
418GO_FO02 CBSOBA-HLU| PARKER-MANN BOUT SEAl. KIT, PITCH ACTUATOR P_TE_ CN'.
418002F007 CS BOOs PARKER-HANN CHECK VALVE PITCH CNTL
428000F|05 DIVWBOO4_Y PARKER.MANN SOLENOID VALVE _[TCH Ek'_
42800_'IJ6 DD-EIOl-47 REULAND ELECTRIC HOTOR _ITCH C_'_ _ i
428002F046 F-SO-3020-A-OD-I.625 CRANE PACK FACE SEAL-NYD RESERVOIR _ITCh CN':
4EBOD3FOOG IIT40-IOI RMB CORP SPHERICAL BEARING PITCH C_TL
418003F002 LO6942-O000 PA,_RER-HANN PISTOR RINGS KIT, PITCH ACTUATOR PITCH C_TL
418002F005 MNC20-T40A-4 SNAP-TITE OVCRCENTERVALVE PITCH CN'_
42DOOOFE27 MTIM-M2515 OELAVAL TEMPERATURESWITCH PITCH CN'L ,,
42GO0_12_ P920] CONTROLPROD TEMPERATURESWITCH PITGH _ "'H
B280OO_IlS Pvou-OOT-SIL-04 DENIGON HYDRAULIC PUMP HITCH CNTL
RE_00_|02 ROV_2-TB_ROA SWAPTITE RELIEF VALVE PITCH CN'_ _',
418003P002 RG2AHL-03SS PARKER-MANN GLAND CARTRIDGE KIT PITCH Cg:_
42_000_115 S15-15239 ANEX-OER|SOW PUMP SPARES _IT PITC_ CkT_
418002FO03 TPCCSL6GOSAL8 PARKER-HANN FLOW CONTROLVALVE PITCH CNT_
41130_-L 03B-_E1SO6-E SERVICE BROH 0USH|NO ROTD_
411306-2 032-411306-2 SERVICE BROW BUSHING ROTOR
411306-3 03_-46L_06-_ SERVICE BROW BUS_|WG ROTO_
411307-1 032-411307-) KEY BELLEVIL BELLEVILLE SPRING ROTOR
i_ 4LBOOOFO33 23000012-0544J T|TEFLEK ROSE ASSV-TEFLOH ROTC_
418000F034 80_0606-12-12-55 PARKER-HARM HOSE ASSY-RUORER ROTOR
411311F031 MH 840210 TIW_EM BEACHINGCUP R_TOE
41]3|[F030 HH 840249 TINKER BEARING CONE ROTOR
_ 4_13ElF036 dH IGOIS-LPO(HSLEGI J,H. OIL SL_ OIL SEAL, INBg-INT. ROTOR
;_'_j 411311-02 JM 18858 J.M. OIL SLS OIL SEAL_ OUTBO-EXT. ROTOR
4EE31[F034 JM 6334-LUP(HSL[6) J.H. OIL $LS OIL SEAL,_UTBO-IRT. ROTOR
411311F035 dM 9833-OLL-PD(Hl/LS) d.M. OIL SLS OIL SEAL, INBO-EXT. ROTOR
4113_1F033 LM 565910 TIW_.EN BEARING CUP ROTOR
41131IFOSB LM 565949 TIMKEN BEARING CONE ROTOR
413000FOSE 032-413003-5 SEAWEST BUMPERA$SY TEETER
GI3OOOF03I 9DSOEO6 GOOOYEAN SEAL TEETER
413000F03I 9680101 GOODYEAR BACK-UP RING TEETER -
G/3GOOF03I 9684796 GOOOYEAR BACK-UP RING TEETER
413GOOF03I 9685214 GOODYEAR SEAL TEETER
RZ3GOOF03I 39640155 GOOOYEAR BRAKE LINING SET TEETER/YAW
413000F03I 9650236 GOOOTEAN BRAKE CALIPER ASSY IEETER/YAN
ASBGOOFOIR 112-1017 EATON/Ci_RLY MTD DRIVE MOTOR YAW CONTROL
" 43GOOOFO14 142S3 EATON - BOLT, RETAINER YAW CONTROL
: RSOGOOFZA7 2122495J CONTROL PROD _IME OELAT RELAY, ROTO_ BRAKE YAW CONTROL
435000FOE3 39630906 GOODYEAR BRAKE LINING SET YAW CONTROL
RSBGOOFO1R 6110_ T_TOW SEAL K|T_ SHAFT TAN CONTROL
!" 435000F014 OliOS EATON SEAL KIT t MOTOR, REAR YAW CONTROL
i 43GOOQFO14 £1IOB EATOM SHAFT HID BEARIMG KIT TAW CONTROL
4350GOFOES 620 GEAR WORKS PLANETARY SPEED REDUCER YAW CONTROL
I 435000F013 g6_[S_ GQQOVEAN _RANE GALIPER-iSAAG YAW C_TROL
' 43GOGOFOBE PCCM6005 PANKER-HANN FLOW CONTROLVALVE YAW CONTROL
R3SOORFOI3 LOHP-EGOORPH RCULAWO _TOR-ELECTRIC _AN MPO
i 435004F133 2495-EPP CIRCLE SEAL VALVE-CHECK, ROTOR BRA_E PRESS. YAW HPU
43BGO4FOIU 53576 FUROLATOR FILTER, SUPPLY YAM HPV
435004FOEO 66074-7-85 CCC PR. SWITCH N/O TO CLOSE AT S_ PSI YAWHPU
635004F142 6607A-8.77 CCC PRESS. SWITCH_ EOGOPSI YAW WPu
435004F022 66_A-9.59 CCC PR, SWITCH N/C TO CLOSE AT 2000 PSI YAWHPU
435004F102 709UOBI03 ALLEN BRAD MAGNETIC STARTER TAN HPU
43GOOAFO]6 7515130 PUROLATOR ELEMENT FOR 53576 FILTER (SUPPLY) YAW HPU
43500GFOIO RBOSR3 PANRER-MANN ELEMENT FOR P331RF FILTER (RETURN) YAW HPU
435004F029 BRNNC-GOS-L(I) DOUBLE A VALVE-RELIEF YAW HPU
435004FOIS C1200SV PARKER-NANN VALVE-CHICK YAN HPU
R35OO4F031 DIVWBOBYV PANKER-H_J_N DIRECTION VALVE, YAWBRAKE YRN HPU
435004F030 DIVW4CYV PARKER-HANN DIRECTIONAL VALVE, HTD. MOTOR VAN HPU
, R3SOO4FOI8 H208B HARSH PRESSURE GAUGE YAW HPU
435GOBFOIE ICED5 lIT-VULCAN THERMOSTAT, HEAT EXCHANGER TAW HPU
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6.0 CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS ....
The MOD-2 projecthas been successfullyconcludedafter a fiveyear effortby BEG
and its subcontractors,under the contractualdirection-ofNASA Lewis Research
Center for DOE. The projecthas developeda wind turbinedesignmeetingthe
contractualdesign requirementsand has fabricatedand testedthree machinesof
this design,which have demonstratedfulfillmentof the projectgoals. These
machineswill continuethe demonstrationas remotelycontrolledpower generators
within the BonnevillePower Administrationnetwork. The projecthas produced
considerablevaluabletechnlcaldata neededto bring largewind turbin_systems i;o
commercialstatusand contributingto the nation'senergyproduction.
The major systemaccomplishmentsdemonstratedat GoodnoeHills are as follows_-
(i) The feasibilityof fabricationand installationof a multi-megawatt
(2.5 MW) horizontalaxi_ machinewith a 300 foot diameterrotor. The
MOD-2 rotor is.the largestrotor fabricatedand testedto date, and the
MOD-2 has producedhigherpower output than any other win& turbinesystem
to date.
(2) Unattendedoperationwith remotemonitoring,enable/disablecontroland
energy managementcapability.
(3) Power variationsof less than ±6 percent{50 percentiledata) for power
deliveredto the utilitygrid. Three sigma valuesare within ±IB
percentat the maximumwind.speedof 45_nph.
(4) The feasibilityof the controlledyaw upwind rotor,which has more
efficientenergy capturethan a downwind,rotor,and which has
demonstratedfully acceptablenoise characteristics.
(5) The feasibilityof the partialspan (30%)tip controlledrotor.
(6) The adequacyof the failsafeshutdownsystemprotection.
(7) Evaluationof early prototypeoperationshave shown that the machinesare
achievingan availabilityof O.B3 for those periodswhen systemdesign
modificationsor specialtests are not includedas period time in the
calculation. Projectionsindicatea capabilityto achievegreaterthan
0.92 as early operationalpr_qblems_re solved.
Testingof the HOD-2 units at Goldendalehas verifiednany unique design features
of the MOB-2 and is providinginvaluabletechnicaldata on loads and controlsystem
dynamics. Major areas of technicalinterestwhere the data will contributeto
future developmentand commercializationinclude:
(I) The large-scaleelastomoricteeterbearingssuccessfullycompleted
acceleratedlife-cyclelaboratorytestingand have exhibitedno problems
during operation.
6-I
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(2) Actual teetermotionsare less than had been expected. No teeter stop
contactshave been observedduringrotation. The teeterbrakes appear
to be unnecessaryand have been deactivatedwhich will improveoverall
reliability.
(3) The yaw dampingbrake has proven to be unnecessaryand has been
deactivatedwhich will improveoverallreliability.
(4) The measuredyaw drive cyclic loadsare higherthan predicted. These
loads can be reducedby sizingthe drive motor to stall and allowing
backdrlvingduringpeakLin the cyclicloads.
(5) Structuralrotor loads predictionmethodswere verifiedfor all loading
conditionsexcept for rotor flapwiseCyclicloads which are higher than
predictedby analysismethods. Predictionmethods have beenmdifled to
reflectthis inadequacyand can be used with confidenceto predictcyclic
rotor loads of other machines. Contcolsystem interactionsare being
evaluatedand currentcontrolsystemtestingis expectedto providesome
alleviationof cyclicloads.
(6) The compliantquill shaft, in conjunctionwith the pitch controlsystem,
has demonstratedthe capabilityof dampingpower oscillationsfrom rotor
to gearbox. The three sigma cyclic torqueloads are 50 percentof the
predicted design loads.
(7) A system simulation model has bee_developed and correlation with actual
system _ynamicsis providingthe-capabilityto optimizethe control
system for loads reductionand power stabilitywhile achievingmximum
energy output.
(8) Measurementsof actualpower output versusmeteorologicalCower wind
speeds show good correlationwith predictedvalues. The data are based
on 10 minute averages (at a data rate of 10 samplesper second)during
selectedperiodsof relativelysteadywinds. Approximatelyone-thirdof
the data pointsare higher than predictedvalues. Two thirds of the data
points are less than predictedvalues. The maximum data scatterof
approximately20% can be attributedto windspeedat the turbinesbeing
differentthan wind speed at the meterologicaltower, lossesdue to yaw
error, and accuracyof the daJ_a,systems.
- In summary,the MOO-2 projectgoals have been achlev_d. A wide base of suppliers --
involvementhas contributedto the program. Utilitieshave participatedin the-
design and evaluation. The three MOD-2 machinesat Goldendale,plus a MOb-2
machine at MedicineBow, Wyoming,operatedby the Bureauof Reclamationand a MOD-2
machine at Solano,Californla,operatedby PacificGas and Electric _re
contributingto the data base. The feasibilityof the largemachineshas been
demonstratedand providethe technicalconfidencefor developmentof even larger
next-generatlonmachines. Continuedoperationwill demonstratethe economic
viabilityof wind energy systemsoperatedto save expendableand costlyfossil
fueled generatingsystems.
6-2
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The existingthree units at Goldendaleprovidean excellenttest facilityfor
continuedindustryevaluationand developmentof advancedsystems. This facility
is continuingin a test mode under the programdirectionof NASA/BPA.Specific
areas of continuedevaluationand test should include;
(I) Controlsystem/performanceoptimizationwith continueddevelopmentof
analyticalmodeling includingwind turbulenceinducedeffects.
(2) A continuedoperationalevaluationof performance,componentreliability,
maintenancetimelines,and systemavailabilityto providethe utility
industrywith a firm basis for economicevaluation.
(3) A productimprovementprogramto correctany potentialdesign
deficienciesimpactingsystem availability,maintenanceproceduresor
personneland equipmentsafety.
(4) Long term evaluationof environmentalimpacts.
(5) Clusterarray analysiswith testingfor wake effects.
(6) Advancedconceptsverificationincludingnew materials,airfoilshapes,
tip speed effects,etc.
6-3
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APPENDIXA
SITE DEVELOPMENTAND WTS ERECTION
The constructionof three MOb-2 wind turbinesystemsat GoodnoeHills,WA....
requiredcompletionof the followingmajor tasks: I) Constructing
foundations,2) Erectinga gin poje for hoistingthe wind turbinecomponents,
3) Erectingthe tower,4) Installingthe nacelleon the tower,5) Installing
the rotor on the low speed shaft, and 6) Installingthe electricalequipment
requiredto transmitthe power from the wind turbinegeneratorto the
BonnevillePower Administrationsubstation._BonnevillePower Administration
providedthe wind turbinesite locations,the roads to the sites,temporary
constructionpower= and the substationto interfacethe three wind turbines
with the electricalpower grid.
The constructionprocessbegan at site #I with constructionof ten foundations
requiringa total of approxlma.tely710 cubic yards of concrete. (Sevengin
pole foundations,one tower foundation,one electricalequipmentpad, and one
maintenanceequipmentfoundation). The-constructionprocessfor all
f_undatlonswas similar. After a hole was excavatedto the proper dimensions,
wooden forms were constructedand the specifiedrebar,anchor bolts,conduits
and embedswere placedwitltlnthe forths.Concretewas then placed in the
forms and allowedto cure. The forms were then removedand backfillplaced
around the foundations.
The tower foundationrequiredinstallingrock anchorsin additionto the rebar
and tower anchorbolts. FelTowing excavationfor the tower foundation,
seventy-twoholes were drilledinto the rock and rock anchorstwenty-eight
feet in lengthwere installed. The rock anchorswere centeredin the holes,
and securedby grout pumped in the holes and allowedto cure. Figure A-I
shows the rock anchorsinstalledin the foundationexcavation. Followingthe
installationof the rock anchors,constructionof the tower foundation
continuedwith the installationof forms.-After the tower foundationwas
poured and cured the rock anchorswere tensionedto approximately154,000
pounds. Figure A-2 shows the completedfoundationinstallation.
A-I I
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aochol_ _,
Figure A-I. Rock Anchor Installation
Rock
Figure A.2. Completed Foundation
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Followingthe completionof the foundationsthe gin pole was erectedto hoist
the heavy componentsof the wind turbine. The 250' gin pole was assembledand
partiallyriggedon the groundand liftedonto the boom rest tower using a
crane. After riggingof the gin pole was completeit could lilt itselfinto
working positionby pullingagainstthe boom-uppendantwhich was attachedto
the tower foundation(FigureA-2). The gin pole was load testedby lifting
six culv-er-tsfilledwith concreteweighinga total of 213,000pounds,
The tower was erectedby weldingfactoryfabricatedsegmentsin place on the
tower foundation. First, two base sectionswith the base plate and gussets
factorywelded were placedover the ninety-sixanchor bolts and leveledwith
shim packs. The base sectionswere then welded together..Eourpetal sections
were then welded on top of the completedbase section. Four smallerpetals i_
were then welded_ogetherbeside the tower, lifted into place and welded to
the previouslycompletedstructure. This completedthe conicalsectionof the
tower. A forty foot cylindricalsectionwith the hyperbolictransition
attachedwas then welded onto the conical-section(FigureA,3). Three more
forty foot cylindricalsectionswere then welded on the preceedingsectionsto
bring the tower to its completedhieghtof 196 feet. Figure A-3 shows the
last tower sectionbeing placed, All sectionswere welded from temporary
: scaffoldingtack welded to the tower structure. Each sectionwa_ checkedfor
iL plumbnessas it was added. Followingthe weldingof the basic structurethe
catwalkwas welded at the top of the tower and a door was'cut in the base of -
the tower and reinforced. Grout was then placedunder the base plate and the
anchor bolts tensioned. After the tower erectionWas completethe tower was
sand blastedand-threecoats of epoxy paint applied_ The tower for Unit one
was erectedusing the gin pole. A conventionalcrane was used to erect the.
[ towers for Units two and three as the gin pole was in use at site #I.
Due primarilyto transportationlimitations,the nacelleand contentswas
receivedat the constructionsite partlallyassembled. II;was off-loadedonto
stands and fully assembledon the groundprior to installationon the top of
i the tower, Figure A-4 shows the nacellerestingon its stands at the tower
base, The nacellewas equippedwith removablehatchesto facilitatethe
' A-3
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Gin pole Temporary
bw,k rays workplatforms
FigureA_. TowerInstallation
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Generator
Na¢ollo ventalatlon
lifting lugs exhaustoutlet
FigureA-4. NacelleAssemblyat Site
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Installation of internal equipment. The qut11 .shaft couplif_g, the gearbox and
the generatorwere placed in the nacellethroughthese hatches. The hatches
were replaced and the gearbox oil cooler, the wind sensors, the ventilators,
and the aircraft warning Lights were Installed on the nacelle roof. The yaw
bearing, the yaw brakes, the yaw brake disk and the gearbox oil reservoir were
bolted beneaththe nacelle. Pipingwas installedto comlectthe gearboxwith--
the variouscomponentsof the lubricationsystem. Followingflushinp-ofthe
lubricationsystem,leak testingand completionof electricalinstallation
_ork, the NacelleIntegrationTest was completedto ensure properoperation .
prior to installationon top of the tower.
In preparationfor hoistingthe nacellefour.taglines were attachedto the
corners of the nace]le and secured to winches mounted on heavy equipment, t, )
These lines were_sed to stabilize the nacelle during the lift and to__lign
the nacelleas it was set on the top of the tower. A liftingfixturedesigned
for the nacellelift and previouslylead tested to 200% of the nacelleweight
was pinnedto liftinglugs on-the nacelleroof (EigureA-4). The nacellewas
then hoistedto the top of the tower and bolted in place (FigureA-5). The
tag lines were removed,the wind sensorsraisedand the nacellewas yawed to
face thegin pole in preparationof the rotor lift.
-'_ The rotor was receivedin five sectionsfor Unit one,_(onehub, two
mid-sectionsand two tips). The hub was off-loaded,rolledonto edge with a-
handlingfixtureand placedin holdingfixtures. The mid-sectionswere bolted
to the hub and the Joint sealed, The tip)were joined to the mid by inserting
the spindlein the mid and boJtingthe spindlebarreland actuatorswivelto
. the mid-sections. For Units two and three the mid-bladewas sh_ppedwith the
_, tip attachedto reducefield installationcosts. Figure A-6 shows a mid-tip
_ assemblyarrivingat the site. After the rotorwas assembledit was balanced
by placinga specifiedamount of weight in one of the mid-sections..The rotor
• integrationtest was then completedto verify the intefrltyof the rotor
_ hydraulicand electricalsystemsand to verifythe rotor was_sealedSot proper
operationof the crack detectionsystemprior to installingit on the turbine.
A-6
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lifting fixture line
F/gumA-5. NacelleInstallation
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Mid
Fl#ureA-6. Mid-Blade,Tip Transportation
' _ _"
FigureA-7. Rotor Instella#on
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To providestabilityduring the rotor llft the same four part tetheringsystem
used on the nacelle-liftwas attachedto the ends of the rotor. A lifting
fixture designedfor the rotor llft and previouslyload tested to 200% of the
rotor weight was attachedto the rotor and the rotor was hoistedinto place
(FigureA-7). The rotor was-thenbolted to the low speed shaft and the
hydraulicsand electricalconnectionsmade, The rotor remainedtetheredto
prevent its rotationduring drive train alignment.
Followingdrive train alignmentthe rotorwas rotatedto a verticalposition
using the rotor positioningtool to al]ow install_t_ionof the teeter stops.
Installation_f tbe teeter stops completedthe WTS structuralassembly.
During the constructionprocesselectricalequipmentwas being installed
throughoutthe wind turbinesystem_ This includedinstallationof-Jcheyaw
slip ring,cable trays,wiring,electricalswitchgearand transformers,buried
cable to the B.P.A. substationand fiberopticsto the data cente_
Followingcompletionof Unit one. the gin pole was moved to Units two and
three for installatio_of the nacelleand rotor on Jchoseunits. Construction -
of Units two and th'.eewas Similarto the processdescribedfor Unit one with
the exceptionspreviouslydiscussed.
A-9
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APPENDIXB
LISI OF SYMBOLSANDABBREVIATIDNS
SYMBOL MEANING
a power scalingexponent
a windagechurningloss
a length
A amplitudeof gusts
AEP annualenergy production
AH ampherehours
t
AISC American Ins_tute of Steel Constructim_
A1t altitude
Ap particularvalue of "A"
ADM annualoperationsand maintenancecosts
b width
BEC BoeingEngineeringand Construction
_. BFL basic far_torylabor
BTU Britishthermalunit(s)
c chord (airfoil)
C Weibullconstant
c,g, center of gravity
CD (Cd) drag coefficient
CL (CI) lift coefficient
COE cost of electricity
COEP cost of electricityprogram
Cp power coefficient
C,P,G, compactplanetarygear
B-I
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CPM(CPm) maximumsystem efficiency
CPmax maximumrotor power coefficient
Cm ...... criticalbucklingstress
CRT computerremoteterminal
Cu copper
cu. ft. cubic feet........
C.Y.............. cubic yards
D (DIA) diameter
da/dn crack growth rate _
db decibal(s)
DC directcurrent
DG diesel driven.generator
bog Departmentof Energy
E modulusof elasticity
EOCP energyoutput computerprogram
Es specificenergy
f limit load stress
Fcr criticalload
FCR fixed charge rate (annualized)
FMAT materialfactor
FMEA failuremode and effectsanalysis
FWG manufacturingfactor
fn frequencyrequirement
F (P) load
FPS feet per second
FR failuresper year
B-2
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freq. frequency
ft, feet
ft.2 squarefoot
g accelerationdue to gravity
G modulusof rigidity
GCB generatorcircuitbreaker
GR steel grade
hr(s) hour(s)
Hz (HZ) Hertz (cycles/sec.)
#
IC total WTS cost
in (s) inch (es)
K Weibullconstant (exponent)
K one thousand
Kc bucklingconstant
. Kmax maximumstress intensityfor each block of cycles01 on each spectrum
KPC pitch"controlcost factor
KRO baselinevalue (cost)
Ksi thousand pounds per squareinch
KV kilovolt(s)
!_: KVA kilovoltamphere(s)
kW ki1owatt (s)
kWh kilowatthour (s)
Kips thousand,pound (s)
Ib(s) (#) pound (s)
L.E. leadingedge
LERC (LRC) Lewis ResearchCenter-
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m meters
hi moment
max maximum
MDT mean down time
mtn minimum
mph miles per hour
M.S. margin of safety
MSB most significantbit
MTBF mean time betweenfailure
MW megawatt (s) R,
MWh megawatthour (s)
n number of spares
n circularfrequency
N efficiency
NACA NationalAdvisoryCommitteefor Aeronautics
NASA NationalAeronauticand Space Administration
0 & M operationsand maintenance
O.D. outsidediameter
PF power factor
Ps specificpower
psi poundsper square inch
Powgn power error gain
PT particletest method
r radialdistancefrom hub center
R radiusof WTS rotor
R minimum stress/maximum stress
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RAD radian (s)
RAM Reliability,Availability,Maintainability
rev revolution
ROT rotor cost
rpm revolutionsper minute
RT _ad_ographi_testnmthod
RTGN rate error gain
s stress
s (sec) second (s)
SCF structuralcompositesindustries
STD.............. standardtemperatureday
t thickness
t recordertime
T.E. trailingedge
Tw torque extractedfrom wind
UPS uninterruptablepower supply
UT ultrasonictest method
v volt (s_
V (Vw) wind velocity
Vr rated wind velocity
Vel velocity
Vin cutin wind velocity
Vo designwind velocity
Vo empriicalhomogenouswind speed
Vout cutoutwind velocity
Vr referencewind velocity
VT visual test method
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WT .weight
WT wind turbine
WTS wind turbinesystem
x referenceaxis
y referenceaxis
yr year (s)
z referencea_is
z elevationabove ground level _ -
zo surfaceroughnesslength
zr referenceheight ...I
' feet
" inches
¢ cents
$ dollars
% percent
OF temperature,lahrenheit
oc temperature,Centigrade
SF cost of failure
o degrees
< less than
< less than or equal to
. equal to
> greater than
>_. greater than or equal to
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<<< much less than
>>> much greater than
failurerate
o solidity
¢ phase (electrical)
@ (_) wind.yaw error
o standarddeviation
ec collectivepitch angle
@x longitudinalcomponentof turbulencespectrum
Ox longitudinalturbulenceintensity
A wind velocityseparationdistance
p air density
rotor rate
A change
p density
Poisan'sRatio
8 pitch angle _ _
n efficiency
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